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"Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper.
Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted
vehicle. The real extent of this state of misinformation is
known only to those who are in situations to confront facts
within their knowledge with the lies of the day."
- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
Author of the Declaration of Independence
3rd President of the United States
From: Letter to John Norvell, 1807
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The Anti-New York Times for select readers. He is also the author of:
 The Bad War: The REAL Story of World War II
 Planet Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order
 The War Against Putin: What the Government-Media Complex
Isn’t Telling You About Russia.
 The Real Roosevelts: An Omitted History
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INTRODUCTION
Since its founding in 1851 by Republican Henry Jarvis Raymond, The NY Times
has been a big player in shaping public opinion. But it was not until 1896 that the
Times took a turn to the internationalist Left when it was purchased by a GermanJew named Adolph Ochs. In 1897, Ochs himself would coin the paper's now
famous self-serving slogan, printed on its masthead every day ever since: "All the
News That’s Fit to Print”.

Adolph Ochs

Ochs’ daughter married Arthur Hays Sulzberger, who
became publisher when Adolph died. Ochs’ great
grandson Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr. is the publisher of
the NY Times today. So, for 1.2 centuries, America’s
most influential propaganda sheet has been in the hands of
the same Zionist-Marxist family. Count on The Times to
promote
big
government,
Globalism,
phony
environmentalism, Israel, the Fed, and endless wars.

Just how powerful is what your fighting author likes to refer to “Sulzberger’s
Slimes”? The erudite writer Gore Vidal may have been a morally degenerate
sodomite who was wrong about many things, but his reference to the Slimes as
“the Typhoid Mary of American journalism” was as spot-on as it was witty. One
need only glance at the morning headlines of “the paper of record”, and then take
note of how the superficial infomercials known as “the Nightly News” will so
often pick up on whatever front page fairy-tale that the Manhattan Mendacity
Machine spun that very same morning.
Like some journalistic plague; the virus of lies, half-truths and cherry-picked data
then infects the unguarded minds of the whole country, and indeed, the world.
Such is the indisputable power and undeserved “prestige” of this dreadful
“Orwellian” institution.
The Anti-New York Times was originally established as, and still is, a pay-toview daily sub-page of TomatoBubble.com. Beginning in 2015, the collected
rebuttals to the Slimes’ Spin were published in Quarterly book format – which you
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now hold in your hands. To best understand the bare-knuckled and often humorous
rebuttals, it is recommended that readers also purchase and study, Planet
Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order. That will give you a
firm grounding in REAL history while The Anti-New York Times informs you of
the contemporary world which had grown out of that tragic history.
When gathered in one place, the rebuttals expose The Slimes as a deceitful naked
Emperor. If the Slimes is the disease of deception, let The Anti-New York Times
be your antidote of truth.

REBUTTED BY
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A Black Lives Matter demonstrator in Atlanta burns sage during a protest

NY Times (Op-ed): When Whites Just Don’t Get It
By NICHOLAS KRISTOFF

REBUTTAL BY

Oh how magnanimous, how altruistic, how empathetic, how noble and how
humble of two-time Pulitzer Prize winner Nicholas Kristoff to call out his own
race of White people for not "getting it" when it comes to the related issues of race
and discrimination. Agree with his argument or not, you must admit, it does take a
bit of character and courage to publicly go against your own kind and admit what
is right, or at least what appears to be right in one's sincerely held view.

Kristoff ain't White! He's a @#7^54 ....
As you can see, irony is lost on Sugar the Mad Cat. Of course we know what
ethnic group Mr. Kristoff belongs to (cough cough), and of course we see through
his little charade of trashing the hated White (European) people which he and his
9

light skinned Khazarian-Asian supremacist brethren have cunningly camouflaged
into. Unfortunately, too many vulnerable Whites fall for his "nobody here but us
White guys" routine before themselves becoming "magnanimous-altruisticempathetic-noble-humble" -- in a self-hating guilt trip type of way.
Kristoff's column amounts to just another typical whine about how "racist" TM that
Donald Trump and his followers are, and how bad "discrimination" TM against
Blacks still is....blah, blah, blah. It's all so pathetically predictable and so played
out that it's not even worth reviewing line by line. The only reason we selected this
piece for rebuttal today is to call attention to the "we Whites" trickery that these
characters always use. From Kristoff's column:
"In contrast, we whites seem curiously unwilling to shoulder any responsibility for
our own part in racial inequity. If we’re so concerned with “personal
responsibility,” shouldn’t we show some?
If Donald Trump wants to make this election in part about race, then let us really
talk about race problems in all their complexities. And we whites could spend less
time pointing fingers and more time looking in the mirror.
"We" -- eh Kristoff? You dirty sneaky two-faced shape-shifting maggot! And for
the handful of "bruthas" and "sistas" that read The Anti-New York Times, you
already know by now that this son of Satan is not your friend either!
More examples of the "We White guys" acting routine...

"The point is not to interpret whiteness but to abolish it." -- Harvard
professor and self-described "race traitor" Noel Ignatiev (cough, cough),
author of "Race Traitor" and racetraitor.org
"If you want to know if racism is a problem in your country, you might
not want to ask White people." -- Tim Wise (cough, cough), author of
"White Like Me"
10

Looking through the prism of Kristoff's red-hot hatred for the big bad White Man,
we may better understand his long forgotten libeling of an innocent scientist named
Steven Hatfill, whom Kristoff had falsely and maliciously accused of having
mailed out the deadly "Anthrax letters" of September, 2001 -- letters which were
clearly sent out by a Jew in order to false-flag frame the Arabs. The false
accusation leveled by Kristoff and an malevolent activist named Barbara
Rosenberg (cough cough), turned poor Hatfill's life upside down and inside out.
Beginning in mid-2002, Hatfill became the whipping boy of the Piranha Press after
TV cameras showed FBI agents in biohazard suits searching his apartment. His
home was repeatedly raided by the FBI, his phone was tapped, and he was kept
under surveillance for more than two years. Dr. Hatfill was also fired from his job
at Science Applications International Corporation -- all on the basis of the evil
Rosenberg / Kristoff smear and the firestorm it kicked up.

An innocent man, wrongly defamed for the Zionist anthrax letters, was put
through hell by the vicious Yellow Journalism of "Pulitzer Prize winner
Nicholas Kristoff.
When finally cleared of the false charges, Hatfill filed lawsuits against the
periodicals and journalists who had framed him. He sued the New York Slimes and
Kristoff in particular for defamation and intentional infliction of emotional distress
in connection with five of Kristoff's most vicious columns. Incredibly, The Jew
courts dismissed this suit, finding that Hatfill was a "public figure" -- ignoring the
fact that it was Kristoff who made him a "public figure!" In 2007, Hatfill did settle
a similar libel lawsuit against Vanity Fair and Reader's Digest for an undisclosed
amount, after both magazines agreed to retract any implication that Hatfill was
involved in the anthrax mailings.
Son of Satan Kristoff belongs in jail for what his racial hatred against Whites led
him to do to Dr. Hatfill in 2002. Yet here he remains, still defaming Whites again
and again and again -- while constantly and sanctimoniously reminding his readers
of his own "whiteness."
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.... Un--Freakin'--believable!

F -You too, Albert! (cough cough)

Boobus Americanus 1: I read again an op-ed column in the New York
Times today by Nicholas Kristoff about thow we Whites still cannot
appreciate the institutionalized racism and discrimination that America
continues to inflict upon African-Americans.
Boobus Americanus 2: Indeed. The discrimination is not always easy to
see from our perspective of privilege. Kristoff is very noble to take up this
cause.
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Sugar: You stupid @#$@!! Krisstoff ain't noble and he ain't White! He
jusst wantss our kind blended out and exterminated!
Editor: What do you mean "our kind?"
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Donald J. Trump leaving Trump Tower in Manhattan in June 1990. Mr. Trump had
amassed $3.4 billion in debt by that year.

NY Times: Donald Trump’s Business Decisions in ’80s Nearly Led Him to Ruin
NY Times: Donald Trump Trashes Nafta. But Unwinding It Would Come at a Huge Cost.
NY Times: How a Simple Tax Rule Let Donald Trump Turn a $916 Million Loss Into a
Plus
NY Times: Fair Game: The Trump Campaign’s Questionable Tax Return Justification
NY Times: Hillary Clinton, Seizing on Tax Returns, Says Donald Trump Embodies
‘Rigged System’
NY Times: State Attorney General Orders Trump Foundation to Cease Raising Money in
New York
NY Times: Editorial: Mr. Trump’s Government Bailout
NY Times: Op-Ed Columnist: Trump, Taxes and Citizenship
NY Times: Op-Ed Contributor: Why It’s So Hard to See Politicians’ Financial Data
NY Times: The Uproar Over Donald Trump’s Taxes
NY Times: Letter: Predawn Twitter Storm: Donald Trump’s Destructive Habit
NY Times: DealBook Column: When It Comes to Tax Avoidance, Donald Trump’s Just a
Small Fry
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REBUTTAL BY

Wow! Count em'! A dirty dozen of anti-Trumpian hit pieces contained in a single
issue! As regular researchers of old Slimes' archives dating back to 1900, we
confidently say with authority that no personage in American history has been
subjected to the level of Sulzbergerian slime now being spewed at Donald Trump
(often referred to by us as "Orange Man" when he pisses us off with his many
imperfections and errors.) Even the late great Senator Joseph McCarthy never
got it this bad and this blatantly.
Back in the old days, the ever present bias of "the paper of record" was always
present, but not so "in-your-face." In order to maintain the illusion of objective
journalism, a surprising amount of truth often made its way into this all-mighty
Jewish journal of gibberish -- albeit in the inner pages. Entire press releases from
Hitler's Foreign Ministry were published, as were the opinions of Joe McCarthy's
defenders.
In the old days, a few balancing truth nuggets would occasionally
surface in Sulzberger's Slimes ...

1- The August 28, 1939 headline of the Hitler-hating New York Times confirmed that
Hitler sought to avoid war with Britain & France. An entire communique from Hitler was
published on the front page
2- December 8, 1941: The entire post-Pearl Harbor Declaration of War by Japanese
Emperor Hirohito was published by The Times -- even though it was a damning
indictment of FDR's government.
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The art of the con job back then involved the publishing of a few solid inner page
truths, which would then be overwhelmed with twice as many front page lies.
Nonetheless, the gold nuggets of truth were there and can still be mined. Today,
however, the Jew York Slimes is all lies (including the deadly lie of omission) all
the time. One will search in vain for even a single token defense of a Trump or a
Putin.
It's not that the Sulzberger Dynasty has grown any more evil in its intent to
deceive. The deceptive nature of these Bolshevik beasts is no worse today than it
was 30, 60, 90 or even 120 years ago. The difference is that Boobus Americanus is
now dumber and more communistic than ever. Therefore, there is no longer
any need to satisfy the inquisitive reader with the occasional and symbolic inner
page sheep-dipping of "the other side of the story." Today's "college educated"
libtard is so insular and "group-minded" in his "thinking" that he cannot even
imagine that there even is another side of matters.

With his readership already having been pre-brainwashed at today's
Marxist-dominated colleges, Arthur Sulzberger has a much easier job of
public deception than his great grandfather did.
You see, the uppity sophist Slimes has always appealed to the "college educated"
reader. But back in the day when universities (and high schools) still taught the
classics and the basics of rational thinking, the Sulzberger-Ochs Crime Family
knew that any propaganda campaign that was too outrageously and too one-sidedly
bold would not work on its readers, even if those readers had a liberal bent. Hence,
the veneer of confidence-building "objectivity" in the form of an occasional truth
bomb was always a necessary element of the grand deception.
But so many of the post 1980 "college educated" generation are now so far gone -so stupid -- so brainwashed -- so prideful and puffed-up on their own sophistry -16

and so degenerate in both intellect and morality, that the Sulzbergers now feel safe
in abandoning any pretense of objectivity. In the past, the Slimes would never have
run 12 hit pieces in a single day against anyone -- not even pre-war Hitler! It would
have been too damn obvious.
These demonic sons-of-bitches want their war with Russia and China, and they are
determined, no, obsessed with stopping Donald Trump from stopping that war. All
the while, arch-criminal Killary Clinscum get a free pass (with zero hit-pieces) in
painting Trump as a dangerous warmonger!
Un--Freakin'--believable! --- But not to Slimes worshippers. Those ass-clowns will
believe that dog-shit sandwiches are nutritious and delicious if Sulzberger's Slimes
and the rest of the Piranha Press tells them so.

No Republican't has dared to so boldly challenge "the paper of record" as
Orange Man has done.
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Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times had wall-to-wall coverage of
Donald Trump today. None of it was good.
Boobus Americanus 2: The dirt that is coming out on Trump is amazing.
These revelations should sink his campaign.

Sugar: Boobuss! You group-thinking lemming! The dirt on Trump iss not
"coming out." It's being dug out or concocted by the biassed Sslimes.
Editor: Boobus can't see the difference because he lives in his own closed
world of make-believe.
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NY Times: Julian Assange, WikiLeaks Founder,
Promises Raft of Revelations
By MELISSA EDDY

REBUTTAL BY

We have been viewing the recent fawning by the "alternative right" over this fake,
phony fraud Julian Assange of WikiLeaks with a mixture of amusement and
amazement. With bated breath, the likes of Disinfo Wars, the Drudge Retard and
Not-So-Brightbart have been eagerly awaiting the mother of all document dumps
that would sink Killary once and for all. One promised dump date after another
after another has passed with ASSange failing to deliver as promised. Of course,
even if WikiLeaks was a legitimate group of activists, what good would come of
these dumps if the Piranha Press buries them anyway?

Dumb-asses or part of the game? Alt-Right stars like Alex Jones and Pretty
Boy Paul Watson speak of dangerous operatives like Julian ASSange and
Edward SnowJob as if they were legitimate.
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The idea that Sulzberger's Slimes would pump up a "whistleblower" who could
damage the candidacy of that Golden Girl of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) is
absurd on its face. ASSange himself now admits this. From the article:
"He (Assange) dismissed speculation that the documents related to the United
States election would contain information intended to damage the candidacy of
Hillary Clinton, the Democratic nominee. The idea that “we intend to harm
Hillary Clinton, or I intend to harm Hillary Clinton, or I don’t like Hillary Clinton,
all those are false,” Mr. Assange said.
Thanks for nuthin', ASSange! Far from being Killary's nemesis (in spite of her
harsh sheep-dipping comments against him), ASSange and then-Secretary of State
Killary were key co-conspirators behind the "spontaneous" uprisings of the deadly
"Arab Spring" that caused so much chaos in Tunisia, Yemen, Libya, Egypt and
Syria, among others. ASSange himself has even claimed credit for planning and
triggering the Arab Spring! Of course, there were many other agents helping the
egomaniac ASSange.
When targeting a nation for Globalist takeover, the way the ghoulish game of
"leaks" works, with certain variations depending on the actual project, is as
follows:
Start with the following ingredients:












A ton of American cash from the CIA and/or George Soros
Small army of undercover CIA agents
Controlled "Human Rights /Pro Democracy" NGO groups
Idealistic "Western wannabee" college brats
Easily manipulated do-gooder "libtards"
Professional signs & banners written in English
Bribable / blackmailable journalists
Bribable / blackmailable politicians
Bribable / blackmailable academics
Corrupt Union bosses
Violent "Agent Provocateurs"
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After a few years of CIA-NGO infiltration, subversion and brainwashing of
students; damaging "leaks" serve as the perfect triggering mechanism and
smokescreen for the pre-planned civil unrest and/or "civil war."
With the players in place, WikiLeaks then "leaks" embarrassing secrets about key
officials within the target government. The bought-and-paid-for local CIA
journalists run with the "leaks." Many pissed-off citizens will then join forces with
the CIA-NGO-Student rent-a-mobs. Agents roll out "spontaneous" banners and
protest signs, written in English. The western Piranha Press (always led by
Sulzberger's Slimes) assists the uprising by puffing it up as a "popular"
and "spontaneous" reaction to corruption / tyranny / voter fraud etc.
When "the whole world is watching", an incident will be staged -- often involving
fake blood, fake tear gas, and photo shopped images. The destabilized target
government soon loses support among some of its own people as well as
governments abroad. Violent agent provocateurs continue to FORCE the police
into violent acts. This embarrasses and destabilizes the government to the point
where it becomes de-legitimized in the eyes of "the world community" TM.
Traitorous "opposition" politicians collaborate with the US, UN, & EU to
"pressure" the "oppressive" target government into submission. The threat of
economic sanctions, "no-fly zones", bombing, or even an armed "rebel" uprising
often forces the government to either bend to Globalist wishes, or to step down and
call for new elections.
But if the "Color Revolution / Spring" should fail, then it's time for direct military
action -- as we are seeing now in Syria. And the whole bloody mess began with the
cover story of "leaks" from some geeky guy who, we are told, the PRC can't
control (rolling eyes sarcastically). This then is the sinister fiend that the alt-right
nitwits are waiting for to deliver us all from the evil of Killary Clinton. Give us a
break!
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Former Italian President Silvio Berlusconi was targeted for removal
because of: 1: His close personal friendship with Vladimir Putin; 2: "Denial"
TM of Climate Change" TM; 3: Good relations with Qaddafi of Libya; 4:
Opposition to the immigration invasion of Italy.

ASSange's devious dump on Berlusconi triggered the colorful Italian
billionaire's downfall and paved the way for Globalist agents Monti, and
then Renzi to seize unprecedented power in Italy. Southern Italian ports are
now being flooded with "migrants" who then fan out throughout borderless
Europe.
So then, what is ASSange's strip-tease really all about? Your guess is as good as
ours, but allow us to share two hypotheses with "youse guys."
Hypothesis 1- ASSange's repeated and deliberate failures to deliver the goods on
Killary is actually intended to deflect from Killary's scandals by building up
expectations and then deflating them. Boobus Americanus Voter will ultimately
conclude: "They don't have anything on Hillary, after all."
Hypothesis 2- Perhaps ASSange will "leak" something about Trump -- a revelation
that the Piranha Press will surely go into a frenzy over -- leaving the new alt-right
fans of ASSange in the impossible position of having to counter-attack the very
man they have been praying to for the past three months.
22

We shall know what ASSange's QFS 2016 plan is all about soon enough.
Meanwhile, ignore this obvious criminal intelligence asset masquerading as some
crusader for "human rights" TM and "transparency" TM. And while you're at it,
ignore the conspiracy-researcher-turned-conservative-mainstreamer Alex Jones
and his Muslim-hating new sidekick, Paulie Boy Watson. Stick with Sugar and me
--- we won't steer ya wrong.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Julian
Assange of WikiLeaks plans to release important information just before
the election.
Boobus Americanus 2: Boy, him and that Snowden fella have got some
really big balls to defy the U.S. government like they do.

Sugar: Boobuss! You stupid @$^^&%! Assange and Snowden WORK
FOR the government!
Editor: The deep-state shadow government, to be more precise.
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NY Times: Let’s Get Putin’s Attention
THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

REBUTTAL BY

Before we get into this latest piece of anti-Putin excrement vomited out by the vile
specimen of "Pulitzer Prize winning" TM vermin, Thomas L. Friedman, (cough
cough) please join the Editorial Board (that's Sugar and me) of The Anti-New
York Times in sending a Happy Birthday shout out to Bad Vlad himself.

"Happy frickin' Birthday Pressident Putin! -- Na Zssdorovie!
Freakman's opening volley needs no rebutting for it is a shocking caricature of
itself in which he admits that Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press
can and should invent and publish dis-informative propaganda about Putin and
Russia. Take a whiff of the fantasy story that Freakman concocts as an example of
24

what he would like to see planted and published by the government-media complex
to which he belongs, even though he admits such a tale would be false:
"You may have missed this story, so I am repeating it as a public service:
MOSCOW, Special to The New York Times, Oct. 1 — A previously unheard-of
group called Hackers for a Free Russia released a treasure trove of financial
records online today indicating that President Vladimir Putin owns some $30
billion in property, hotels and factories across Russia and Europe, all disguised by
front organizations and accounting charades.
The documents, which appear to be authentic, include detailed financial records
and emails between Mr. Putin’s Kremlin office and a number of his Russian
cronies and Swiss banks. They constitute the largest hack ever of Mr. Putin.
Russian censors are scrambling to shut down Twitter inside the country and keep
the emails out of Russian-language media.
At a news conference in Washington, C.I.A. Director John Brennan was asked if
U.S. intelligence services had any hand in the cyberleak of what is being called
“The Putin Files.” With a slight grin, Mr. Brennan said: “The U.S. government
would never intervene in Russian politics, just as President Putin would never
intervene in an American election. That would be wrong.” As Mr. Brennan left the
podium, though, he burst out laughing.
No, you didn’t miss this story. I made it up. But isn’t it time there was such a
story? Isn’t it time we gave Putin a dose of his own medicine — not for juvenile
playground reasons and not to instigate a conflict but precisely to prevent one —
to back Putin off from what is increasingly rogue behavior violating basic civilized
norms and increasingly vital U.S. interests."
Wow! Evidently, Putin (along with his not-so-secret admirer, Donald Trump) has
got these gefilte-fish-eating greaseballs in such a state of hysteria that they are
losing their cool and showing their cards. That the Slimes "makes up" stories is
nothing new, but for one of its most "respected" scribblers to openly call for such
activity comes as a surprise, even to us. What Freakman is advocating amounts to
the type of wartime disinfo-journalism which the American press (including mega
moguls David Sarnoff and William Paley (Paloff), in collaboration with the
government, engineered during our involvement in World War II.
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During World War II, NBC's then-owner David Sarnoff (cough cough) was
given the rank of "General" for his important role in spreading war
propaganda throughout German-occupied Europe. Soldier boy Sarnoff was
so proud of his General's Star that he had it buried with him.
*

CBS's then-owner William Paley (cough cough) was given the rank of
"Colonel" for his service in psychological warfare operations.
There goes that ominous word again -- war -- and its not just us "conspiracy
theorists" TM saying it anymore. From Freakman's fecal fable:
"Putin “is at war with us, but we are not at war with him — both the U.S. and
Germany are desperately trying to cling to a decent relationship,” remarked Josef
Joffe, editor of Die Zeit, a weekly German newspaper and a leading strategic
thinker in Europe. No one should want to start a shooting war between great
powers “in the shadow of nuclear weapons,” Joffe told me.
Freakman immediately transitions to that oh-so-quintessentially Jewish "yeah-but"
with false accusations of "war crimes" and "cyberattacks" :
"But we also cannot just keep turning the other cheek. Putin’s behavior in Syria
and Ukraine has entered the realm of war crimes, and his cyberattacks on the
American political system threaten to undermine the legitimacy of our next
election."
26

Freakman doesn't openly call for a shooting war, of course. That would be too
obvious at this moment. Rather, his objective here is to have the government-media
complex ratchet up the already deceitful propaganda war against Russia to an even
higher level as a necessary prelude to the start of the actual shooting. Once Putin
has been sufficiently vilified by the strategic lies which Freakman is openly
demanding, the dumb-as-dirt public can easily be fooled by either a false-flag
attack (another 9/11), or a provocation-induced attack (another Pearl Harbor).
That's Friedman's deadly, and we do mean deadly game here, and he needs to have
his key punching fingers chopped off and and his lying forked tongue ripped out
for it. (metaphorically speaking, of course)
The consequences of war, depicted below, are all just fun and games to a "tough
guy" fatboy POS like Freakman who probably never even experienced a fist fight
or a wrestling match in his entire pampered life. Lord, give us the strength to keep
on confronting and exposing this Satanic evil each day without "losing it."
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Boobus Americanus 1: In today's New York Times, Pulitzer Prize winner
Thomas Friedman suggests launching a propaganda war against Vladimir
Putin to counter his propaganda.
Boobus Americanus 2: Hmmm. Fighting propaganda with propaganda.
That's a clever suggestion -- and it might be a better approach than to have
a shooting war with Russia.

Sugar: Boobuss! You goofy frickin' @$^#&%! Learn your hisstory! The
falsse flag attack and then the sshooting always follow the propaganda!
Editor: Exactly Sugar! The USS Maine, The Lusitania, Germany's
unavoidable and justified invasion of Poland, Japan's justifiable attack on
Pearl Harbor, the Tonkin Gulf incident, the green-lighting for Iraq to invade
Kuwait, the 9/11 attacks --- all war-triggering events which were preceded
by vilification propaganda of the targeted country.
*
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NY Times: In Second Debate, Donald Trump and Hillary
Clinton Spar in Bitter, Personal Terms
By PATRICK HEALY and JONATHAN MARTIN

REBUTTAL BY

Much better this time Orange Man, much better. You hit that nasty hag hard -real hard -- yet in a calm measured tone. And flying in those women that Kill and
Killary Clinscum had abused so horribly added a delightful touch of showmanship
to the QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show). Now, permit us to drop the other shoe,
because there were still many lost opportunities and an evident lack of preparation
on your part. Here's how your humble reporter would have responded at key points
of the debate.
On Russia and Putin:
Don't apologize or deny the fact that you wish to get along with the Russians.
Instead, inform the American public of what Killary wants to do. Try this:
"Hillary. You were all for the war in Kosovo. You were for the disastrous war in
Iraq. You were for the war in Libya. You were for the ongoing civil war in Syria,
and now, it seems like you want to take us to war against Russia, a nuclear
superpower that can wipe us off the map just as easily as we could them. Why?
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(turn to audience) Ladies and gentleman, Hillary Clinton is a dangerous
warmonger (with emphasis). If she is elected President, folks, you had better build
an underground bunker because World War III will become a real possibility."
On the Iran Nuclear Deal:
The FOXtards are already in your corner and the Jews are 90% opposed to you.
Your constant hating on peaceful Iran was effective in the GOP Primary, but for
the general election, it only makes you sound like the warmonger. Just drop this
subject altogether.

The fact that so many millions of voters remain ignorant of the possibility of
World War III and Killary's record of warmongering is unacceptable. Trump
MUST change that perception.
On Bill Clinton's Sex Abuse:
You went hard on this, but you still refused to take it to the max. Terms like
"abuse" and "sexual harassment" will hurt the Clinscums, but the one word that
you refuse to say -- RAPE -- is the one that will score the knockout punch. Damn
your girly advisers and go all the way! Try this:
"Some of the women that you and your co-President husband abused are here in
the audience tonight. Among them is Juanita Broderick -- (motion toward the
ladies) Juanita, stand up please. Juanita's story is a sad one. She claims that days
after your husband brutally bit her lip and raped (with emphasis) her, you
personally intimidated her into silence. Hillary, is that true? And if it's not true, I
want you to face your accuser and tell her she is lying. Go ahead Hillary. Call her
a liar."
Can you imagine if Orange Man had done that? The whole country would have
been buzzing about it for days. He may not get this chance again.
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The perverted evil bastard and Chelsea Hubbel, er, Clinton squirmed when
Orange Man mentioned the "abuse" and the presence of the abused ladies
in the audience. It was a powerful moment, however, much to the relief of
the Clinton Crime Family, the "R" word was still not used. Damn!
On the Missing E-mails:
Too often, people in a certain profession or with a certain level of understanding
make the mistake of assuming that what may be "common knowledge" to them is
therefore known by everyone else. This is big mistake! You see, whereas the
Republican-FOX News base may understand that Killary deleted E-mails to
conceal her criminal money-making dealings for her crooked foundation, the
average Boobus Americanus is under the impression that she just "made a mistake"
by using a private serve when she wasn't supposed to. "What's the big deal?" -they reckon.
It's up you to inform them, Orange Man. Try this:
"Hillary, even if we were to dismiss the use of a private server as an innocent
"mistake" (use air quotes), the fact that you deleted so many of them after receiving
a subpoena suggests that you were hiding criminal activity surrounding that phony
charity scam that you and your husband run. Take for example the donations for
the victims of the Haitian earthquake -- donations that your corrupt organization
stole from the poor people of Haiti. I met with prominent members of the HaitianAmerican community, and some of them are also here tonight. (motion toward
audience) Francois, Jean -- please stand up. (turn toward Killary)
Hillary, I want you to either explain to these good people what you did with the
earthquake money which you stole, or tell them that they are liars. Go ahead,
Hillary."
* Haitians were not there last night.
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On Taking Tax Deductions
Ya did good on diffusing this nonsense about the deductions and "not paying
taxes." Dropping the names of the evil Warren Buffoon and the even eviler
George Soros was music to our ears! But you keep missing the obvious one-liner
about tax deductions that would shut this Bolshevik bitch down hard. Try this:
"Hillary, you're one to talk about tax deductions. You and your co-President
husband deducted your used underwear!" (make a funny face)

1- Vague talk about Killary's "missing E-mails" is confusing to simpleminded Boobuses. The issue is the criminal activity that could be proved
by the subpoenaed E-mails. The Clinton Foundation is a money-laundering
fake charity which, among other scams, stole Haiti's earthquake relief
money -- an easy scandal to understand.
2- The utter hypocrisy of Killary's underwear tax write-off would also be
perfectly simple for the Bobbuses to understand.
***************
As we said, Orange Man did well, but had Mike & Sugar been coaching him, the
above bold plays would have dealt devastating blows. Ya can't go 1/2 the way or
even 3/4 against the forces of evil. Only bare knuckled audacity, executed calmly
and methodically (not like Sugar's approach) will overcome the Jewish Juggernaut
behind Killary. As it stands, Killary herself is still standing, and she shouldn't be.
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Boobus Americanus 1: What did you think about that debate last night?
Boobus Americanus 2: It certainly was down and dirty. Trump held
nothing back this time.

Sugar: Not dirty enough Boobusss! That evil bitch needss to be kicked in
her p---- !
Editor: Sugar! Now you sound like Orange Man!

*
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NY Times: John McCain Withdraws Support for Donald
Trump After Disclosure of Recording
By ALAN RAPPEPORT

!
Today's rebuttal about McCain the Insane will be shorter than usual,
but no less powerful than usual. We have urgent personal affairs to
tend to (don't worry, nothing bad) and probably won't be back in
action until Friday.
REBUTTAL BY

So, the oh-so-honorable and pure John McCain the Insane was so offended over
Orange Man's demeaning use of the P-word that he felt compelled to withdraw
support from his fellow Republican. From the Slimes piece:
"Senator John McCain, the 2008 Republican presidential nominee, withdrew his
support on Saturday for Donald J. Trump as the Republican Party descended into
chaos. On Friday, a recording was released showing Mr. Trump speaking about
women in lewd and degrading terms."
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Well, three cheers for Soros' darling McCain for taking such a bold stand against
"lewd and degrading terms" for a certain region of the female anatomy. There's
just one problem, Senator Senile. It's this excerpt from "The Real McCain," by
Cliff Schecter -- an excerpt that you declined to refute when you were asked about.
From the book:
"Three reporters from Arizona, on the condition of anonymity, also let me in on
another incident involving McCain's intemperateness. In his 1992 Senate bid,
McCain was joined on the campaign trail by his wife, Cindy, as well as campaign
aide Doug Cole and consultant Wes Gullett. At one point, Cindy playfully twirled
McCain's hair and said, "You're getting a little thin up there." McCain's face
reddened, and he responded, "At least I don't plaster on the makeup like a
trollop, you cunt."
Can "youse guys" say: "hypocrisy?" Of course you can. Evidently, Sulzberger's
Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press cannot.

1- McCain dumped his first wife for Cindy -- a much younger beer heiress
who he called "cunt" IN PUBLIC.
2- Schecter's research was not refuted, and is consistent with McCain's
well known record of publicly abusing Senate colleagues.
3- McCain the Insane and Killary --- two evil, Russia-hating, warmongering,
Soros ghouls make eyes at each other.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that John
McCain has withdrawn his support of Donald Trump because of his crude
remarks.
Boobus Americanus 2: Good for him. That type of vulgar discourse has
no place in our civic life.

Sugar: Aw sshut the #@$% up, you de-balled pusssy!
Editor: Dammit Sugar! If you don't clean up your act, you're gonna be a
de-clawed pussy! -- (as in pussycat, that is)
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Yet Again, Multiple Front Page Slimes Attacks on Trump
REBUTTAL BY

As much as Sugar and Mike, er, the distinguished Editorial Board of The AntiNew York Times would like to get off the tiresome subject of the QFS
(Quadrennial Freak Show), Sulzberger's Slimes won't allow us to. Day after day,
the fallacious front page is filled with nothing other than anti-Trump venom,
followed by additional hit pieces in the national and editorial sections. Orange
Man is all that they write about these days. Even the crosswords puzzles are antiTrump! (just kidding).
We learn today that the First Tranny has gotten into the act. Headline:
Voice Shaking, Michelle Obama Calls Trump Comments on Women
‘Intolerable’
"Voice shaking," eh Michael Mooochele? Must be from all those estrogen
injections. Of course, the fact that some of the "rappers" that he/she/it has invited
to the White House "sing" about violence, cop killing and even rape doesn't pain
the penis-concealing beast at all.
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1 & 2: Hello Mr. Robinson. Is that a gun in your underwear are you just
happy?
3: Who let the dog out without its make-up ask? Woof -- woof -- woof.

Another headline, for a story which openly accuses Trump of "sexual
assault," shouts:
After Donald Trump, Will More Women Believe Their Own Stories?
"After Trump?" What about after the accused RAPIST Bill Clinton and his coverup-after-the-fact partner Killary Clinton? Should we not believe the stories of
Juanita Broderick, Paula Jones, Kathleen Willey et al? At worst, Orange
Man was a covetous dog in younger days. Bill Clinton was a violent sex predator.
See the difference, Sulzberger? Of course you do!

Why are the multiple accusers of Kill & Killary Clinscum not worthy of being
believed?
Still another story implies that a supposedly "slipping" Orange Man is engaging in
desperate "conspiracy theory" TM with his warning about voter fraud. Headline:
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Donald Trump, Slipping in Polls, Warns of ‘Stolen Election’
You know, it's funny. Whenever Vladimir Putin wins an internationally observed,
tightly monitored free and fair election, the seditious scum at Sulzberger's Slimes
are among the first to repeat the false claims of a "stolen election" proclaimed by
"the Russian opposition." But when the wrong guy - in this case, Trump - brings up
the topic, it's dismissed as "racist" TM and "conspiracy theory" TM.
We could go on and on pointing out the easy-to-see hypocrisy of one anti-Trump
story after another after another. But it's getting old, so we'll leave that task to the
Drudge Retard. The much more important higher truth that "normie"
conservatives / alt-right are missing is this: the Piranha Press war on Orange Man
is being waged primarily because he will have none of World War 3 with Russia
and China. Russian nationalist and Putin ally Vladimir Zhirinovsky sums it up for
us:
"Americans voting on November 8th must realize that they are voting for peace on
Planet Earth if they vote for Trump. But if they vote for Hillary, it's war. It will be
a short movie. There will be Hiroshimas and Nagasakis everywhere."
To which we would add: ... to be followed by The New World Order in its final
dictatorial form - assuming there is something left to build upon.

1 & 2: In saying the things that Putin, for geo-political reasons, cannot
always say out loud, Zhirinovsky is playing the role of "bad cop." You can
be sure that both his endorsement of Trump and his warning of nuclear war
were green-lighted in advance by Putin.
3: Zhirinovsky has appeared on Russian TV programs, trashing Killary in
the strongest terms while praising Trump.
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Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times is really going after Donald
Trump. There is hardly any other news in the paper anymore.
Boobus Americanus 2: There does seem to be a bit too much bias in
favor of Hillary.

Sugar: Ya know the bullsh!t is piling up high when even thesse two asssclowns can ssmell it!
Editor: Perhaps this will backfire on the Establishment. Let's hope.
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New York Times: U.S. Deficit Increases to $587 Billion,
Ending Downward Trend
By JACKIE CALMES

REBUTTAL BY

As America approaches the Marxist milestone of $20 Trillion in debt, let us recall
what Homo-Obongo, that bastard son of a communist whore with the Tranny
husband, said about the Bush 43 deficits while campaigning back in 2008.
Obongo:
“The problem is, is that the way Bush has done it over the last eight years is to
take out a credit card from the Bank of China in the name of our children, driving
up our national debt from $5 trillion dollars for the first 42 presidents — number
43 added $4 trillion dollars by his lonesome, so that we now have over $9 trillion
dollars of debt that we are going to have to pay back — $30,000 for every man,
woman and child. That’s irresponsible. It’s unpatriotic.”
If Bush's $4 Trillion was "unpatriotic," then what shall we call Obongo's $10
Trillion?
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Obongo still has 4 months left to crack $20 Trillion.
It was only months before the media-driven installment of Mr. and Mr. Obongo
that the National Debt Clock had to be replaced in order to fit the extra digit
necessary to write 10,000,000,000,000. Now, nearly 8 years later, we are due to
surpass $20 Trillion -- which means that the reign of Obongo will have packed on
about as much debt as all previous administrations combined!
Apart from imposing higher taxes on future generations, the debt also contributes
to the debasing of our currency because the main buyer of US Treasuries these
days is the HNB (Hebrew National Bank). You see, boys and girls, if you or I were
stupid enough to invest in T-bills, the purchase of said notes would be completed
with pre-existing money. But when the HNB "buys" debt, the electronic funnymoney is created out of thin air, putting us all on the hook for added debt burden,
compounding interest and price inflation to boot.
Let's dissect this latest bit of economic disinformation, brought to us by a female
libtard ignoramus named Jackie Calmes, about the nature and dangers of
government debt.

On TV and in print, stupid Jackie Calmes certainly isn't "calm" when
bashing conservatives.
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Calmes: Obama administration confirmed on Friday that a six-year run of declining annual
budget deficits had halted: The shortfall for the fiscal year that ended Sept. 30 was $587 billion,
an increase over last year in dollars and as a percentage of the economy.
Rebuttal: Calmes is manipulating numbers here. As bad as a "$587 billion" deficit is, that's only
about half of the true annual number. In addition to the budgeted money deficit (the $587
billion), there are the "CR's" -- continuing resolution bills. CR's keep the money flowing after
the budgeted spending has run out. These stop-gap spending bills are now the norm to keep
federal agencies running.
Calmes: The up-tick, which had been projected last winter by government analysts, largely
reflected the revenue loss from expiring tax breaks for businesses and individuals that Congress
extended in December. President Obama had proposed to pair the tax cuts with some tax
increases on wealthy Americans, to avoid adding to the deficit, but Congress refused.
Rebuttal: Ah yes. The good old "deficits-are-caused-by-the-rich-not-paying-their-fair-share"
routine. This myth is easily dispelled by the fact that the Federal Government now extracts the
back-breaking equivalent of $40,000 per household per year through various forms of direct
and indirect taxation. It is welfare and warfare that are driving up deficits, not lack of taxes!
Calmes: The $587 billion deficit for fiscal year 2016 is equivalent to 3.2 percent of the gross
domestic product, the measure of the overall output of the economy.
Rebuttal: Again, the lie of omission. The $587 billion does not include the added stop-gap
spending that will push us over the $1 Trillion mark for the 8th consecutive year. Suppose a
family budgets $800 pere month for groceries, but ends up recklessly spending $1600 month
after month, year after year, the true monthly grocery expense is $1600, not the budgeted $800.
Only in the land of DC-NY libtardism would the additional $800 be ignored as the grocery
deficit is blamed on not enough salary.
Calmes: While the tax cuts were the immediate cause of the return to rising annual deficits,
Rebuttal: Bitch, please! The monster deficits have nothing to do with minor tax cuts or
increases. You know damn well that it is the Department of Offense - which spends about as
much on weapons and armies as the rest of Planet Earth combined - and the skyrocketing costs
of Obongo Care and other welfare schemes that are driving our National Debt.
Calmes: Budget shortfalls long had been forecast to climb unsustainably after 2018 because of
the costs of an aging population. The number of people 65 years or older is expected to increase
nearly 40 percent in a decade, driving up spending for Medicare and Social Security.
Rebuttal: Which is why the Fed-Med Complex morphined my non-suffering and non-terminal
mother to death last year -- but I digress.
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1- Warfare, welfare, and non-means-tested government support of the
elderly -- NOT the lack of taxes on "the rich" are the factors driving us into
deeper and deeper debt.
2- Deficits KILL! Read "The Morphine Genocide" -- by M S King. Just
published!
Calmes: Mr. Obama, in his budgets this year and in past years, unsuccessfully
proposed significant tax increases for the wealthiest taxpayers and some
corporations to offset spending initiatives and reduce deficits.
Rebuttal: Oh if only those stingy Republican'ts would bend over for King
Obongo even more than they already have! Just a few more taxes on "the rich" and
the deficits will just go away without any adverse side-effects on investment and
hiring. Sure, Jackie -- anything you say.
Calmes: Hillary Clinton, the Democratic presidential nominee, proposes some of
the same tax increases as Mr. Obama has, and more. But the new revenue is
intended to pay for her spending plans, including for education, not to reduce
deficits.
Rebuttal: An interesting bit of truth here. Killary's spending schemes will be at
least as bad as Obongo's. ... $30 Trillion here we come!
Calmes: Mrs. Clinton’s Republican rival, Donald J. Trump, would cut taxes by
trillions of dollars mostly for the wealthy and corporations even as he has vowed to
sharply reduce the federal debt. His promises to reduce spending enough to cut the
debt and pay for his tax cuts have been disputed even by conservative groups,
because Mr. Trump has said Medicare and Social Security are off-limits for cuts.
Rebuttal: What wacky Jackie doesn't seem to understand, or perhaps does
understand but will not say, is that if Trump can achieve his targeted GDP growth
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numbers, revenues to the Treasury will pour in to the point where the deficit can be
overcome without significant spending cuts. That being said, Sugar and I, er, we
The Editorial Board at The Anti-New York Times would prefer to see massive
cuts in spending in addition to massive cuts in rates.

Even with high levels of government spending, economic expansion alone can still
erase deficits and payoff debt. John F Kennedy, a Democrat icon, understood this
phenomenom.
"In short, it is a paradoxical truth that tax rates are too high today and
tax revenues are too low and the soundest way to raise the revenues
in the long run is to cut the rates now. The experience of a number of
European countries and Japan have borne this out. This country's
own experience with tax reduction in 1954 has borne this out. And the
reason is that only full employment can balance the budget, and tax
reduction can pave the way to that employment. The purpose of
cutting taxes now is not to incur a budget deficit, but to achieve the
more prosperous, expanding economy which can bring a budget
surplus."
Democrat President John F Kennedy, Dec 14, 1962, New York
Economic Club
Calmes: Military spending increased little over all, and dropped for military
operations and maintenance. Spending on nutrition for the poor, formerly known as
food stamps, was down 4 percent.
Rebuttal: You see what the sneaky little rodent did here? In closing her piece by
citing "little increases" in military spending and a tiny reduction in welfare
spending, Calmes leads the superficial reader away from rightly thinking that
spending is the cause of deficits and debts. She and her communist buddies want us
to blame it all on "the rich not paying their fair share."
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This article is pure commie crap masquerading as objective fiscal analysis. For that
reason, it's probably good enough for a Pulitzer Prize, if not a Nobel Prize in
Economics.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that the deficit is
creeping up again.
Boobus Americanus 2: Until the rich start paying their fair share, this
problem will never be solved.

Sugar: You sstupid %432&@!!! The IRS is already raking in trillions of
dollars year after year after year!
Editor: It's funny how libtards, wealthy or not, never add extra extra money
to their own tax payments.
*
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New York Times (Editorial): Victims of Priests’ Abuse Face
a Choice
REBUTTAL BY

The complete neutering of the once-influential Roman Catholic Church was
forecast more than 100 years ago in the riveting pages of The Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion. Whether one believes that the Protocols were indeed
genuine documents revealing a worldwide Jewish conspiracy; or that they were
just part of a literary hoax designed to serve as a warning is, in the grander scheme
of things, irrelevant. That's because just about everything that the spooky-prescient
Protocols described and predicted has turned out to be deadly accurate.
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"The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, which are so violently
repudiated by the Jews. With groans and moans, the
Frankfurter Zeitung repeats again and again that these are
forgeries. This alone is evidence in favor of their authenticity."
-- The Great One, Mein Kampf, Chapter 11
"The only statement I care to make about the Protocols is that
they fit in ... They are sixteen years old and they have fitted the
world situation up to this time."
-- Henry Ford, New York World, 1921
One of those many spot-on, long-range forecasts concerned the slow destruction of
the Catholic Church and the moral code which it once instilled in its members. It
has been a slow methodical kill that very few would have been imagined back in
1905, but an outcome that has indeed come to pass. Here is the relevant passage
from the Protocols:
"We have long past taken care to discredit the priesthood of the goyim, and
thereby to ruin their mission on earth which in these days might still be a great
hindrance to us. Day by day its influence on the peoples of the world is falling
lower. ... only years divide us from the moment of the complete wrecking of that
Christian religion, as to other religions we shall have still less difficulty in dealing
with them, but it would be premature to speak of this now. We shall set clericalism
and clericals into such narrow frames as to make their influence move in
retrogressive proportion to its former progress.
When the time comes finally to destroy the papal court the finger of an invisible
hand will point the nations towards this court. ..... By this diversion we shall
penetrate to its very bowels and be sure we shall never come out again until we
have gnawed through the entire strength of this place.
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The King of the Jews will be the real Pope of the Universe, the patriarch of an
international Church.
But, in the meantime, while we are re-educating youth in new traditional religions
and afterwards in ours, we shall not overtly lay a finger on existing churches but
we shall fight against them by criticism calculated to produce schism."
One need only look at that miserable communist Pope from Argentina to
understand the awesome "powers of prophecy" contained in these historical
documents. With the Protocols in mind, we can better understand how the once
respected MEN of the Priesthood-past have yielded to some of the liberal girly
boys, faggots and pedophiles that infest the Church today. The Church was
destroyed from within by infiltrators.

Frankie the Fake is a lifelong Marxist (liberation theology)
1- Loved by Communists and Globalists -- accepts a communist crucifix
from Bolivia's President.
2- Loved by Zionists and Jewish Marxists --- tucks in his crucifix
whenever he is in their presence.
3- Loved by the homos, lesbians and trannies whom he refuses to "judge."
One of the principal means of this subversive destruction came in the form of child
molesting priests and the Church's inability to mole hunt the queers and
communists within. The purpose of this rebuttal is not to defend the queer clerics
and their higher-up protectors; but rather to call attention to the hypocritical silence
over the widespread problem of child molestation within the Jewish Rabbinate.
Yes, that's right. Rabbis have been playing with prepubescent pee-pees probably
since the days of Moses -- and little girls too. But shhhhhh. Don't talk about it. That
would be "anti-Semitic" TM.
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Just how bad is this problem among Judaism's "holy men?" Grab a large bucket of
popcorn and google: "Rabbi Sex Abuse." You'll be entertained (in a twisted sort of
way) for weeks as you plow through all of the horror stories. Not only does the
silence of the Judenpress protect its randy Rabbis, the many pedo-perverts of
Jewish-owned Hollywood get a free pass as well. Compounding the hypocrisy with
that quintessential "chutzpah" that the Tribe is so famous for is the fact that the
morally ruined Church is now being financially bled by the very same usual
suspects. From the Slimes' article:
"If you were sexually abused as a child by a priest of the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of New York, Cardinal Timothy Dolan wants to give you money. He
announced a settlement program this month that will be run by an independent
mediator, Kenneth Feinberg. It will review claims and decide on an amount,
which church officials will not be able to alter or reject. The settlements will not be
capped; the archdiocese has promised to pay whatever it takes, by selling assets or
borrowing."
By the way, if the name of that shyster Kenneth Feinberg (cough cough) rings a
bell, it's because he was the wretched fiend who handled the hush money payouts
to the families of 9/11 victims -- payments that came with a no-future-suit clause.
No suits = no testimony = no potential discovery process of what really happened.
Again, in a twisted sort of way, one has to almost "admire" the grand structure of
the colossal scam this ghoulish gang has pulled off over the centuries, no, millenia.
Oh if only this troublesome and talented tribe would direct their genius to the
service of humanity, instead of to its debasement.

1- 9/11 cash man Feinberg is now shaking down the remnants of the
Catholic Church of New York.
2- Rabbi Ephraim Karp of Cleveland was sentenced to 20 years for raping
a young girl. Just one of MANY documented cases
3 & 4 - Why no public attention to the abuse crisis within the Rabbinate?
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that the
Archdiocese of New York is paying out money to the kids that were
molested.
Boobus Americanus 2: You know. It's a damn shame. The priests I knew
when I was a kid were solid men and great teachers. What the heck
happened to the Church?

Sugar: It wass a frickin' consspiracy! Christ-hating communist Jews and
their ssodomite libtard dupes ssubverted it from within --- that'ss what
happened!
Editor: Amen.
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Though his heart is in the right place, someone needs to tell this Trump supporter that the "Nazis"
had to overcome the same lying Judenpresse that is dumping all over Trump -- (and the swastika
is facing in the wrong direction.)

New York Times: Criticism of the News Media Takes On a
More Sinister Tone
By JIM RUTENBERG

One of the various and most effective defense mechanisms which psychopathic
liars use to counter an accusation is what we will call the "admit & mock trick."
For example, a cheating spouse who suddenly comes under suspicion may
sarcastically respond in her defense: "Oh sure. In between taking the kids to school
and sports, housekeeping and a part-time job, I'm having secret rendezvous with
my younger lover at the motel. You got me!" Though the comical mockery may
reassure a suspicious husband, the admission may actually be true! The target is
left feeling stupid and perhaps even guilty over his suspicions. See the trick?
With the admit & mock routine in mind, let us examine a few select excerpts
from Jim Rutenberg's (cough cough) criticism of those who criticize the media.

1- The dashing Jim Rutenberg deceitfully uses an "admit & mock" trick to cover up the
fact that more and more people are getting wise to the lies of The Jew York Slimes and
the rest of the Piranha Press
2- "Yeah, right. I was out with my so-called mistress all night. Ha ha ha ha."
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Rutenberg (hence forward to be referred to as Rottenberg): It sure does get
exhausting working for the global corporate media conspiracy.
Rebuttal: The gullible reader is expected to now believe that there is no such thing
as a "global corporate media conspiracy" -- which regular readers of the Anti-New
York Times know damn well there is.
Rottenberg: The hours are horrible (my kingdom for a weekend off). You never
know what the puppet masters are going to order up next.
Rebuttal: Again, total truth. The billionaire Sulzberger-Ochs Family (cough
cough) has owned the undeservedly hallowed "paper of record" for the past 120
years. Is not the employee, by definition, the "puppet" of the owner?
Rottenberg: I wish that guy from Mexico, What’s-His-Face Slim, would get off
my back.
Rebuttal: Notice the diversionary cover-up to protect the Sulzberger-Ochs clan.
Mexican investor Carlos Slim only owns 16% of Sulzberger's Slimes. It is the
Jewish dynasty, not Senor Slim, which retains majority ownership and full control
over editorial policy. Nice Straw Man, Rottenberg.
Rottenberg: I probably shouldn’t joke. The anger being directed at the news
media has become dangerous enough that some news organizations are providing
security for staff members covering Trump rallies. “Someone’s going to get hurt”
has become a common refrain in American newsrooms.
Rebuttal: Cut the crap, Rottenberg! The only people getting hurt at Trump rallies
are Trump supporters who have been stalked and beaten up by Demoncrap leftists
as they exited. As much as Trump loyalists and every other decent American with
any brain cells left hate the Piranha Press, no one is going to physically hurt you --though it would be a joyous sight to see you get your pansy ass kicked and hard.
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Pissed off and passionate? Yes ---- Dangerous? Not at all!
Rottenberg: On Thursday, Jim Acosta of CNN held up a sign left in the press
section of Donald J. Trump’s rally in West Palm Beach that featured a swastika
next to the word “Media.”
Rebuttal: It should have been a communist hammer and sickle, but we understand
the sign-holder's sentiment. Somebody get that guy a copy of "The Bad War,"
please.
Rottenberg: Later, in Cincinnati, the crowd met reporters with sustained boos,
curses and chants of, “Tell the truth, tell the truth.”
Rebuttal: Stop lying and Trump supporters will stop hating you. Very simple.
Rottenberg: It was as tense as anyone had seen it since the candidacy of George
Wallace, and yet it was almost understandable given what Mr. Trump had been
telling them: The news media was trying to “poison the minds” of voters with
“lies, lies, lies.”
Rebuttal: You are a bunch of filthy liars. That is why we publish The Anti-New
York Times, which documents and rebuts your lies day after day.
Rottenberg: All of it, he said, is part of a “conspiracy against you, the American
people” that also includes “global financial interests.” The idea that the press is
part of some grand conspiracy against the people, presented in such incendiary
terms, goes well beyond the longstanding Republican complaints about liberal
bias.
Rebuttal: Rottenberg, Sugar the Cat and I, er, The Editorial Board of the AntiTimes has been monitoring the Slimes and counting the number of anti-Trump and
anti-Putin attacks on a daily basis. That's what we do. Over the past 30 days, the
"paper of record" has published an average of seven grossly inaccurate and
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unproven anti-Trump hit pieces per day, with as many as 12 in a single day. How
is that not a conspiracy?

According to Rottenberg's illogic, it's just a coincidence that Nationalist
Trump is trashed by the Bildeberger Slimes on a daily basis while Globalist
Killary is puffed-up on a daily basis.
Rottenberg: You’d more expect to hear it from Lenin or the pages of the antiSemitic publication American Free Press than from the standard-bearer of the
Republican Party.
Rebuttal: There it is! The worn out and not-as-effective-as-it-used-to-be charge of
"anti-Semitism" TM. Why are we not surprised?
Rottenberg: But it is resonating with a large portion of the American electorate.
We can debate whether the “corporate” news media is as left-leaning as critics
claim. The answer, as I see it, is more than they’ll admit to themselves and less
than conservatives claim.
Rebuttal: It's a very good sign that the likes of Rottenberg is admitting that there is
any bias at all in the Piranha Press. It shows that the "cat is out of the bag" and all
he can do now is minimize the reality, but not deny it totally.
Rottenberg: For all their many differences, the right-leaning editorial board of
The Wall Street Journal and the left-leaning editorial boards of The New York
Times and The Washington Post share the beliefs that global free trade is generally
beneficial and that the United States needs to create ways to legalize the
undocumented immigrant work force.
Translation: The "left-leaning" vs "right-leaning" thing is all just a charade
designed to keep the sheeple under the control of the New World Order gang.
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Rottenberg: The newsrooms of The Times, The Journal and The Post operate
independently from their editorial pages.
Rebuttal: BULLSH!T!
Rottenberg: There also tends to be a shared sense of noble mission across the
news media that can preclude journalists from questioning their own potential
biases. “The people who run American journalism, and who staff the newsrooms,
think of themselves as sophisticated, cosmopolitan, and, culturally speaking, on the
right side of history,” Rod Dreher, a senior editor at The American Conservative,
told me. “They don’t know what they don’t know and they don’t care to know it.”
Rebuttal: The obligatory gem buried in the cesspool of filth. Thanks Rottenberg.
Rottenberg: It’s a pretty sweeping generalization. But a considerable percentage
of the country believes it. An even larger percentage of Mr. Trump’s voters do.
Rebuttal: A "considerable percentage of the country believes it" precisely
because, as documented daily by your humble reporter and his ferocious feline
sidekick, it is NOT a "sweeping generalization" -- which is why you lying sons of
bitches are starting to get worried.
Rottenberg: No matter what happens on Nov. 8, the notion isn’t going away.
Rebuttal: Good! And for that reason, neither will the Anti-New York Times be
"going away" any time soon.
Rottenberg: Reporters can make mistakes, become overly chummy with sources
and fall into traps that give the campaigns too much power over their reporting. ....
It is not evidence that the news media, including The New York Times, is working
in tandem with “globalists” and Mrs. Clinton’s campaign to deliver her the
presidency.
Rebuttal: Oh really Rottenberg? Then what accounts for the Slimes' main front
page, the front page of its National Section, and the Op-Ed pages being plastered
with one blistering anti-Trump attack piece after another after another, every single
day for the past several months? Do you even bother to read your own damn
newspaper?
Rottenberg: In the case of The Times, Mr. Trump has made its largest individual
shareholder, Carlos Slim, of Mexico, part of the conspiracy. The Times’s
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publisher, Arthur O. Sulzberger Jr. — whose family controls the company’s voting
shares — said in a statement that Mr. Slim “has never sought to influence what we
report.” The Times’s executive editor, Dean Baquet, recently told me that he had
never even met Mr. Slim.
Rebuttal: Another nice little gem of buried truth. The Sulzbergers still run the
show. Slim is nobody. Thanks Rottenberg.

1- The pro-bailout, pro-Turd World Invasion, pro-NAFTA, pro-Killary Wall
Street Urinal may be less communist than the Slimes, but in no way can it
be called "right-leaning" --- that is if we define "right" as being pro-limited
government and pro-sovereignty.
2- The next time some disinfo artist claims that Carlos Slim (shown above)
runs the Slimes, remember Ruttenberg's admission that Sulzberger is still
the absolute King.
Rottenberg: Previously, I had mostly noticed suggestions of a Slim-Times
conspiracy on sites like Breitbart and alt-right Twitter accounts.
Rebuttal: That is why we refer to that site as Not-So-Brightbart.
Rottenberg: In giving those allegations prominence, the standard-bearer of the
Republican Party is adding a sinister, false twist to his press criticism that arguably
puts the reporters covering his rallies in danger. In effect, he is painting them as
traitors.
Now, who’s poisoning the minds of the electorate?
Rebuttal: Oh quit it with the bloody drama of being "in danger." Ain't nobody
gonna hurt you at a Trump rally, you sniveling little pussy. Though it would be
nice to see some of you seditious scribblers strung up from the traffic lights.
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A therapeutic daydream ---- Sulzberger, Soros, Jacob and Evelyn
Rothschild
* The Anti-New York Times does not advocate violence.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that because
Trump has incited so much hatred against the press, reporters are afraid to
cover his rallies now.
Boobus Americanus 2: This type of intimidation is eerily similar to the rise
of the brown-shirt Nazis in Hitler's day.
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Sugar: To hell with the dissclaimer, daddy! If it were up to me I'd sstring up
every lasst one of those mother- @#$#@^% Globalissts on live TV!
Editor: (palm to face, shaking head, sighing)
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New York Times: Austria Seeks to Seize, and Possibly Tear
Down, Hitler’s House
By MELISSA EDDY

REBUTTAL BY

In the hopes of waking and re-balling the once great German / Austrian people, we
interrupt this latest spectacle of self-abuse (their proud national pastime) with a
dose of historical truth.
1914: The international bankers (cough cough) behind the New World Order
crime gang imposed World War I upon peaceful Germany. But that wasn't the
worst thing they did to the German people.
1919: By trickery and duress, the victorious NWO then imposed the subsequent
inhumane Treaty of Versailles - an atrocity which tore apart chunks of German
and Austrian territory and ruined their economies. But that wasn't the worst thing
they did to the German people.
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1- Woodrow Wilson had no business whatsoever declaring war on
Germany and Austria-Hungary.
2- The monetary reparations imposed by the Versailles Treaty were
unpayable.
3- After the collapse of Germany's currency, French invaders marched into
unarmed Germany and collected physical resources instead. German
citizens who complained were harassed at bayonet point and sometimes
killed.
1939: The usual suspects then re-imposed World War (Part 2) upon Hitler's
resurgent yet still peaceful Germany. But that wasn't the worst thing they did to the
German people.

The above headlines confirm that it was Britain & France which started the
war against Germany, not vice-versa.
1- "(Britain) Plans For a Long War -- Blunt Reply To Goering's Peace"
2- "(British) War Cabinet Ready For Long War, Will Win At All Costs"
3- "French Invade Reich"
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1943-1945: The Allies carpet-bombed and fire-bombed crowded German cities,
killing as many as 1 million civilians. But that wasn't the worst thing they did to
the German people.
1945-1948: After winning the war and obtaining absolute mastery over the
starving German people, the vindictive and victorious Allies (mainly Soviets, but
Americans also participated) raped as many as two million women and murdered /
caused the deaths of as many as 10 million defenseless Germans. (See "Hellstorm"
--- if you've got the stomach for it!) But that wasn't the worst thing they did to the
German people.

1 & 2- Relentless fire-bombing of women, elderly and children
3 - Deliberate starvation and disease-killing of 1.5 million exposed German
POWs
The aforementioned crimes against humanity killed off many fine Germans, but
never even came close to killing a whole people. When the book of history is
finally closed on the extinct German race, honest future historians (if there will be
any) will, above all, cite the suicidal guilt complex that was instilled in three postwar generations of German (and Austrian) children as the cause of the voluntary
extinction. There is no coming back from that psychological atrocity -- a mental
sickness, based on trauma and lies, which compels highly infertile German and
Austrian libtards to actually welcome the Turd World invasion of one of the few
remaining lands of the last pure Aryans. "Vee vere responseeble for zee Holocaust.
So vee must velcome effryone." -- recites the obedient Teutonic libtard of manly
Merkel's Marxified realm -- which leads us to mention this sad story about the
destruction of The Great One's birthplace.
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Pathetic German libtards are so very proud of committing national suicide
as a means of atoning for the Holohoax.
The Austrian government has moved to seize the house where The Great One was
born. Finally wrested from a private owner, the sacred site is to be torn down in
order to "demystify a site that has become a magnet for neo-Nazis as well as
tourists." Note the pathetic self-flagellation from Austrian politicians, from the
article:
"Interior Minister Wolfgang Sobotka has lobbied for the house to be torn down
and replaced with an entirely new structure. In a statement on Monday, he
repeated that wish, citing the findings of the historical commission, which
recommended that “a thorough architectural remodeling is necessary to
permanently prevent the recognition and the symbolism of the building.”
Johannes Waidbacher, the mayor of Braunau am Inn, said he fully supported the
commission’s finding, noting that it had further recommended that the site be used
by a social or municipal institution, to further emphasize the rejection of Nazi
ideology."
Of course, the fact that statues of Jewish communists still stand doesn't trouble
Herr Sobotka, Herr Waidbacher, and the vast majority of the brainwashed modern
German people, at all. Mein Gott! That doomed country is so messed up.
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Rosa Luxemburg (Berlin), Marx & Engels (Berlin) and another Marx (Chemnitz). The
international movement which they represented actually killed far more people than
The Great One mythically killed. Why is no one calling for the removal of those
monuments? Answer: Because the Tribe owns the joint now!
*Engels was not Jewish.

I know boss, I know.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
Austrian government is going to buy the house that Hitler was born in and
tear it down.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's about time! Hitler was the most evil monster
who ever lived.
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Sugar: Leave Baby Hitler's housse alone!
Editor: You guys make a very cute pair.
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New York Times: New York Times Names A.G. Sulzberger
Deputy Publisher
By SYDNEY EMBER

The selection, coming at a crucial moment for the company, positions him to
succeed his father as publisher.
The opening paragraph of this front page announcement confirms what Sugar the
Cat and I, er, the Editorial Board here at The Anti-New York Times has
maintained all along, that is: in terms of sheer journalistic and political power, the
Sulzberger-Ochs clan ranks only a notch below the Rothschild Dynasty. Hear it
straight from the Hebrew Horse's mouth:
"Since 1896, when Adolph S. Ochs bought The New York Times, the OchsSulzberger family has controlled the newspaper. It led the company through two
world wars, the publication of the Pentagon Papers, labor strife and severe
financial challenges, striving to maintain the paper’s importance even as new
forms of media threatened to overtake it.
“The Times,” Arthur Hays Sulzberger said in 1963 when he named his son
publisher, “is a family enterprise.”
On Wednesday, The Times continued that tradition, naming Arthur Gregg
Sulzberger, a member of the fifth generation of the family, the deputy publisher.
The appointment positions him to succeed his father as publisher and chairman of
The New York Times Company."
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The "prestigious" Slimes was instrumental in selling many huge
historical lies before any hard data had even been gathered:
1- 1915: The Lusitania was NOT "torpedoed twice." The second explosion was caused
by ignition of smuggled munitions.
2- 1939: Germany did NOT "attack Poland." It was Poland, (at the behest of UK, France
& FDR) which drew first blood.
3- 1963: John F. Kennedy was NOT "killed by a sniper" (named Lee Harvey Oswald).
He was shot in the face from the "grassy knoll."

This article ought to once and for all dispel the lie of the Jewish deniers of Jewish
control of Sulzberger's Slimes who often whine: "The Times is a public
corporation" -- or -- "Carlos Slim of Mexico now owns the Times." Apart from the
fact that the Slimes' roster of Red reporters reads like the guest list for a Bar
Mitzvah, the Sulzberger Crime Family owns the majority of voting shares. As for
Senor Slim, he only owns 16% of the Slimes. Nice try, Hymie, but the Sulzbergers
still run this evil propaganda sheet and their own front page confirms it.
Since its founding in 1851 by Republican Henry Jarvis Raymond, The Times has
been a big player in shaping public opinion. But it was not until 1896 that the
Times took a turn to the internationalist Left when it was purchased by the
German-Jew named Adolph Ochs. In 1897, Ochs himself would coin the paper's
now famous self-serving slogan, printed on its masthead every day ever since: "All
the News That’s Fit to Print”.
Ochs’ daughter married Arthur Hays Sulzberger, who became publisher when
Adolph died in 1935. After A.H. Sulzberger's reign (1935-1961), Orville Dryfoos
headed the paper for 2 years before Arthur Ochs "Punch" Sulzberger Sr. took
over (1963-1992). He spawned the demon-seed Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr. -who is still the publisher of the NY Times today, and father of the just-named heir
to the throne, A.G. Sulzberger. So, for 120 years, and well into the foreseeable
future, America’s most influential propaganda sheet has been in the hands of the
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same Zionist-Marxist family. That's some serious power, and probably not 1 in 250
Americans have ever even heard of this family of fiends!

All the new that's fit to distort is more like it!
Just how powerful is “Sulzberger’s Slimes?” Famed writer Gore Vidal may have
been a morally degenerate sodomite who was wrong about many things, but his
reference to the Slimes as “the Typhoid Mary of American journalism” was as
spot-on as it was witty. One need only glance at the morning headlines of “the
paper of record”, and then take note of how the superficial infomercials known as
“the Nightly News” will so often pick up on whatever front page fairy-tale that the
Manhattan Mendacity Machine spun that very same morning. The historical record
is clear; Sulzberger's Slimes is the lead attack-fish of the Piranha Press.
Like some journalistic plague; the virus of lies, half-truths and cherry-picked data
then infects the unguarded minds of the whole country, and indeed, the world.
Such is the indisputable destructive power and undeserved “prestige” of this
dreadful “Orwellian” institution.
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1 & 2 - As long as these sons-of-bitches keep lying, the Editorial Board of The Anti-New
York Times will keep slinging rebuttals at the Sulzberger Crime Syndicate.
3 – Hitler: "... the magnitude of a lie always contains a certain factor of credibility, since
the great masses of the people .... more easily fall a victim to a big lie than to a little
one, since they themselves lie in little things, but would be ashamed of lies that were too
big. Such a falsehood will never enter their heads and they will not be able to believe in
the possibility of such monstrous effrontery and infamous misrepresentation in others;
yes, even when enlightened on the subject, they will long doubt and waver, and
continue to accept at least one of these causes as true. Therefore, something of even
the most insolent lie will always remain and stick – a fact which all the great lie-virtuosi
and lying-clubs in this world know only too well and also make the most treacherous use
of."
- The Great One was commenting on Germany's dishonest Jewish-owned press of
World War I days.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
publisher of The Times will be handing over control of the paper to his son.
Boobus Americanus 2: Oh. What's his name?
Boobus Americanus 1: Sulzer, Schultsberg --- something like that. I can't
remember exactly.
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Sugar: Amazing Boobuss! The Ssulzbergerss have owned your family'ss
mind for a hundred and twenty yearss. And you don't even know their
frickin' name!
Editor: Even many well informed patriots and conservatives aren't aware
of this dangerous family. Many of them believe that Carlos Slim "owns The
Times."
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New York Times: Donald Trump’s Threat to Reject Election
Results Alarms Scholars
By MAX FISHER, with contrubutions by AMANDA TAUB

Donald J. Trump has claimed, without evidence, that the election will be
“rigged” and “taken away from us.” Political scientists say this type of
rhetoric erodes popular faith in democracy.
REBUTTAL BY

Oh my, the "scholars" are "alarmed." This must be serious! Slimes scribblers Max
Fisher (cough cough) and Amanda Taub (cough cough) explain:

.
Fisher & Taub, along with a handful of select "scholars," spook the sheeple
with warnings about Trump and "fascism" TM
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Fisher & Taub: Donald J. Trump’s suggestions that he might reject the results of
the American election as illegitimate have unnerved scholars ...
Rebuttal: There was a time when words like "scholar" or "intellectual" actually
meant something. The terms once described learned men who were steeped in "the
classics" of Western Civilization -- well-rounded and well-versed in philosophy,
literature, applied science, the arts, history, logic; and often conversant in Latin and
at least one other language besides their mother tongue. Today, the term generally
applies to any diploma-decorated erudite egghead who can recite the top 100
politically correct platitudes on command. The correct term for these puffed-up
goof-balls is "sophist" -- not "scholar."
Fisher & Taub: ... on democratic decline, who say his language echoes that of
dictators who seize power by force and firebrand populists who weaken democracy
for personal gain.
Rebuttal: See that?! What did I just say about reciting meaningless platitudes? --"language echoes that of dictators" --- "firebrand populists" --- "weaken
democracy for personal gain." That's soooo profound. (rolling eyes sarcastically)
* Platitude: a remark or statement, especially one with a moral content, that has
been used too often to be interesting or thoughtful.
Fisher & Taub (quoting a professor): “To a political scientist who studies
authoritarianism, it’s a shock,”...
Rebuttal: I never understood this self-serving term "political scientist." The field
of politics, which encompasses things like history, current events, philosophy etc.,
is indeed a fascinating and legitimate field of study, but it's not "science." It seems
like these academic ass clowns gave themselves the title of "scientist" to
compensate for some sort of insecurity over the fact they are not men of actual
science. It's as corny as it is annoying, but I digress.
Fisher & Taub: ... said Steven Levitsky, a professor at Harvard.
Rebuttal: Levitsky, eh? (cough cough) --- nuff said.
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The scholar / scientist in image #1 (Nikola Tesla) was instrumental in
developing commercial electricity. The scholar / scientist in image #2
(Wernher von Braun) was instrumental in developing rocket science. The
"scholar / political scientist" in image #3 (Steven Levitsky) spews Marxist
platitudes in flowery language.
Fisher & Taub: “This is the stuff that we see in Russia and Venezuela and
Azerbaijan and Malawi and Bangladesh, and that we don’t see in stable
democracies anywhere.”
Rebuttal: Actually, professor Lesshitsky, we do not see that "stuff" in any the
countries you just listed. As far as we have been able to determine after scouring
the Internet, every "democratic" TM nation on earth requires some form of ID,
generally a photo ID, in order to vote. Only in the United States of George Soros
(cough cough) can any ole homeless crack-head, enticed with a carton of
Newports, walk into an inner-city polling place and repeatedly vote under the
names of various dead people.
Fisher & Taub: Throughout October, Mr. Trump has claimed, without evidence,
that the vote will be “rigged” and “taken away from us.” At the final presidential
debate, he refused to say he would accept the election’s outcome...
Rebuttal: Re-writing the above sentence with a few minor tweaks exposes a
hypocrisy and double standard that "the Tribe" is notorious for. Let's try this:
Throughout October, Mrs. Clinton has claimed, without evidence, that the vote will
be “rigged” and “taken away from us” by Russian hackers working for Putin. At
the final presidential debate, she refused to say he would accept the election’s
outcome...
There -- fixed it!
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Fisher & Taub: In weak democracies around the world, scholars warned Friday,
political leaders have used the same language to erode popular faith in democracy
— often intending to incite violence that will serve their political aims, and
sometimes to undo democracy entirely.
Rebuttal: "erode popular faith in democracy" -- "intending to incite violence" -"undo democracy entirely" --- Again:
* Platitude: a remark or statement, especially one with a moral content, that has
been used too often to be interesting or thoughtful.
Fisher & Taub: “Almost always, public faith, public trust in institutions is eroded
when this happens,” Mr. Levitsky said.
Rebuttal: ... "public trust in institutions is eroded when this happens." --- No,
Leshitsky. "Public trust in institutions is eroded" when people are allowed to vote
without establishing who the hell they are!

Image 1: Besides voting, there isn't much one can do in America without showing
proper identification.
Image 2: Even some of the most corrupt Turd World nations require photo-ID and finger
inking to protect the legitimacy of their elections.
Image 3: 2008 - Ooops! Ron Jones of Filthydelphia tells CNN: "I voted a couple of
times." (for Obongo) --

Fisher & Taub: By placing blame for his likely loss on electoral fraud, he is
telling his supporters not only that the results are flawed, but also that the
democratic process has been seized by shadowy forces ...
Rebuttal: And we all know that there is no such thing as "shadowy forces." That
would be a "conspiracy theory" TM. --- Unless, of course, we are talking about
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"shadowy forces" working for Putin. Then it is perfectly permissible to suspect that
nefarious Rooskies are hiding under every keyboard.
Fisher & Taub: In this view, “your opponents are not just somebody that you
differ with on policy, it’s that they’re somehow trying to undermine the will of the
people,” said Sheri Berman, a professor of political science at Barnard College
who studies Europe’s descent into fascism in the 1930s.
Rebuttal: Berman, eh? (cough cough) --- to boot, the yapping yenta "studies
Europe’s descent into fascism in the 1930s" -- Nuff said.
Fisher & Taub: Rejecting elections as rigged, she said, sends the message that
both the winner and democracy itself “fundamentally threaten what the people
actually want.”
Rebuttal: "sends the message" -- "democracy itself " -- “fundamentally threaten
what the people actually want.” --- Once again, class:
* Platitude: a remark or statement, especially one with a moral content, that has
been used too often to be interesting or thoughtful.
Fisher & Taub: This strategy, she (Berman) said, is twofold: first, to present the
country’s democracy as so flawed that a strong leader is required to step in to
restore order; and second, to generate unrest that the strongman can wield as
leverage.
Rebuttal: I can't stomach this nasty hag anymore. Next witness.
Fisher & Taub: (quoting another "scholar") “Merely talking about not accepting
results sets off a chain of events that weakens the structure of democratic
continuity,” Matt Glassman, a political scientist, wrote this past week.
Rebuttal: Glassman, eh? (cough cough) Boy oh boy; the Manischewitz Grapevine
is really buzzing like a livewire over Trump's warning of voter fraud. Methinks the
seditious shysters doth protest a bit toooo much, eh?
Fisher & Taub: Contesting a presidential election, he said, risks turning bedrock
democratic assumptions — rule of law, the peaceful transfer of power, the sanctity
of elections — into points of political dispute.
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Rebuttal: "bedrock democratic assumptions" -- "rule of law" -- "the peaceful
transfer of power" -- "the sanctity of elections" --- Wow. Such "scholarship." Eat
your hearts out Messrs. Plato, Socrates, Schopenhauer, Jefferson, Franklin et al. ..
One more time, boys and girls:
* Platitude: a remark or statement, especially one with a moral content, that has
been used too often to be interesting or thoughtful.
Fisher & Taub: But not all leaders execute this playbook consciously or with an
eye toward some specific prize, said Nic Cheeseman, a political scientist at the
University of Oxford who studies sub-Saharan Africa.
Rebuttal: Cheeseman, eh? (cough cough) Can we get a little diversity here,
please? You know, a token goy puppet or two -- just to make it look good?

Great "scholars" such as Berman, Glassman and Cheeseman may dazzle
their captive college kiddies with their glib rap and libtarded cliches, but we
are not impressed by such silly sophism.
Fisher & Taub: While Mr. Trump’s supporters do not have to fear political
oppression if he loses,... If those conditions are taken together, Mr. Cheeseman
said, the outlook is not one of doom, but it is worrisome.
Rebuttal: Sugar and I, er, The Editorial Board of The Anti-New York Times, are
getting the ominous sense that the playbook calls for Killary to win (by fraud) and
for the country to be destabilised / demoralized by Trump's rightful claims of
"rigging." We shall know soon enough.
Fisher & Taub: America’s democratic norms make widespread unrest unlikely,
Mr. Levitsky said. Still, because Mr. Trump has spent much of his campaign
challenging the legitimacy of the election, should he refuse to concede a loss, that
could be “enough to provoke a fair amount of violence” from fringe elements. As
he went on, Mr. Levitsky’s language lapsed into a vernacular more commonly
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applied to very different sorts of countries: “American security forces,” he said,
would need to move carefully to resolve any “electoral violence.”
Rebuttal: You hear that? --- “American security forces” -- these busy little devils
are up to something.

Hymie's wet dream ----- Sooner or later, the Globalists will attempt to
unleash the Department of Homeland Security (imposed during the reign of
Bush-Cheney in response to the 9/11 false flag scam) upon a rebellious
population. Could the coming fury over a stolen election -- along with a
"patriot" and / or anti-Russia false-flag -- be used as the pretext?
Fisher & Taub (quoting yet another "scholar"): “I actually can’t believe all of
the parallels. I actually can’t believe that it’s happening here,” Erica Frantz, a
political science professor at Michigan State University, recently told The Toronto
Star, ...
Rebuttal: Frantz, eh? (yet another cough cough) --- WTF man!
Fisher & Taub: “Boy, is Trump giving those of us who study populism, fascism
and the erosion of democratic norms ever more to think about,” ...
Rebuttal: (palm to face, shaking head, sighing) -- "populism, fascism and the
erosion of democratic norms" -- All together now:
* Platitude: a remark or statement, especially one with a moral content, that has
been used too often to be interesting or thoughtful.
Fisher &Taub: “When you start to delegitimize your electoral systems (and) your
media ... then you start to have people genuinely questioning the value of the
system,” Mr. Cheeseman said. “It takes a generation to rebuild that trust. This is
not something that gets done in a year or two.”
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Rebuttal: The only people still defending "the value of the system" by supporting
Killary are the big money/media interests (cough cough) and their controlled
cadres of welfare parasites, imbecilic libtards, millennial morons, bitter vagina
voters who have either been ignored, abandoned or abused by some man, envious
anti-Whites of every shade, and kept academic eggheads such as the lying
communists quoted in this atrocious article. Unfortunately, when illegal aliens and
dead bodies are added to this mix (to say nothing of those dreadful computerized
voting machines!), it could very well be enough to install that hideous hag from
hell into the Rainbow House.
God how we hate you deceiving sons (and daughters) of bitches.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that many
eminent scholars are alarmed over Trump's de-legitimizing of our elections.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. It does smack of fascism.

Sugar: Under fascism, you two witless ass-clownss would not have ended
up becoming sso vulnerable to sstupid frickin' jewissh platitudess!
Editor: Very true, Sugar. Goebell's Ministry of Public Enlightment and
Propaganda opened the eyes and freed the minds of an entire nation.
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An exhibition by the Topography of Terror Foundation in Berlin explores the mass executions
after the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union.

New York Times: Germany Confronts, in Unique Exhibit,
Its ‘Holocaust of the Bullets
By ALISON SMALE

“We Germans know the stories and the scars much less well than we like to
think,” Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier said at the opening.
REBUTTAL BY

Amazing, isn't it? Even in the midst of their own Jewish-engineered slow motion
genocide by immigration and the lowest birth rates on Planet Earth, the de-balled
and de-moralized Germans are still whipping themselves over the "Holocaust" TM
-- an event which never happened. Hence, it is often referred to by those of us inthe-know as, "the Holohoax." Let's clean up some of this filth vomited out by
Alison Smale -- New York Slimes bureau chief in Berlin.
Hazmat suits and goggles on -- into Sulzberger's cesspool we go:
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The 100 year old pre-planned genocide of the Aryans is entering its final
stage -- as suicidal Germans still whine and self-flagellate over the
Holohoax.
Smale: Berlin -- The exhibition, which opened late last month, confronts the mass
murder of Jews and other minorities after the Nazis invaded the Soviet Union in
June 1941. For all the attention paid to the past here, this display is the first in
Germany to focus solely on those executions of more than two million people.
Rebuttal: It's interesting. The Soviets themselves, who helped to originate the
Holohoax by issuing a report on their "findings" at Auschwitz on the very day of
Germany's unconditional surrender (so that the gagged Germans would not be able
to respond to the ridiculous allegations), never mentioned these "two million"
outside-of-concentration-camp executions.
Smale: Their bodies fell into pits, which were then covered and left as anonymous
mass graves.
Rebuttal: Where are these "mass graves?" Why were they never dug up and
shown to the world for propaganda purposes?
Smale: This “Holocaust of the Bullets,” as it has come to be known, is deeply
familiar to citizens of the former Soviet Union, particularly in Ukraine, Belarus,
the Baltics and large parts of western Russia.
Rebuttal: “Holocaust of the bullets,” --- LOL! Who writes this corny crap? Steven
Spielberg?
There were indeed cases of German SS carrying out executions in the field. But
what Smales won't tell you is that the "victims" were Red & Jewish partisan
terrorists. These were the same types that committed genocide against anticommunist Russians during the civil war of just 20 years before. Because of their
brutality against German soldiers and Russian civilians alike, they were not treated
as standard Prisoners of War, but were often executed as war criminals instead.
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NEW YORK TIMES (VE Day)
MAY 8, 1945 / Page 12, Column 5
* By releasing the damning report as soon as Germany uncondituionally
surrendered and handed over all of its media to the Allies, Stalin prevented the
Germans from denying the lies that his henchmen had spun about Auschwitz.

OSWIECIM KILLINGS PLACED AT
4,000,000
**********************
Soviet Commission Reports Death Camp in Poland Was Founded
by Himmler.
**********************
By C. L. Sulzberger
By Wireless to The New York Times
Smales: In Germany, however, the mass shootings are less known than the gas
chambers and horrors of Auschwitz, Treblinka and other camps in Nazi-occupied
Poland.
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Rebuttal: The reason that "the Holocaust of the Bullets" is "less known than the
gas chambers" is that this fictitious mass-shooting of these two million Jews was
only recently invented. You see, because the "6 million" TM dead in the "gas
chambers" TM fairy tale is becoming logistically unsustainable, the ever-reducing
concentration camp death tolls have to be made up somewhere else in order to
keep the number at "6 million" TM.
Smales: At the opening of the exhibit, Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier
used the occasion to link the past and the present. Since 2014, with the outbreak of
hostilities in Ukraine, Europe has again had to face “the question of war and
peace,” Mr. Steinmeier said.
Rebuttal: Notice the subtle, non-spoken linkage of The Great One (past) to Putin
(the present) -- a damn fine compliment to Putin in our book!
Smales: He said nine towns that he had visited in the past year in Ukraine and the
region lost more than 180,000 inhabitants during the Nazi invasion.
Rebuttal: Actually, many people in the Ukraine region, and Russia proper itself
were overjoyed when the Germans invaded! Germany's "winning of the hearts and
minds" began to change when Soviet leaders Stalin and Kaganovich (cough,
cough) ordered false-flag atrocity attacks against his own people.

Jews and communists may not have been happy to see the Germans
arrive, but as the images above show, everyday Ukrainians and
Russians greeted the Germans as heroic liberators in 1941. This began
to change when Soviet NKVD death squads, dressed in German uniforms,
began to commit atrocities and spread doctored photos.
Smales: In these “wounded landscapes” of “the forgotten Holocaust,” Mr.
Steinmeier said, “this exhibit removes the layers and brings to light, layer by layer,
the details of a past which is not just an eastern one, but also ours. Without
consciousness of those layers under the landscape, we Germans can never do
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justice -- .... “We Germans know the stories and the scars much less well than we
like to think.”
Rebuttal: "We Germans" did this. "We Germans" did that. Get off your damn
knees, man! Sickening.
Smales: The special show — “Mass Shootings: The Holocaust From the Baltic to
the Black Sea 1941-1944” — was mounted in cooperation with the foundation
behind the nearby Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe.
Rebuttal: Dadgummit! Jews, Jews, Jews. Did no else die in World War II? Can
we at least get a "shout-out" for the 1 million actual German civilians bombed and
burned to death during the war? Or the many millions killed by starvation, disease
and mass execution after the war?
Smales: At the entrance, a map shows 722 places where more than 500 people
were killed by the Nazis’ firing squads. “The map illustrates how bitter the history
is, and how difficult it was to mount this exhibit,” Mr. Nachama said.
Rebuttal: If you know where these 722 killing fields are, then where are the
2,000,000 skeletal remains? Hmmmm?
Smales: To judge by the solemn and attentive visitors viewing the exhibit on the
first Sunday it was open, early this month, it hits home with foreigners and
Germans alike.
Rebuttal: Having visited, just out of curiosity, various museum exhibits with
"politically correct" themes (Modern Art, Evolution, Smithsonian etc.), your
observant reporter here is always struck and humored by the odd way in which
obedient libtards will suddenly turn all "solemn and attentive" whenever in the
presence of puffed-up crap -- as if they are at a church funeral mass or something.
Such frickin' weirdos! It's enough to make one want to gulp down a can of beans
and a dozen or so Brussels Sprouts a few hours before visiting the exhibit -- just to
add a bit of musical comic relief to the oh-so "solemn and attentive" proceedings.
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The uptight "solemn and attentive" German sheeple who worship this commie crap
could use a good wake call.

Smales: Joshua Bagetti, 27, an electrician visiting from Brisbane, Australia,
seemed dazed.
Rebuttal: "Seemed dazed" --- See what I mean?
Smales: He was, he said, stunned to see how rapidly the Nazis had invaded “and
how far down south they went” — through the Caucasus to bump up practically
against the Middle East.
Rebuttal: Well Josh, allow us to un-stun you by schooling you on a fact of history
that you'll not hear about in some Jewish-inspired "exhibit." The Great One
ordered the invasion of the Soviet Union to preempt Stalin's imminent invasion and
enslavement of Europe. You do know who Stalin was, and what he did, right?
Probably not.
Smales: Three 20-year-olds from around Cologne who were in Berlin for job
training included the exhibit in their plans for their visit, said Christine
Gronemann, one of the three. .... their lessons did make one thing plain, she said:
“It was very clearly stated that Nazism, and everything to do with it, is not good.”
Rebuttal: "Nazism" (a term invented by Jewish propagandists) is "not good." -such a profound analysis from the no-doubt "solemn and attentive" 20-year old
Christine.
Smales: Being taught about the Holocaust, and Germany’s guilt, is a ritual of
adolescence here. Students visit former concentration camps or memorials to
smaller camps. If a school and its community can manage it, students go to Israel.
Holocaust survivors, their numbers dwindling, are honored guests at German
schools.
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Rebuttal: That entire sentence just makes us want to cry. Pure child abuse.

Students throughout Germany, the United States, Canada, Australia, and
Europe generally do not learn how to think critically, and in many cases,
graduate deficient in reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography etc. ---- but they sure so know all about the "Holocaust" TM!
Smales: Margot Friedlander, 94, is one such survivor. Born in Berlin, she was
hidden by Germans from 1943 to 1944 and then deported to Theresienstadt, the
camp north of Prague where she met her future husband, Adolf Friedlander.
Rebuttal: So, Margot met the man who later become her husband in a
concentration camp. Interesting. Did she first bump into him in "zee gas chamber?"
-- "Hey baby. You come here often?"
Smales: A rabbi married them in spring 1945 in Theresienstadt, and the next year
they left for New York, ....
Rebuttal: Say what?! --- Mighty kind of those big bad Germans to allow rabbis to
marry young interned Jewish couples, even in the closing months of the war when
all was lost and you'd think the Germans would be at their most vindictive. Doesn't
that sort of contradict the official narrative of a genocidal campaign against the
interned Jews? Just sayin'.
Smales: After he died in 1997, she started writing her memoir, eventually
published in German.
Rebuttal: Cha ching! Cha-ching! Cha-ching! Ah, show us the shekels Margot,
show us the shekels.
Smales: That led to a trip to Berlin, and a decision to stay. Visiting schools is
perhaps the most important part of her new life, she said, “because they are the
future.”
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Rebuttal: Oh what demonic glee this old yenta must derive from corrupting the
grandchildren and great grandchildren of the kind German people who had, in the
decades before World War I, treated the Jews so well -- only to later be repaid by
the widespread Jewish / Marxist / Zionist treason which lost the war for Germany.
(See "The Bad War" by yours truly)
Smales: In this respect, did Hitler’s efforts to mold German culture triumph? Not
if you listen to Ms. Friedlander, who has faith in the young. “What was, was,” she
said. Now, “they are the ones who must shape society.”
Translation: "We Jews have trained the youth of Germany to commit suicide, and
like it!"

Money-grubbing Margot Friedlander and her fellow Tribesman are
GENOCIDING Germany (and all of Whitedom) through the minds of the
brainwashed youth.
Image 3: German kids chant: "Long live international solidarity" (world
government).
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today of a museum
exhibit in Berlin about the "Holocaust by Bullets" -- the little known mass
executions of 2 million Jews, committed mainly in the fields of the Soviet
Union.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. I read that piece. It is said that German
visitors to the exhibit were very "solemn and attentive".

Editor: Sugar!!!!
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New York Times: A Quick Guide to Rising Obamacare
Rates
By REED ABELSON and MARGOT SANGER-KATZ

New York Times: Affordable Care Act Premium Increases
Are a Fixable Problem
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Have "youse guys" noticed that all-of-a-sudden, it has become socially and
journalistically acceptable for communists and libtards to state the obvious truth
about ObongoCare that opponents of the scheme had been saying all along -namely, that the monstrosity was going to eventually self-destruct? Sulzberger's
Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press are notorious for either denying or
ignoring that which is inconveniently obvious, especially when it comes to their
Golden Boys Mr. Obongo & Mr. Obongo. So, what's going on with all this recent
negative coverage about 'The Affordable Care Act" -- aka ObongoCare? It's
elementary, dear reader, elementary.
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By any measure, ObongoCare, with all its empty promises, has turned to
be a disaster. But why are Sulzberger's Slimes the Piranha Press suddenly
now so openly admitting, and even hyping up this fact?
You see, ObongoCare was destined to implode -- by design. After the collapse of
this halfway measure, just as Obongo departs the stage, President Killary's
assigned role will be to step in and save the day with a "single payer system" -- a
euphemism for full-scale communist takeover of the entire heath sector, financed
by new taxes up the proverbial "waazoo." Hear it from anus-frenching lips of the
Joker-In-Chief himself, spoken among friendly supporters while he was an
unknown Senate candidate back in 2003:
"I happen to be a proponent of a single payer.. universal health care program. I
see no reason why the United States of America, the wealthiest country in the
history of the world, spending 14 percent of its Gross National Product on health
care cannot provide basic health insurance to everybody. And that’s what Jim is
talking about when he says everybody in, nobody out -- A single payer health care
plan, a universal health care plan. And that’s what I’d like to see."

When speaking among fellow co-conspirators, communist liars become
very honest.
Because the country, in spite of having just recently elected Obongo, was not yet
ready for full blown communism in 2009; ObongoCare was installed to act as a
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halfway-step toward communist health care. Enticed by the prospect of new forced
customers, the short-sighted greedy "capitalists" of the Health Insurance industry
ignored this higher reality and foolishly dropped any opposition to their own
coming death warrant. After the inevitable implosion of the grand scheme (which
is now in process) the private insurance sector (barring a Trump victory) will be
wiped altogether, at least for all but the very wealthy.
After Killary and the CIA-media steal the coming election, Americans will come to
learn just how expensive "free" health care will actually be. This massive insurer
exodus from ObongoCare markets is already creating a shrinking pool of
competition that will the stage for the inevitable push for a "single-payer" -- and/or
a "public option" to either be added to, or to replace Obongo's monster.
In a recent Journal of the American Medical Association article, one of Obongo's
ghostwriters, called for adding a public option and propping up the exchanges with
more tax dollars. He also wished for more government bureaucrats to make
decisions on how care is delivered; and pharmaceutical price controls which would
destroy research and development and deny patients access to promising new
drugs.
One need look no further than the Veterans Administration to understand what a
communist "single-payer" health-care system looks like. Horror stories of long
waits for treatment, bureaucratic delays, fraud, and incompetence are the norm. It's
bad enough that the phony Medicare "trust fund" will be broke within 10 years.
Only massive tax hikes, more borrowing and more premature killing of seniors
with morphine will save that pyramid scheme for the elderly. Just imagine the
investment-crushing, job-killing financial burden upon the private economy, and
the crappy rationed quality of "care" when the system is expanded to include
everyone. Don't get sick, folks, don't get sick!

1 - 1993: Then-president Bill Clinton holds up a proposed "health security
card" during a 1993 State-of-the-Union speech.
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2 - "Health Care That's Always There" --- First Lady / Co-President
headed up the failed effort for commie-care in 1993. Boobus America
wasn't ready for such a radical step at that time. They are ready today.
3 - Though psycho-fag Obongo and psycho-dyke Killary personally hate
each other, their ideological bonds will soon have made them a devastating
1-2 punch to knockout America once and for all.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that costs for
ObamaCare are rising rapidly.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow. That wasn't supposed to happen.

Sugar: Actually, Boobuss -- it WASS ssupossed to happen!
Editor: Good comeback, Sugar --- and no vulgarity too!
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Fighters on parade in 2014 in Raqqa Province in Syria. The city of Raqqa serves as the
Islamic State’s de facto capital

New York Times: Warning of ISIS Plots Against West, U.S.
Plans Assault on Raqqa
By HELENE COOPER and ERIC SCHMITT

For weeks now, Orange Man has been ridiculing the Department of Offense's
policy of publicly announcing its next move against phony "ISIS." During the 2nd
debate, he said:
"Why can't they do it quietly? Why can't they do the attack, make it a sneak attack,
and after the attack is made, inform the American public that we've knocked out
the (ISIS) leaders, we've had a tremendous success? Why do they have to say we're
going to be attacking Mosul within the next four to six weeks?"
Orange Man went on to explain that such announcements "stupidly" give advance
warning to ISIS leaders, thus allowing them to "escape" to another area. Of course,
these announcements are not actually the product of "stupidity" -- a fact which
Orange Man surely knows but will not, for political reasons, actually say. The
advance statements are intended to allow the CIA-Mossad mercenary army that is
ISIS to escape unharmed.
From the article:
"The fight to retake Raqqa, the Syrian city that serves as the capital of the Islamic
State, must begin soon — within weeks — to disrupt planning believed to be
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underway there to stage terrorist attacks on the West, senior Defense Department
and military officials said on Wednesday.
Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter said in Brussels on Wednesday that the
offensive to oust the Islamic State, also known as ISIS or ISIL, from Raqqa would
begin within weeks. This is, as always, a matter when you’re positioning forces
and so forth, we have a plan to do that and a schedule to do that,” Mr. Carter told
reporters. “We’re going to execute to that plan.”
We refer to the warmongering neo-con psycho Ash Carter as Ass Carter.

1- Trump: "How stupid are we?"
2- Offense Secretary Ass Carter works for Bibi Satanyahu. The body
language of the handshake between the two clearly shows who is the
master and who is the butt-kissing subordinate.
3- Carter walks across the floor to hug Satanyahu, who awaits his embrace
like a proud papa waiting for his little boy to run into his arms.
The manufactured phoniness of this controlled bogeyman known as 'ISIS' has three
manifestations:
1- The actors in black ski-masks carrying out fake "beheadings" of fellow agents
in orange jump suits.
2- The actual mercenary fighters on the ground
3- The "crisis actor" false-flag attacks in places like Brussels, Nice, and Paris
The ultimate goal is to bring the U.S. military directly into the "Syrian Civil War"
under the pretext of "fighting ISIS." The true objective is to overthrow the Russianprotected government of President Assad. For today's bit of ISIS-debunking, your
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child-at-heart reporter here takes you back to the exciting comic-book tales of "The
Amazing Spider Man" -- the coolest super-hero ever!
Apart from the fact that both Spider Man and ISIS Man are children's stories; and
apart from the fact that both wear full facial masks; there is a third thing the two
have in common -- a commonality which gives the game away by exposing their
respective identities.
As those of you who read the comics as children, or saw either the TV cartoons or
the more recent Hollywood movie versions know; Spider Man is really Peter
Parker -- a teen-aged nerd who works part-time as a photographer for The Daily
Bugle. Month after month, as Spider Man dispatches one super-villain after
another, Peter Parker amazes his cigar-chomping boss, J. Jonah Jameson, with his
uncanny ability to be in the right place at the right time to capture photos of Spider
Man in action. The photos pay well for young Parker. Scoop after scoop after
scoop, and still no one is able to figure out Peter's secret for obtaining such
blockbuster photos of New York's favorite Super Hero and the related crime
scenes.

Spidey Selfies
Years ahead of his time, Peter Parker places an automated tracking device
in his suit so that the camera he sets up always takes great shots of
Spider-Man in action.
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Who would ever suspect that the masked man and the "lucky"
photographer are one in the same!
Now, what has this got to do with ISIS Man? Well, you see boys and girls, ISIS
Man also has a photographer - and videographer - with this weird ability to obtain
the only images of ISIS Man. Her name is Rita Katz, and her "organization" is
known as SITE (Search for International Terrorist Entities). You may have seen
the SITE logo on so many of the internationally televised images of ISIS Man.
Have a look and see:

ISIS Man "beheads" James Foley. ISIS Man "beheads" Joel Sotloff. ISIS
Man "beheads" David Haines.

ISIS Man "beheads" Alan Henning. ISIS Men "behead" a whole bunch of
Christians! ISIS Man "beheads" Kenji Goto
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1- ISIS Man with ISIS Boy forget their masks and "behead" unknown victim.
2- ISIS Knife-Man hams it up for the cameras -- "Allah Akbar!"
2- ISIS Men and victims change uniform colors for the "beheading"
ceremony of a bunch of African Christians.

It's perfectly OK to laugh because NOBODY was actually hurt in these silly
SITE "beheading" videos! Even The Times of London reported on the
fakeness of the very first "beheading" video -- before suddenly dropping the
story the next day.
And there are plenty more such goof-ball scenes where those came from -- and
they are still coming! Who is this Rita Katz woman who heads up SITE as its
Executive Director? And: how in the world does she pull so many 'Peter Parker'
scoop-photos and videos out of her Magic Hat? Well, self-professed 'terrorism
analyst' and pathological Muslim-basher Rita Katz is an Iraqi-born Jew whose
family moved to Israel after her wealthy father was accused of being a Mossad
agent, and then executed for treason. In Israel she served in the merciless IDF
(Israeli Defense Force) and graduated from Tel Aviv University. Since 2002, Katz
has run SITE out of Washington DC.
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Scoop after scoop after scoop after scoop of "beheading videos" that no one else
has been able to even get close to. How does the Amazing Rita manage to pull it
off? --- Ask Peter Parker.

1- Rita the "terrorism expert" on CNN
2- Spidey says: "Rita & Friends = ISIS"
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that we will be
attacking the ISIS stronghold of Raqqa in Syria.
Boobus Americanus 2: You know, Trump does have a point. Why must
we publicly announce these attacks? Doesn't that tip the bad guys off as to
what's coming?

Sugar: Follow that line of thought Boobuss -- and the mysstery will reveal
itsself!
Editor: I'm afraid that our water cooler intellectuals here haven't the mental
stamina necessary to follow this loose thread to its logical conclusion.
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New York Times: Hillary Clinton Assails James Comey,
Calling Email Decision ‘Deeply Troubling’
New York Times: A Scandal Too Far? Huma Abedin,
Hillary Clinton, and a Test of Loyalty
New York Times: Justice Dept. Strongly Discouraged
Comey on Move in Clinton Email Case
New York Times: WikiLeaks Lays Bare a Clinton Insider’s
Emphatic Cheers and Jeers
New York Times: Clintons Did Not Obtain Permits to
Renovate Their New Chappaqua Home, Records Show
As media-fueled anti-Killary mania sweeps the nation, Sugar and Mike, er, "The
Editorial Board" of the Anti-New York Times take great delight in watching the
apparent destruction of the campaign of Killary Rotten Clinscum. Nonetheless,
and don't get mad at us for pissing in your election party's punchbowl, it is clear
that a game is being played on us all by the dirty evil agent Julian Assange of
CIA-Mossad WikiLeaks, Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press.
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Assange of WikiLeaks -- who openly boasts about having triggered the
bloody "Arab Spring" -- has been tasked with ruining Killary with leaks fed
to him by sources unknown. Why are this evil conspiratorial monster and
his secret handlers out to get Killary?
Think about it. After all these years of criminal conduct dating back to the 1980's
in Arkansas, all of a sudden, just 10 days before the climax of the QFS
(Quadrennial Freak Show), the whole of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) and
their wholly-owned press and FBI have realized that the nasty lesbian bitch is a
lying crook? What's really going on here?
FBI boss James Comey works for the Obongo administration, which suggests that
Obongo (or perhaps even a higher authority in "deep-state"), and not Comey, is
behind this 11th hour crash of the Killary campaign. Anyone who thinks that
Comey is his own man is being naive. So, why would Mr. and Mr. Obongo, the
evil phony Julian Assange, and Sulzberger's Slimes conspire to help Donald
Trump, you ask? Four possibilities.
The object of the game is to either:
1- .... trigger a national crisis which will either cancel the election or lead to an
electoral college appointment for a new President other than Trump (Rat Ryan?)
2- .... install Trump -- an unwitting tool in this game -- crash the fragile bubblesystem with 2017 interest rate hikes and then blame Republicans
3- .... damage Killary, install her as damaged goods, indict her after the election but
before the inauguration, Obongo remains President.
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What are "the powers that be" really up to?
4- Another factor to consider, which may overlap with Option # 1 or #2, is Bibi
Satanytahu's hatred for the Clintons who, like Soros, are more Globalist than they
are Zionist. Indeed, when Slick Willie Clinton was President, he interfered in
Israeli politics to such an extent that Satanyahu lost his re-election bid in 1999.
Bibi's influential American agents and allies are generally anti-Killary, but that
might not account for the Globalist Slimes suddenly dumping on Killary.

NOV. 27, 1997
Netanyahu Says Clinton's Refusal to Meet Him 'Humiliated' Israel
By DAVID STOUT

"In today's interview, the Prime Minister's anger flared when he was asked, ''Do
you believe the President of the United States is trying to humiliate you?''
Laboring for a moment over his words, Mr. Netanyahu said: ''No Prime Minister
of Israel is humiliated personally. All insults are directed to the office of the Prime
Minister of the state of Israel, and the entire Jewish state feels humiliated if such
action is directed against us.''
If any of "youse guys" can come up with another plausible theory as to why the
Golden Ghoul just got the rug pulled out from under her, we'd love to hear it. But
please, don't insult Mike's intelligence and Sugar's instincts with any nonsense
about "FBI agents forced Comey's hand" or "WikiLeaks is a legit whistle-blowing
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organization" or "her crimes are so bad that the media cannot cover up for her
anymore." No, no and no!
This final week of the QFS is going to be very interesting and will reveal many
answers to the questions that have vexed us all year long. The coming events may
not be suitable for the weak-hearted. Stay tuned.

Israeli nationalist-terrorist strongman Bibi Satanyahu has humiliated both
Globalist Obongo and Killary to their faces. Are we witnessing his ultimate
revenge?

Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times was wall-to-wall with bad
press of Hillary Clinton today.
Boobus Americanus 2: I know. I understand the Chicago Tribune has
called for her to drop out of the race!
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Sugar: It'ss a frickin' consspiracy!
Editor: No doubt it is. The only question is what the game is really all
about.
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New York Times: Xi Jinping Is China’s ‘Core’ Leader:
Here’s What It Means
By CHRIS BUCKLEY

REBUTTAL BY

Chris Buckley, the Slimes' resident China-basher, offers up a mostly fact-based
assessment about Chinese President Xi Jinping being named "core leader" of
China. From the article:
"Jinping got a lift when the Communist Party gave him the title of “core leader” at
a party meeting last week. But what does that mean for Mr. Xi and China’s
political future?
The title doesn’t come with particular powers, but it gives Mr. Xi special stature
and sends an intimidating signal that he should not be crossed. By giving Mr. Xi
the honor in a formal document, senior Communist Party officials have shown
that, willingly or not, they’ve bowed to his dominance."
Xi's elevation from a strongman to a very strongman might cause a few New York
libtards to soil their pink panties, as might the repeated references to "the
Communist Party." But for those opposed to the Soros-Rothschild-RockefellerSulzberger New World Order, it is welcome news. Not only is the China-Russia
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Axis of resistance the world's last line of defense against the Globalists, but the
Chinese "Communist" Party, in spite of its name and the continued use of Stalin's
agent Mao Tse Tung's mug on their currency, is now totally pro-business, protradition, pro-peace, pro-people, pro-morality & ethics and even pro-religion. The
system is actually much closer to the ideals of The Great One's National Socialism
or Mussolini's fascism that it is to communism -- and that's a good thing in our
book. From the pit of hell, Chairman Mao (a real "communist") must be spinning
in his grave.

1- Chris Buckley of the Slimes is the CIA's mouthpiece on China.
2- Members of the Politburo Standing Committee on stage at the Chinese
Communist Party’s Central Committee meeting in Beijing. The party
elevated Xi to the position of “core” leader, giving him great power to shape
the leadership of the party.
3- Myths die hard! Although Mao's Mug is still prominently displayed in
Beijing and on currency, the new China bears little resemblance to his
Stalinist ideology.
As for Mr. Xi, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of the Anti-New York
Times have developed a "man-crush" for him similar to the level of admiration and
esteem that we hold for his Russian buddy, President Vladimir Putin. Let's have a
look at Xi's impressive resume.






Banned Sulzberger's Slimes from circulating in China
Kicked Globalist NGO's out of China
Teamed up with Putin to block US / Israel's planned overthrow of Assad in
Syria
Strongly advocates for a return to Confucian values and ethics
Promoted religious freedom and even the growth of religious practice (but
not western CIA missionaries!)
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Emphasized the need to respect and protect the sovereignty of all nations
Presided over continued economic growth achieved through business
friendly policies
Cracked down hard on corruption and internal traitors who serve US /
NWO interests
Repealed the harsh and destructive "one-child policy"

In short, Xi Jinping is the Vladimir Putin of China. No wonder the two get along so
well on both a professional and personal basis.

1- Xi loves Confucius -- whose moral teachings are virtually identical to
those of Jesus Christ. -- "He who rules by virtue is like the North Star. It
maintains its place, and the multitude of stars pay homage." -- Xi,
quoting Confucius
2- Xi and Putin are at the center of BRICS -- a trading bloc which, unlike
the EU, does not require its members to surrender their sovereignty.
3- Xi and Putin's formidable military alliance is the only thing standing in the
way from the final planetary takeover by the New World Order.
Buckley cites "economic challenges" as the reason for such unusual powers being
granted to Xi. We don't believe that is the reason. The extra powers granted to Xi
are more consistent with the authority that a nation on a war-footing would grant to
its leader. Peaceful China, like peaceful Russia, has no interest in attacking anyone,
of course. Like Germany in the late 1930's, their preparation is for defensive
purposes, not unprovoked aggression. The Russian Bear and the Chinese Dragon
make a mighty awesome pair. And if George Soros and the U.S. Department of
Offense of Ass Carter have their way, the next world war will be the last. Now
that should cause the people of America, Russia, Europe, Japan, Korea, Australia
and China to all soil their underwear, with good reason.
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The Devil George Soros has already threatened to unleash World War III
against Russia and China. Xi's expanded powers may be a preparatory
move to confront the coming crisis.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
Chinese Communist Party just made that Jinping guy like a dictator.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's because Communist China wants to take
over the entire Pacific Ocean.

Sugar: Wrong ansswer, Boobuss! It's becausse the #@#%#$*( @#$%
want to take over the whole frickin' planet!
Editor: They want the world, chica -- and everything in it.
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Members of the Estonian Defense League set off for a patrol competition near the town of Turi in
central Estonia. The events are called war games, but they are not intended to be fun.

New York Times: Spooked by Russia, Tiny Estonia Trains a
Nation of Insurgents
By ANDREW E. KRAMER

REBUTTAL BY

Flashback to 1945 -- At the end of World War II, the U.S. State Department and
the OSS (soon to become the CIA) generously showered ambitious "proAmericans" with boatloads of "Marshall Plan" cash. Suddenly impoverished,
hungry and demoralized, the ruined nations of Western Europe became "easy
pickin's" for the New World Order's "recovery program." For the most part,
Washington DC (Langley, Virginia (CIA Headquarters) to be more precise) has
been the political capital of Western Europe ever since. In addition to the political
control, it can also be said that Langley's New York affiliate has been one of the
major media mind-control centers of America's captive nations; and that
Hollywood films (dubbed or subtitled) have had a huge degenerate cultural
influence over Boobus Europithicus.
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After destroying much of Europe in the first place, America's program for
"European Recovery" (aka Marshall Plan) enabled the Globalists to build
the skeletal structure of today's NWO-controlled European Union Monster.
Ambitious politicians, journalists and academics quickly realized that
serving the wealthy and powerful USA (which serves the NWO) would be a
smart career move.
As for the nations of Eastern Europe, Stalin's henchmen gobbled them up and
similarly made them Soviet vassal states -- with the Baltic States of Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia actually being incorporated with the Soviet Union itself. The
New York-DC-London Globalists had hoped that Stalin's puppet states would be
allowed to become "democratic" in advance of the eventual East-West merger. But
killer Joe had his own ideas for world domination and wasn't going to take orders
from the "international community." And thus was born "the Cold War."
After the Soviet Union collapsed and disintegrated in 1991, a similar buyout
scheme was rolled out in Eastern Europe -- with the main recipients of Western
"generosity" being the Soros affiliated "pro-democracy" TM and "human rights"
TM NGO's which instigated the "Velvet Revolutions" that brought "freedom" TM
to the East. Soon afterwards came the CIA-approved news programs and
newspapers, along with the standard Hollywood filth and garbage. Already
accustomed to obedience from the days of communism, it wasn't long before the
sheeple of Eastern Europe (though still not quite as morally corrupted as their
faggot-loving, migrant-loving western brothers) began to think, talk and act like
the bad boys at Langley wanted them to.
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The CIA-Soros "Velvet Revolutions" of 1989 transitioned Eastern Europe
from Soviet domination to Globalist domination. Like the Marshall Plan,
American dollars soon poured in as many ambitious "ex-communist"
scoundrels suddenly turned "democratic" and lined up to serve the new
master.
With that bit of critical contextual history out of the way, we can better understand
this interesting article about how "tiny Estonia" is feeling "spooked by Russia"-authored by the vicious Russia-hater Jonathan Kramer (cough cough). The
following excerpt about "war games" illustrates just how badly the clueless
Estonians are being mind-f****d:
"The competitions, held nearly every weekend, are called war games, but are not
intended as fun. The Estonian Defense League, which organizes the events,
requires its 25,400 volunteers to turn out occasionally for weekend training
sessions that have taken on a serious hue since Russia’s incursions in Ukraine two
years ago raised fears of a similar thrust by Moscow into the Baltic States.
Since the Ukraine war, Estonia has stepped up training for members of the
Estonian Defense League, teaching them how to become insurgents, right down to
the making of improvised explosive devices, or I.E.D.s, the weapons that plagued
the American military in Iraq and Afghanistan. Another response to tensions with
Russia is the expansion of a program encouraging Estonians to keep firearms in
their homes."
Similar paranoia is spreading among western Ukrainians, Lithuanians, Latvians
and Poles. The CIA engineers of this mass madness have the advantage of being
able to resurrect the painful historical wounds inflicted upon these peoples by
"Russians" like Stalin and his main henchman Kaganovich. The fact that the Soviet
Union no longer exists; or that the Russian people themselves also suffered under
Stalin; or that Stalin was actually Georgian; or that Kaganovich (cough cough) was
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Jewish is lost upon these Russia-hating imbeciles who have been led to believe that
the big bad Rooskies are coming.

In spite of its childish idiocy, CIA propaganda linking "madman" Putin to
Stalin has proved to be very effective in Eastern European nations.

.
As for the ass-clown who instituted this war game madness that may ultimately
lead to his country's destruction; Sugar has sniffed out this gem of data about the
"Ivy League educated" TM egghead Toomas Hendrik Ilves, the bow-tied bozo
who, for the past 10 years, served as Estonia's President until just a few weeks ago:

Headline from The Baltic Times / September 24, 2013
"Ilves attends Soros Wedding"
"Estonian President Toomas Hendrik Ilves attended the wedding of billionaire and
philanthropist George Soros on Sept. 21 near New York, reports Ohtuleht. The
private wedding ceremony of the 83-year-old George Soros and 42-year-old
Tamiko Bolton was followed by a festive reception in the Caramoor music and art
center, where around 500 guests had been invited, among them World Bank
President Jim Yong Kim, and also several heads of state.“George Soros, who via
the Open Estonia Foundation, has supported the development of the Estonian
citizens society for a long time, sent President Ilves as the head of state and his
wife an invitation to his wedding,” said the president’s chancellery PR manager
Piret Pert. “Since George Soros has been a founder of the Estonian modern art
center, President Ilves gave him as a present a work of Mall Nukke.” President
Ilves and George Soros have met several times in recent years."
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The "Estonian" Toomas Hendrik Ilves was raised in heavily Jewish Englewood, New
Jersey and "educated" at Columbia and Penn. -- Above, with his master George Soros,
Junior masters Mr. & Mr. Obongo, and the Frumpy Frau of Germany.

Good people of Estonia! Behold the vile American-raised (rumored cough cough
from his mom's side) scoundrel Toomas Ilves depicted above with the Devil
George Soros. It is Ilves and others like them who are your enemies, not the
Russians! What would Putin, who already presides over the largest national
landmass (by far!) on the planet, possibly care about invading Estonia? For what
purpose? To steal your snow?
Stop these silly little war games and turn your guns, knives, pitchforks, dogs and
ropes on the internal Globalists who now control your banks, news sources,
universities and parliament. If "youse guys" stay on the present course, your tiny
conservative White nation will, in the not-too-distant future, be flooded with Turd
World invaders as your children turn stupid, whorish and homosexual before you
can even say: "what-the-heck-happened?" That is what the Soros-Rothschild Axis
and their henchmen have planned for Estonia --- assuming you all even survive
what's ahead.

1- Contrary to Sulzbergerian propaganda, Russia has neither the need nor the intention
to start a fight with NATO over tiny Estonia.
2- The beautiful Aryans of Estonia have neither any idea as to who their real enemy is,
nor the genocidal "DIE-versity" that is already being planned for their children.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that tiny
Estonia is training its worried citizens in the art of insurgent warfare.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's a smart precaution. Estonia may not be
able to repel a Russian invasion, but insurgent tactics can inflict heavy
casualties during the subsequent occupation.

Sugar: My God, Boobuss! You're jusst as frickin' brainwasshed as those
retarded Esstonian weekend warriorss!
Editor: Whether its New York, London, Rome, Paris, Berlin, Warsaw or
Tallinn (Estonia), the liquefied bullshit all flows from the same source.
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New York Times: Volkswagen Parts Ways With the
Historian Who Chronicled Its Nazi Past
By ALISON SMALE and JACK EWING

REBUTTAL BY

Apart from the fact, well-known to regular readers of The Anti-New York Times,
that the Germans were the innocent victims of World War II, virtually all of the socalled "Nazis" TM were either killed after the war or have since died of old age.
This makes the 71-year-old (and counting) German national ritual of self abuse all
the more pathetic, perverse and absurd. How can the grandchildren still be held
morally liable for the imaginary sins of their unknown grandfathers? Is there some
sort of genetic code for guilt now?

The internment and forced labor of Jews and communists during wartime
must be viewed within the critical context of an innocent nation fighting for
its very survival against the evil, genocidal, merciless Allies of the New
World Order.
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This latest example of slow German suicide takes inherited guilt to a whole new
level. Not only is guilt passed down through bloodlines and national heritage,
evidently, non-personal entities such as corporations are also subject to shame and
punishment. In this case, we are told, Volkswagen (VW) already found "guilty" of
having utilized the forced wartime labor of enemies of the Reich, now stands
accused of dismissing a company historian who oh-so-proudly, and with VW's
blessing, wrote about the sins of 1940's VW.
From the article:
" ... historians are accusing the company of reverting to secretive ways on a
different subject: the Nazi past of German automakers.
Over the past 18 years, Volkswagen became something of a pioneer in revealing
the company’s employment of thousands of forced laborers during World War II.
But it has abruptly parted ways with the company historian who helped make that
possible.
When the historian’s contract abruptly ended this week, an angry open letter
signed by 75 prominent German academics accused Volkswagen of a vindictive
punishment. The historian, Manfred Grieger, and the company have declined to
comment on the circumstances behind his departure, citing a mutual agreement to
end his contract.
But the mystery over precisely why Mr. Grieger left — and whether he was
dismissed — has complicated Volkswagen’s effort to regain public trust, and risks
stirring up a dark chapter in company history."
Oooooh -- a "dark chapter" --- sounds so scary, doesn't it? Of course, we seldom
hear of Franklin D. Roosevelt's direct role in the "dark chapter" of American
history in which 100,000 innocent Japanese-Americans (as well as 20,000 ItalianAmericans and German-Americans) were rounded up and interned during the war
which FDR, at the behest of his Jewish masters, deliberately engineered.
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1- The historian Manfred Grieger at the Volkswagen archives in Wolfsburg,
Germany.
2- Forced (but paid) laborers from Eastern Europe at a Volkswagen factory
in Wolfsburg in 1943. A little work never killed anybody.
3- FDR interned the Japanese-Americans and their children for the duration
of the war. Their financial assets were also frozen and they received no
compensation after the war.
What type of Marxist madness is that has gripped the suicidal libtards of Germany?
Again, ignoring, just for the sale of argument, the total innocence of The Great
One's Germany with regard to the outbreak of the war and the subsequent
Holohoax, how can the current shareholders and executives of an abstract entity
such as a corporation be held liable for the actions of shareholders and executives
who are long gone? As for the dismissal of this company historian, why should that
be considered a "vindictive" move when the current executives of VW, being the
good little German pussies they are, proudly confessed to the company's "dark
chapter?" Heck, it was VW that paid this ass-clown to write his book!
A bit of cosmetic objectivity from the article:
"In a statement issued on Tuesday, Volkswagen strongly denied that Mr. Grieger
had been dismissed, or that his separation signaled a changing approach.
“The fact is that Volkswagen continues to recognize the achievements of Dr.
Grieger and to thank him for the work performed,” the statement read.
“Furthermore, the fact is that Volkswagen has examined its history as an
enterprise consistently, honestly and strongly, and will continue to do so.”
Mr. Grieger was a co-author of an exhaustive study published in 1996 that
exposed how Volkswagen had made extensive use of forced labor during World
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War II, when its factory in Wolfsburg, Germany, produced an array of weapons
and military equipment.
The book, more than 1,000 pages by Mr. Grieger and another historian, Hans
Mommsen, was financed by Volkswagen..."

.

1 & 2- There is no denying, nor "forgiving" the so-called "Nazi" roots of the
Volskwagen Beetle.
3- The Great One's original artistic sketch of "the People's Wagen" -- an
idea which he handed off to Ferdinand Porche.
The man who engineered Hitler's vision to create the Volkswagen (Beetle),
Ferdinand Porsche, was held by the Allies for nearly two years after the German
surrender, but never charged with any "war crimes" TM. Porsche was an important
contributor to the German war effort. He was involved in the production of
advanced tanks and other weapon systems. Porsche was a member of the NSDAP,
a recipient of the German National Prize for Art and Science and the War Merit
Cross.
The great contradiction embedded in this story, one which will go right over the
heads of the dim-witted sophists who worship Sulzberger's Slimes, is the
admission that German factories needed the forced labor of the interned enemies of
the Reich. So why would they kill off valuable factory manpower (and
womanpower) in "zee gas chambers" TM? It makes no sense, and neither does
anything else about the "official story" of what we refer to as "The Bad War."
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The aerodynamic design of the Volkswagen Beetle was actually The Great
One's idea.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that
Volkswagen just fired a company historian who exposed the company's
role in the Holocaust.
Boobus Americanus 2: It is deeply troubling to see that academic
freedom could still be stifled in modern Germany. It is eerily reminiscent of
the days of the brown-shirts.

Sugar: Hey Boobuss! How about a little "academic freedom" and mercy
for German holohoax denierss like Ursula Havebeck?! The poor old lady is
sstill languisshing in a frickin' prisson cell! Why no tearss for her, butt-head!
Editor: Careful with the logic, Sugar. You'll make Boobus's head explode.
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New York Times: ‘Brexit’ Ruling Could Cause Britain to
Drag Its Feet, Muddying E.U. Plans
By STEVEN ERLANGER

REBUTTAL BY

Your humble reporter and his ferocious feline sidekick take no pleasure in
cynically peeing in our friends' celebratory punch bowls all the time -- but we do it
for a reason. Observe.
From the opening paragraph of this Slimes article:
"The ruling by Britain’s High Court — that she (Prime Minister May) must gain
Parliament’s approval to begin the process of withdrawal from the European
Union, or Brexit — raised the possibility that negotiations could drag on far past
Mrs. May’s deadline of the end of March.
Now a flashback -From the opening paragraph of an Anti-New York Times rebuttal dated June 27,
2016 -- a time when virtually the entire "alt-right" and many of our own readers
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were euphorically popping champagne bottles in celebration of Britain's
"liberation" and the coming end of Globalism:
********************
"Ever notice how whenever the Globalists want to change an existing order of
things in a target country; they call for "democracy" TM -- often threatening
sanctions and even war until "the will of the people" TM is achieved? But when
"the people" TM make the "wrong" choice, those same Globalists (and their
legions of libtards) will not accept "democracy" TM and will even turn vindictive.
Working hand-in-hand with George Soros' (cough cough) financial assault on
Not-So-Great-Britain, Sulzberger's Slimes and much of the elite Piranha Press
appear to be laying the groundwork for either a "redo" or a slow-as-molasses
divorce that may actually never go into full effect.

Brainwashed, financed and stirred-up by "powers that be" such as Soros
(Image 3), ungrateful Asian / African aliens and Eurotarded millennials will
continue to fight the Brexit.
********************
Nailed it! Unfortunately.
So we here we are, nearly five months after the "Brexit" vote, and not only has the
two-year emancipation clock yet to be activated, but the start of the two-year
process is now also to be delayed indefinitely as the anti-Brexit forces regroup.
Honestly, this really wasn't all that hard to forecast, at least not for us. After all,
World War II against The Great One (also nationalist Japan & Italy) was fought
for the specific purpose of uniting Europe under American command until such
time as wholly-owned America itself could pass a unified global system over to a
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One World government. Did "youse guys" really think that "they" would allow so
many decades, no, centuries of hard work and bloodshed to go for naught so
easily?

In order for the NWO's "United Europe" to rise, European
nation-state fascism had to fall. And THAT is what World
War II was really all about! Read 'The Bad War', by M S King
Did "they" quit after Napoleon Bonaparte (Great One light) handed their asses to
them in five consecutive early 1800's "coalition wars" against nationalist France?
Did "they" quit after Andrew Jackson killed the 2nd Bank of the United States
in 1836? Did "they" quit after the United States Senate killed (after being made to
vote three times!) American entry into the League of Nations in 1919? Did "they"
quit when "America First" Republican President Warren G Harding and his
running mate / successor Calvin Coolidge crushed the Globalist Democrat ticket
of Cox & Roosevelt by a whopping 2-1 margin in 1920? Did "they" quit when The
Great One shut down their operation in Germany (as did Mussolini in Italy and
Franco in Spain)?
No my friends, these sons and daughters of Satan will never quit, never die, and
never even weaken for long until a stake is driven through their Draculian black
hearts. To use an American football metaphor, the fact that we the ever-losing
good guys may from time to time score a touchdown against our mighty
adversaries is no cause for an end-zone celebration.
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Like Hitler, they all struck mighty blows against the Rothschild NWO,
but the beast was not killed!
1- Napolean Bonaparte was the "Hitler" of the 19th century (read:
"Napoleon vs the Old and New World Orders" by M S King)
2- Andrew Jackson --- for killing the Central Bank and paying off the
National Debt to ZERO -- his face will be removed from the $20 bill in 2020
(to be replaced by Aunt Jemima, er, Harriet Tubman)

Coming soon to an ATM near you!

3- The immensely popular "America First" President Warren Harding is
today "universally regarded" (by egghead historians) as "the worst
President in American history" (surprise, surprise)

Within 48 hours of the publishing of this piece, we shall all know if the selfprofessed "America First" candidate Donald Trump will have prevailed over the
mighty Globalist forces behind Killary Rotten Clinscum. It will be perfectly fine
to celebrate his victory and optimistically hope that he actually turns out to be "the
real thing" after he is inauguarated in January, 2017. But understand that when we
observe, from a historical perspective, "victories" such as "Brexit," or even a
Trump victory followed by a Trump-Putin alliance, the task of liberating humanity
once and for all will still remain a huge "Herculian" lift for us. Go ahead and
quickly "spike the football" and do a brief "end zone dance" if you must; but then
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get back to work because these sons and daughters of Satan never sleep -- and nor
should we.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the Brexit
is being delayed indefinitely.
Boobus Americanus 2: Really? But I thought Britain had already left the
EU?

Sugar: You thought wrong, Boobuss! Try reading the frickin' fine print
next time!
Editor: Boobuses try to sound well-read. In realty, they seldom read past
the opening lines of any written text. I learned that from my marketing gigs
of days gone by.
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New York Times: Janet Reno, First Woman to Serve as U.S.
Attorney General, Dies at 78
By CARL HULSE

REBUTTAL BY

As we pessimistically anticipate the theft of Quadrennial Freak Show 2016 by
Clinton & Clinton, we can at least crack a smile over the departure for Hell of
Janet Reno -- the former Attorney General under the Clintons. From the very
beginning of her 8-year run during the 1990's, there was something very odd about
Giant Janet. The first little mystery, inexplicable back then, but obvious to us now,
was the derailment of Bill Clinton's first nominee for Attorney General -- a
somewhat attractive woman named Zoe Baird. The strange pretext given for the
withdrawal of Ms. Baird's nomination was the "shocking discovery" that she had
hired an illegal immigrant as a nanny.
Clinton then nominated Kimba Wood, another attractive female. But Wood's
nomination was also withdrawn when it was soon "discovered" that she too had
employed an illegal nanny.The back-to-back scandals over nothing came to be
known as "Nannygate."
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One of these is not like the others (Baird, Wood, Reno)
Probably by design, the pre-planned dismissal of these two liberal but somewhat
sane female candidates for "first woman Attorney General" TM made it much
easier for the Senate to approve the radical Marxist beast Giant Reno -- generally
understood to be a dyke -- with scarcely any scrutiny from stupid conservatives
who were all still so excited over the embarrassment that "Nannygate" had
supposedly caused to Clinton.
As bad as "the gay nineties" got under lesbian co-President Killary, no one could
have foreseen back then that the "lesbian" Reno may not actually have been a
lesbian after all. Know what we mean? Standing at 6' 2" tall; and with a ring finger
longer than his / her / its index finger; and with the hindsight benefit of living in an
age where we now see that the normalization of tranniesm had been the plan all
along --- we now believe that Giant Reno was a tranny. What do "youse guys"
think?

1- It stands eye-to-eye with the 6' 3" rapist Bill Clinton.
2- It has very long fingers with the ring finger longer than the index finger.
3- Sing it, boy and girls --- "Yeah, yeah, dude looks like a lady." (Dude
looks like a dude is more like it!)
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Giant Reno's most evil lasting legacy is not the sexual / transexual disorder nor her
Marxist fanaticism. What she was most noted for was her role (most likely at the
behest of Killary) in the murder of 76 innocent Americans (including 17 children)
at the Waco, Texas massacre of April 19, 1993.
The Waco Siege was a Federal siege of a compound belonging to a group of
harmless religious eccentrics known as the Branch Davidians. It lasted between
February 28 and April 19, 1993. The Davidians, led by David Koresh, lived at the
Mount Carmel ranch in Elk, Texas, about nine miles from Waco. The Davidians
were accused of "weapons violations," -- causing a search and arrest warrant to be
obtained by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).
The tragic events began when the ATF attempted to raid the ranch and a gun battle
somehow erupted, resulting in the deaths of four government agents -- all exbodyguards of Bill & Killary Clinton -- and six Branch Davidian members. Upon
the ATF's failure to raid the compound, a siege was initiated by the heavily
militarized FBI. Eventually, the FBI (under the command of Clinton, Clinton &
Reno) launched a direct assault and initiated a gas and fire attack. The huge blaze
quickly got out of control and engulfed Mount Carmel. In total 76 people died a
horrific death, including David Koresh.

April 19, 1993 --- one of the most shameful days in American history -brought to us by Satanic child-killers Clinton, Clinton & Reno.

Adding insult and slander to mass-murder, Reno's Justice Department then claimed
that sect members had started and spread the fire in order to mass suicide
themselves and their children -- an absurd lie that was dutifully parroted by
Sulzberger's Slimes and the rest of the God-damned Piranha Press. Unfortunately,
in those pre-Internet days, huge lies were even easier to sell than they are today. Of
course, the Republican'ts, the "Christian" leaders of America and even Rush
Limbaugh all lined up behind the Feds and defended Giant Reno.
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Waco was a sad and shameful chapter in American history, and a good indicator of
what to expect if Killary's crowd steals tonight's QFS like we believe she will.

Having perished in the flames, the harmless (though admittedly weird) sect leader David
Koresh could not defend himself against the Piranha Press's false accusation of mass
suicide by fire --- a lie put forth by Giant Reno.

Boobus Americanus 1: Janet Reno just died.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yeah. She was one tough lady.

Sugar: Lady my asss! That'ss a man! And what'ss sso 'tough' about
burning little kidss alive and then lying about it, eh Boobuss?!
Editor: R.I.H. Giant Reno --- Rot in Hell!
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PRESIDENT TRUMP!
REBUTTAL BY

Ding dong, the bitch is dead! Glory to God! That being said, allow us to squeeze
out a few drops (just a few!) of piss in everyone's punchbowl.
As delightful as it was to watch the constipated long faces of the communist
talking heads of the Piranha Press last night, we cannot help but be concerned by
how excited their "conservative" counterparts at Zionist-Neo-Con Faux News are
about the Trump victory. Would Faux News have been so excited had Ron Paul
been elected President last night? Hmmmmm? And never forget, were it not for the
evil agent Julian Assange of WikiLeaks, Trump would not have won.
So, what does this all mean? We will all learn as the Trump Cabinet is named and
the Trump presidency unfolds in 2017 -- and that is all we care to say at this time.
Should Trump turn out to be another Ronald Reagan-type patsy, the Anti-New
York Times will trash him as aggressively and honestly as we did Mr. and Mr.
Obongo. In the meantime, we shall hold our fire and stay on the lookout for an
intensified effort to kick-off war with Russia sometime between now and
Trump's end-of-January inauguration.
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Pardon the brief edition today; but we were up till the wee hours following this
"historic" event. Like many of "youse guys," we are burnt out from the 18-month
QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show) and have already said all that needs to be said.
To close this on a very, and we do mean very positive note -- our gnawing fears
about TomatoBubble.com and other "hate sites" being shut down by a President
Killary Executive Order have been alleviated. Trump may, or may not disappoint;
but we are confident that he will not ban free speech nor intern patriots in FEMA
camps. Whew!
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New York Times Anti-Trump Headlines:











Donald Trump’s Victory Is Met With Shock Across a Wide Political
Divide
Donald Trump’s Victory Was Built on Unique Coalition of White
Voters
Trump Rides a Wave of Fury That May Damage Global Prosperity
World Is About to Find Out What Donald Trump Really Believes
Where the U.S. Is a Rival, Trump Election Is Greeted With a Smile
New Yorkers Baffled and Anxious After Trump, One of Their Own,
Clinches Election
Being American in the Trump Years
Op-Ed Columnist: Ten-Step Program for Adjusting to President-Elect
Trump
Op-Ed Columnist: Gritting Our Teeth and Giving President Trump a
Chance
Letters: An America Under President Donald Trump
- Strange New Land: America in the Time of Trump
REBUTTAL BY

The QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show) has already morphed into November 9thJanuary 20th IRFS (Inter-Regnum Freak Show). Well, that honeymoon sure
didn't last long now, did it?
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The Sons of Satan are playing this beautifully. The template is the same one they
used in the lead up to the bloody "Arab Spring" (a series of "revolutions" also
triggered by the "leaks" of evil agent Julian Assange of WikiLeaks). During his
pre-Arab Spring tour of the Middle East, Obongo played the role of the gracious
and remorseful penitent -- apologizing for America's past arrogance in foreign
policy as his CIA plotted to plunge the very people he was apologizing to into a
state of chaos and suffering.

The dirty dealing "American Pharaoh" delivered apology speeches in
places like Egypt. Meanwhile, his CIA-NGO co-conspirators plotted to
unleash the "Arab Spring" chaos in Egypt, Tunisia, Syria, Libya etc.
We are again seeing Obongo the Gracious extending his hand to Donald Trump
and calling for a smooth transition of our "democracy" TM. And just as so many
stupid "conservative" commentators condemned Obongo for what they called an
"apology tour" in 2009; they are again falling for his act -- this time praising
Obongo for his "graciousness" toward Trump.
But as it was with the "apology tour", so it is now. Obongo's "class act" serves as
the cover for the violent anti-Trump street chaos that he and his handlers are still
attempting to unleash. We don't expect the country to burst into flames because
similar efforts (Occupy Wall Street, nationwide race riots etc) failed to ignite as
the Soros gang had hoped. Evidently, today's commies aren't as bad-ass as those of
the 1960's. Thanks feminism!
Nonetheless, the treasonous undermining of Trump in the press and in Congress is
likely to complicate the incoming President's plans for America. The fact that
Sulzberger's Slimes dumped 11 attack ads into today's issue tells us what to expect
next year. Just wait till you hear the Bolshevik Beast howl in agony when Trump
moves to circumvent the Paris Global Warming TM accords: and begins
construction on a border wall: and massively deregulates business; and repeals
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ObongoCare; and, the mother of all sins, meets with Vladimir Putin. "Oy vey!
Soon it vill be a nudder Holocaust"
Then we have the problem of the HNB (Hebrew National Bank). Just a few .25
bumps in the base rate of usury and the real estate and stock markets will come
crashing down "on Trump's watch" -- the blame to be placed on his reckless "tax
cut and deregulation proposals."

Yenta Yellen can cause a deflationary stock and real estate bubble
collapse; or a hyper-inflationary currency collapse, at will. As was the case
with the Fed's deliberate 1929 crash and subsequent Great Depression, a
crisis which was erroneously blamed on Republican President Herbert
Hoover, a 2017 crash would be blamed on Trump.
The Sulzberger-led Piranha Press, the Soros rent-a-mobs and even the Fed may not
be President Trump's deadliest enemies. As it was with Ronald Reagan, -- a good
man who was forced to compromise away most of his agenda -- Trump will have to
watch some of his "fellow Republicans" whose loyalties are to the Globalists and
Neo-Cons. Scum like John McCain the Incane, Paul Rat Ryan, and Vice
President Mike Pence -- the neo-con who would takeover should Trump meet
some tragic fate at the hands of a "lone gunman" TM, as Reagan almost did in
1981.
America doesn't need another Reagan. We need a Hitler --- but we'll settle for a
Putin.
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Reagan had railed against the Trilateral Commission to which incumbent
President Jimmy Carter had belonged to. But in order to get elected,
Reagan had to make deals with these people and invite many of them into
his administration. Just 69 days into his Presidency, former CIA Director
George Bush almost became President after Reagan was shot by John
Hinckley -- whose family has connections to the Bushes.
* After more than 35 years, Hinckley was just released a few weeks ago --- a message to
Trump?

Boobus Americanus 1: I saw eleven anti-Trump articles in New York
Times today.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow! They aren't even giving him a honeymoon.
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Sugar: You ain't seen nothin' yet, Boobuss!
Editor: Let's hope Trump can use the bully pulpit to finally discredit the
Slimes once and for all. Better yet, throw Sulzberger in jail!
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'VETERANS DAY' FLASHBACK / 11-11-1918

REBUTTAL BY

Most Americans know November 11 as 'Veterans Day' -- the day we honor the
poor chumps who have "died for our freedom" (barf), as well as the living ones
who knew not and know not of dark powers that misuse the Department of
Offense. We do not intend that in any way as an insult to our vets; but that is
the tragic historical reality of the situation.
But what few people know is that the date originated as, and still coincides with,
'Armistice Day'. The date is commemorated every year on the 11th of November
to mark the armistice signed between the Allies of World War I and Germany in a
railway carriage at Compiègne, France.
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Make a mental note of the famous railway carriage of 11-11-1918. It is
where Germany was tricked into capitulating, triggering celebrations
throughout France, the U.K. and the U.S.
The official cessation of hostilities on the Western Front of World War I took
effect at eleven o'clock in the morning—the "eleventh hour of the eleventh day of
the eleventh month" (11-11-11) of 1918. Off topic here for a moment; but three
decades later, the Allied 'D-Day' (Devil's Day) invasion of Normandy was
launched at the "sixth hour of the sixth day of the sixth month" of 1944 -- 6-6-6.
Globalists just love their Satanic symbolism, don't they?
As the above headline of the 1918 Sulzberger's Slimes shows - (yes, even back
then, the Ochs-Sulzberger Crime Family owned "the paper of record'!) - Berlin
was immediately "Seized by Revolutionists" (Communists). Leading the 'German'
counterparts of the murderous 'Russian' Bolsheviks who had already seized
Petrograd / St. Petersburg and other areas of Russia (October 1917, 'Red October)
were Rosa Luxemburg (cough-cough) and Karl Liebknecht (cough-cough).
To make a long story short, the Red Revolution was quickly put down by the brave
volunteers of the German 'Freikorps'. Red Rosa and Kommie Karl soon got what
was coming to them. In 1919, the bitch was beaten with rifle butts and thrown into
a nearby river; while Liebknecht was forced to step out of the car he was being
transported in and then shot.
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1- Arrogant Communists Luxemburg and Liebknecht strut through Berlin,
thinking they were about to brutally lord over defeated Germany. The
heroic Freikorps boys put an end to that notion!
2- Freikorps boys party it up after taking care of business. (Wish these
MEN would come back and show their pussified great grandsons how to
take care of the 'migrants' -- and Merkel too!)
Though spared from Communist takeover, Germany could not be saved from the
cruel punishment of the Treaty of Versailles which was to come. The loss of
territory, the 'ethnic cleansing' of Western Prussia, the isolation of Eastern Prussia,
the hunger, the hyper-inflation, the imposed war guilt, the debauchery and
degradation of the Weimar Republic years and so much more -- it all began with
the inexplicable and total surrender of 11-11-18.
We say "inexplicable" because, at the time of the armistice / surrender, not one
square inch of German territory had been occupied by the Allies. Though it is
certainly true that the tide of war had begun to turn (due to America's entry), there
was no need to capitulate so easily -- not when 120,000 Americans had already
died after just 7 months of fighting (70,000 combat / 50,000 Spanish Flu / other)
with an additional 200,000 wounded!
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A certain highly-decorated and twice-injured (badly) war hero was not
pleased by the treason of 11-11-1918 and its horrible aftermath. He took to
political activism in order to right the wrongs.
"We must call to account the November Criminals of 1918. It cannot
be that two million Germans should have fallen in vain and that
afterwards one should sit down as friends at the same table with
traitors. No, we do not pardon, we demand - Vengeance! "
- Hitler, Munich Speech, September 1922
So, who or what forces prompted Germany's bizarre decision to just lay down its
substantial arms and suddenly retreat from the Western frontiers?
Three groups:
1. The internal force of Jewish-led Marxists (Luxemburg, Liebknecht et al) and
ambitious liberals who wanted Germany to lose and become a "democracy" or
even a full blown Communist state.
2. The internal force of Zionists (who overlapped with #1) who wanted Germany to
lose so that British forces could be freed up to take Palestine away from Turkey Germany's ally.
3. The internal force of deluded war-weary fools who trusted in Woodrow Wilson's
empty promises of a fair and just "peace without victors".
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After the capitulation and collapse of Germany, the Jewish-led home front
betrayal - which cost the German military the war - came to be known as
'The Stab in the Back' -- depicted in 1920's cartoons above.

As readers of 'The Bad War' and/or regular subscribers to The Anti-New York
Times already know; the railroad car armistice / treason of 11-11-1918 did not sit
well with a certain young and unknown war hero. When the Judeo-British-French
troublemakers started their crap again in 1939-1940, the revived German Reich put
a quick end to World War II on the European continent -- or so it seemed until
Stalin and FDR got into the act. And where do you think Hitler arranged for the
signing of the 1940 armistice with France to take place? Have a look:

Back to the same railway carriage! Who's 'badder' (in a good way) than The
Great One?! No one!
Unfortunately for Germany, Europe, and the whole world, Germany's victory in
1940 was short-lived. The subsequent post-war punishment of Germany would
make the post-World War I horrors seem merciful by comparison. The world is
still suffering today from the New World Order which was constructed upon the
corpses of the many millions who died in those closely-related genocides that were
the two wars.
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The traitors and fools who delivered Germany to disaster in 1918 set the 'world
stage' for the horrors that are still unfolding to this day -- and could soon lead to
World War III. What a mess they made in 1918! That is why The Great One
coined the term, "The November Criminals" to describe this greasy and pathetic
bunch who signed onto 11-11-18. And that is also why your intrepid reporter and
his fearless feline side-kick will most certainly not be commemorating 'Veterans
Day.'

Boobus Americanus 1: Today is Veterans Day.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. Thank a vet for your freedom.

"Freedom my assss! The Government takes half of every dollar I earn while
the Fed debassess the value of whatever I get to keep!"
(Sweetie, you haven't worked a day in your life. Those are my dollars being
robbed.)
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New York Times (Editorial): The Danger of Going Soft on
Russia
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD

REBUTTAL BY

For readers new to The Anti-New York Times, the loathsome liar Andrew
Rosenthal (cough cough) is the putrid little maggot who gets away with posing as
the high and mighty "Editorial Board" of Sulzberger's Slimes. This is not to say
that this propagandist pens each and every article attributed to "The Editorial
Board," but whatever is not personally written by him is controlled and edited by
him.
Hazmat suits and goggles on! Join us for another rebutting dive into Rosenthal's,
er, "The Editorial Board's" latest bit of bloodthirsty anti-Russian excrement.
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Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise of the Not-SoHigh and Not-So-Mighty "Editorial Board". It's only a pathetic little wordsmith named Andrew Rosenthal typing out lies from behind the curtain.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Among the first world leaders to
congratulate President-elect Donald Trump was Vladimir Putin. And why
shouldn’t he?
Just when relations between Russia and the West are at their most precarious point
since the Cold War, ...
Rebuttal: U.S.-Russia relations are "precarious" because it is the policy of the U.S.
to encircle, subvert and subdue Russia for the New World Order. (Read "The
War Against Putin", by M S King)
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Mr. Trump has been Russia’s defender
.....
Rebuttal: Trump has "defended" Russia from Sulzberger's seditious slanderers
because Russia has done nothing wrong.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... and the beneficiary of Moscow’s
efforts to influence the presidential campaign.
Rebuttal: Here we go again! The totally unsubstantiated "conspiracy theory" TM
about Moscow trying to rig the Clinton-Trump race. Notice how Rosenvermin
slickly states it as a given fact in order to fool the chumps who actually attach
credence to his felonious filth.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": At times he has seemed almost
intoxicated by the Russian president, ...
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Rebuttal: "Intoxicated by the Russian president?" --- Oh cut it out, Rosenroach!
All Trump ever said about Putin is that he is a strong leader and that we should try
to get along with Russia. At no time did Trump ever even remotely go "gaga" over
Putin as the Slimes has over scum like Angela Merkel of Germany.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... praising Mr. Putin’s firmness and
insisting that the two could resolve any differences if they met.
Rebuttal: And "resolving differences" is a bad thing, Rosenfart? Why?

1- "The War Against Putin" is the perfect antidote to the toxic anti-Russian
poison spread by Sulzberger's Slimes
2 & 3- A Putin-Trump "bromance" could spare the world the horrors of a
potential nuclear war ---- and "toughguy" Andy Rosenscum doesn't like it!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Meanwhile, he has shown little concern
that Russia poses a major strategic challenge.
Rebuttal: "Poses a major strategic challenge" is Globalese for: "Russia is not
obeying us anymore."
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Few experts believe that Russia wants
war with the West, but many worry that Mr. Putin’s aggressive behavior ...
Rebuttal: "Putin's aggressive behavior" is Globalese for: "Russia is not afraid to
fight for its survival."
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... as he tries to revive Russian greatness thus masking problems at home ...
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Rebuttal: ... Putin does need to "mask problems at home" because A: His
popularity has always been sky-high; and B: The Russian economy continues to
grow in spite of the West's sanctions.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... could result in the kind of dangerous
miscalculations that often lead to armed conflict.
Rebuttal: To the contrary, Rosenscum, Putin's calmness and skillful diplomacy are
the reason why there has not been an armed conflict between NATO and Russia -an armed conflict that Soros and the Slimes actually hope for.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Russia’s hacking of the Democratic
National Committee and the Clinton campaign to interfere in the election was
brazen.
Rebuttal: No Rosenkike, what's "brazen" is your monstrous lying about "Russian
hacking." Cite your evidence to support this accusation NOW!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Even worse were actions that threatened
human life and global stability, like Mr. Putin’s airstrikes against civilians in Syria,
Rebuttal: Oh spare us your fake empathy for the "civilians in Syria!" The
warmongering scum at the Jew York Slimes don't give a rat's ass about "human
life." Heck, you criminals have, for the past 5 years, been cheer-leading for the
murderous CIA "rebels" who kicked off this tragic bloodbath -- a tragedy that
Russia was invited in to help put an end to.

1- The Russian hackers are coming! --- The Russian hackers are coming! --- Total bull-shit!
2- John McCain the Insane with the "rebels" of Syria -- paid proxies in
service of the New World Order.
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Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... his positioning of nuclear-capable
weaponry near Poland and the Baltic States,
Rebuttal: Which was in response to U.S. positioning of nuclear-capable weaponry
near Poland and the Baltic States. Action vs. reaction. See the difference,
Rosenfeces? We know that you do.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... his annexation of Crimea ...
Rebuttal: An "annexation" approved of by 97% of Crimeans. What's the matter,
Rosenstool? Is "democracy" TM only valid when it produces the results that you
want it to?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... and the war he waged in eastern
Ukraine.
Rebuttal: The war for independence in Russia-friendly eastern Ukraine began
locally, without Putin's assistance, after the U.S. engineered a coup which toppled
the democratically elected Russia-friendly President of Ukraine. Another critical
bit of context that Rosenvomit chose to conceal from his readers.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": He violated the 1987 Intermediate-Range
Nuclear Forces Treaty by producing a ground-launched cruise missile and canceled
a 16-year-old accord on reducing stockpiles of weapons-grade plutonium.
Rebuttal: After the U.S. violated its empty promise to never expand NATO
eastward towards Russia's doorstep. Action - reaction.

1- McCain the Insane stirring up trouble in Ukraine.
2- Vickey Nuland-Kagan (cough cough) poses with her traitorous Ukrainian puppet coup
plotters.
3- Who is really the expansionist aggressor here? The map of U.S. bases says it all.
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Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Despite this behavior, despite the obvious
need for the next president to be alert to Mr. Putin’s mischief and to be willing to
resist it, Mr. Trump has so far been Mr. Putin’s apologist.
Rebuttal: "Putin's apologist" --- In order words, Trump doesn't buy into the silly
slandering of peaceful Russia.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Mr. Trump has dismissed the intelligence
community’s finding that Russia was behind the hacking, displaying disrespect for
the facts and for the security institutions that compile them.
Rebuttal: In other words, Trump does not believe the same characters who
brought us the "finding" of Iraq's "Weapons of Mass Destruction" when they now
claim, again without evidence, that "Russia was behind the hacking."
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Since Mr. Trump has refused to criticize
the Kremlin, it’s important that Mr. Obama figure out, before he leaves office, how
to punish Russia for the hacking in a way that demonstrates Washington’s
determination to resist cyberattacks without further escalating the conflict.
Rebuttal: Wow! This greasy little communist piece of excrement is openly calling
for Obongo to hurry up and trigger a crisis before Trump can get in and mend
fences with Russia. Even by the standards of the Slimes, this is as shocking as it is
"brazen."
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": The deteriorating relationship between
Moscow and Washington is a long way from what was envisioned when the Soviet
Union collapsed in 1991 and there were high hopes that Russia would become a
democracy integrated with the West.
Translation: "We had Russia under our thumb back when Yeltsin was ruining the
country. But this damn Putin refuses to submit to our New World Order."
***
For health reasons, we have to end the rebuttal to this atrocious article here. There
is only so much of this raw sewage that we can tolerate at one time. These sons-ofSatan want a war with Russia and will do whatever they can to block the coming
January marriage between Trump and Putin in order to get it. Understand that, and
you'll understand who is behind the anti-Trump rent-a-mobs in a city near you.
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As the above Craigslist ads indicate, Soros' rent-a-mobs are paying good money for
"spontaneous" protesters to thwart the goals of Donald Trump -- mainly his desire to
make peace with Putin (but also his stated plans to undo "Climate Change" TM
agreements, slash tax rates, appoint conservative Supreme Court justices, protect gun
rights, deport criminal illegals and repeal Obongocare).

Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times is really concerned about
Trump's outreach to Putin.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump had better be careful not to appease Putin.
That was the mistake that Chamberlain made with Hitler.

"Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz"
Editor: The poor thing almost blew an artery while reading Rosenrotten's
crap. I had to sedate her before she could hear the Boobuses talking
nonsense about "appeasement" TM
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Federica Mogherini is the foreign policy chief for the European Union.

New York Times: European Leaders Gather to Grapple
With Donald Trump’s Victory
By JAMES KANTER

REBUTTAL BY

Nearly one full week into the IRFS (Inter-Regnum Freak Show) and not only is
the nastiness not abating; it appears to be intensifying. Of the dirty dozen antiTrump propaganda poop-pies that Sulzberger's seditious scribblers have launched
in this issue, we find this one about the European Union's "panic" over Trump to
be the most gratifying. It offers further evidence that the Orange Man, in spite of
his naming of DC Insider Reince Preibus as his "Chief-of-Staff" -- an
unfortunately necessary bone thrown to the Republican't heirarchy -- may indeed
turn out to be "the real deal" when it comes to dismantling The New World
Order. Maybe.
From the article:
"An emergency meeting of European Union foreign ministers on Sunday was the
latest sign of the global disquiet in the wake of the election of Donald J. Trump,
who has questioned some of the central tenets of American foreign policy.
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Federica Mogherini, the European Union’s foreign policy chief, hastily scheduled
the dinner meeting after Mr. Trump’s victory, which threatens to foment further
division in a continent already reeling from crises over Greece’s debt, migration
and Britain’s decision to exit the bloc."

The leading Globalist Communists of Europe, such as the clownish Pinko
Pope, Jean Claude Juncker, and the Frumpy Frau of Germany have all
expressed "concern" over Orange Man -- and that's a good thing!
Now, for a bit of more "advanced placement" level New World Order studies.
A few of our eagle-eye readers have written us to express their own concern and
dismay over that fact some of the most hard-core nationalist elements of the
gangster state of Israel -- including Satanyahu himself -- are clearly optimistic
over the good things that they believe Orange Man is going to do for them.
Indeed, as we have speculated all along, evil agent Assange of WikiLeaks was
"leaking" in order to help the Zionists stop Soros' agent Killary -- a woman that
Satanyahu hates because he knows that she, like Obongo and like her husband Bill,
would have continued to pursue statehood for the Palestinians.
We are now convinced that it was the Israelis who also leaked the "Climategate" Emails that so damaged the Globalists cherished cause of "Global Warming" TM
back in 2009. We also believe that Bibi Satanyahu's gang - which includes his
agents and allies at The Drudge Retard, Faux News, Disinfo Wars, Not-SoBrightbart and the British Nationalist Party - promoted the "Brexit" as well as
the candidacy of Orange Man. The "alt right" came on board partly out of sincere
nationalism, but also to assist Satanyahu.
As horrible as all of this might sound, it's may actually not be a bad thing -- at least
not necessarily.
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1- Ultra-Nationalist Bibi hates the Globalist Clintons!
2- Geo-political realities dictate that men like Putin, Erdogan, Sisi (Image 2)
and even Orange Man (depicted above doing a campaign ad for
Satanyahu) need the help of the Jewish nationalist crazies if they are to
defeat the Globalists.
No my friends, your intrepid reporter here not gone soft on Likud Party Zionism;
and we damn sure ain't ever gonna forgive Bibi and his boys for their secondary
role in carrying out and covering up the 9/11 conspiracy. What is being
hypothesized here, and we could be wrong, is that because of the fact that
Satanyahu of Israel, Trump of America, Putin of Russia, Erdogan of Turkey, Sisi
of Egypt and others are all standing against the sovereignty-busting Globalism of
George Soros and his crowd; a scumbag with the global reach and influence of
Satanyahu has become very useful for the "good nationalists" of other nations.
Could it be that in exchange for an end to the idea of that "two-state solution"
which the Jewish Globalists have been trying to force upon Israel since the days of
Jimmy Carter at Camp David, the ultra-nationalist Likudniks have joined forces
with the nationalists of other countries? Could we as American and European
patriots live with such a dirty alliance of convenience with the lesser devil that is
Satanyahu? (no one is more dangerous than Soros!)
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The Jewish One Worlders and their agents (Carter, Clinton, Obongo above) have been
trying to get the extremist crazies of Israel to make deals for the past 40 years. That is
why the hard-core Likudniks support Orange Man -- and engineered the Monica
Lewinsky affair to ruin Bill Clinton as well as the WikiLeaks attacks that sank Killary's
campaign.

If the Great One was able to make nice-nice with Stalin (for a while) when it
served German interests, can these leaders perhaps reach a deal with Satanyahu -- a
grand bargain in which the war in Syria ends, peace with Iran is guaranteed and
Israel's borders (including Gaza and the West Bank) are declared final as the
Globalists are crushed once and for all? Is this a realistic scenario? Or is it an
alluring pipe-dream destined to end in betrayal of the "good nationalists" by
Satanyahu?
These are very intriguing, yet troubling questions -- both logically and ethically.
Nonetheless, if Orange Man were to go beyond just the issue of preventing NWO
/ Soros' much desired plan for Palestinian statehood and say, start trouble with
Iran; we will not hesitate to open rhetorical fire on Orange Man and condemn him
as a fraud. As for now, given his friendly phone call with Putin and the genuine
"concern" that he is causing the communist scum of United Europe and libtard
America; and in spite of Satanyahu's pro-Trumpism; and in spite of some of the
scum surrounding Trump (Giuliani, Woolsey, Gingrich, son-in-law Kushner), we
say: "So far so good, Orange Man! --- But we're watching you!"
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Jewish-owned puppet sodomite Winston Churchill, although he would work with both
the Zionist and the Globalist (Bolshevik) factions of the criminal elite, once made a
public case for Jews to embrace Nationalism / Zionism, not Bolshevism. Today's
Globalist vs Israel Firster rivalry is a direct extension of this "in the family" rivalry within
world Jewry.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that
European leaders are having an emergency meeting about Trump.
Boobus Americanus 2: I think that's a bit of an over-reaction by the
Europeans.
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"Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz"
Editor: No Sugar! I didn't say we should become allies with Satanyahu! I'm
simply pointing out that politics makes for strange bedfellows sometimes.
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Tongtianlong limosus, an unusual birdlike dinosaur, was unearthed in the Ganzhou region of
China.

New York Times: A Dinosaur With a Beak and Feathers
Unearthed in China
By KENNETH CHANG

We here at The Anti-New York Times can't rebut Sulzberger's anti-Trump filth
every day. Our readers would get bored after a while. Just know that today's issue
of "the paper of record," like the other seven post-election issues of the week gone
by, is again loaded with propaganda poop pies hurled at the Orange Man and the
latest villain-of-the-month, "alt-right" adviser Steve Bannon.
Today's rebuttal focuses on the Darwin's deluded dogma of "Evolution" TM -specifically as it is said to relate to a new dinosaur find in China. Before we begin
to analyze a few select excerpts, let's us remind "youse guys" of what you probably
learned in 8th grade, but may or may not have forgotten -- namely, the classic
textbook definition of the "Scientific Method."

From the Oxford Dictionary:
Scientific Method: a method of procedure that has characterized natural science
since the 17th century, consisting in systematic observation, measurement, and
experiment, and the formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses.

From the Merriam-Webster Dictionary:
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Scientific Method: principles and procedures for the systematic pursuit of
knowledge involving the recognition and formulation of a problem, the collection
of data through observation and experiment, and the formulation and testing of
hypotheses
The key word is "the O Word" -- OBSERVATION. Darwin's deluded devotees
can scream "SCIENCE!" in your face all they want; but if a theorized phenomenon
is not OBSERVABLE, it does not meet the standards of the Scientific Method.
N.O. = N.S. (Not Observable = Not Science) --- End of discussion. --- Got it?
Good.

The "O Word" is more than just synonymous with science, it IS science;
and no amount of fancy math equations, artistic renderings, and computer
models and academic bullying can ever substitute for it.
Now that 8th Grade Science class is complete, let's "observe" what Kenneth
Chang's article is claiming.
Kenneth Chang: It had feathers and a beak.
Rebuttal: How do you know for certain that this creature had feathers? Only bone
and beak fragments were discovered in the rock. A platypus has a beak but no
feathers. The scientists are assuming feathers, not OBSERVING.
Kenneth Chang: It was the size of a donkey, and it did not fly. It was not a bird,
but a dinosaur that was a close relative of birds.
Rebuttal: How do you know that this skeletal remnant this some odd-looking
creature was "a close relative of birds?" Did anyone actually OBSERVE the
transition of the alleged common ancestor into this feathered and beaked dinosaur
on one branch; and birds on another branch? (Answer: No) To assume so merely
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on the basis of a few common characteristics amounts to reckless inference based
upon wild conjecture.
Kenneth Chang: In a paper published on Thursday ... a team of scientists
described a fossil of Tongtianlong Limosus, a new species in a strange group of
dinosaurs that lived during the final 15 million years before dinosaurs became
extinct.
Rebuttal: How is it possible to chronicle events of "the final 15 million years
before dinosaurs became extinct" when there was no one around to OBSERVE
and document the the life and times of Tongtianlong Limosus? (Answer: It is not
possible) Do these "theoretical scientists" have some sort of magic time-machine
that allows them to go back and forth through the ages?
Kenneth Chang: Oviraptorosaurs are not direct ancestors of birds, but share a
common theropod dinosaur ancestor with the lineage that later evolved to birds.
Rebuttal: Again, we must ask: who OBSERVED this common-ancestor to bird &
dinosaur progression? (Answer: nobody)

Times Caption: An artist’s rendering depicts the oviraptorosaur, flailing while mired in
mud more than 66 million years ago.
To hell with the Scientific Method! The "theoretical scientists" and their hired artists have
got it all figured out without the need for actual OBSERVATION!

Kenneth Chang: Some features like the feathers come from the common ancestor,
...
Rebuttal: A classic logical fallacy that is often, no, always made by Darwin's
deluded devotees is the prior assumption that "Evolution" TM is an established
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fact. All subsequent data is then interpreted to fit the pre-determined conclusion,
rather than the other way around. They therefore assume that if this creature has a
characteristic that is very similar to that creature, the two species must have had a
"common ancestor" TM. This is like saying that an Italian sports car and a school
bus must have a "common ancestor" TM because both have wheels and a
transmission.
Kenneth Chang: The common ancestor had teeth, though, not beaks.
Rebuttal: And exactly how the frickety-frack do you know that? So, not only are
we to believe that these "scientists" have established the existence of a "common
ancestor" TM without any OBSERVABLE evidence as such; but now they claim
to be able to tell us what physical characteristics that said "common ancestor" TM
has or didn't have. And, not only is the transition from the "common ancestor" TM
not OBSERVABLE, the fossil of what is alleged to be the "common ancestor"
TM is also not OBSERVABLE.

Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes could teach these academic eggheads a lesson in logic and sound reasoning.
Kenneth Chang: For oviraptorosaurs, the beaks were “convergent evolution,”
when similar features evolve independently among different groups of animals.
Rebuttal: "Convergent Evolution," eh? Sounds like some seriously heavy
"science" there. (palm to face, sighing, shaking head) --- Again, not
OBSERVABLE --- Just new bullshit to prop up the old.
Kenneth Chang: One of the unknowns is what Tongtianlong and other
oviraptorosaurs were eating.
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Rebuttal: Aw heck! Let's just say they were eating Peanut Butter & Jelly
sandwiches. Why not? Everything else is made up.
Kenneth Chang: The six oviraptorosaur species discovered so far are also very
different from each other, and the scientists argue that this shows rapid evolution
of these dinosaurs.
Rebuttal: No, it just shows that breeds of the same species (a gene pool) can vary
greatly. Just look at the differences in size, shape, fur and temperament among
French Poodles, Golden Retrievers, Pit Bulls, Great Danes, German Shepherds and
Chihuahuas.
Kenneth Chang: That runs counter to the assertion of some paleontologists that
dinosaurs were already in decline long before they became extinct 66 million years
ago, most likely from the global devastation following a large asteroid impact.
Rebuttal: How do these eggheads come up with this number of "66 million
years?" Did anyone OBSERVE the passage of time? (Answer: No) -- Did anyone
OBSERVE the killer asteroid, or even the hole that it made? (Answer: No)
Kenneth Chang: “One of the interesting things about these specimens that are
coming out of southern China is that they show this diversity of body forms.”
Rebuttal: Yeah. So what? Dogs, cats, humans etc. also vary in body forms. And
has it occurred to you geniuses that at least part of the reason for the variance could
just be due to the fact that some of the fossilized specimens may have been small
cubs; others were medium-sized adolescents, and still others were full grown
adults?
Kenneth Chang: She was less certain about whether the rate of evolution is as fast
.... because the scientists lack precise dating of the layer of rock hundreds of yards
thick where the fossils have been found. “You don’t know if it’s a million years or
10 million years,”
Rebuttal: This nonsense about measuring time by correlating it to rock thickness
assumes a steady rate of silt accumulation. In reality, a catastrophic flood can
deposit as much sediment in a few days as normal conditions can over the course
of many centuries. This magical method of time-keeping is totally unscientific
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simply because there is no way to go back in time and OBSERVE if the sedimentto-rock-formation-time formula is accurate.
Furthermore, the bones would have dried up, turned to dust and blown away long
before centuries of sediment accumulation and hardening could completely encase
and petrify them. Try dumping your Thanksgiving Day turkey bones in a nearby
wooded area are see how long it lasts before nature's elements and insects cause it
to disintegrate and disappear -- months or a few years at the most! Intact bones
found inside of rock layers are evidence of a catastrophic, silt-depositing event
such as a flood, volcano, landslide, tsunami or something else.

1- Dog breeds differ greatly among themselves too. It doesn't prove that poodles
"evolved" Dalmatians!
2- The "science" of rock dating is flawed to begin with. Dating fossils from the
erroneously-aged rocks then leads to circular reasoning.
3- Darwin's scam is exposed in "God vs Darwin" by M S King.

This cooked-up commie crap would actually be funny, were it not for the fact that
millions of young malleable minds are being corrupted by the "theoretical
scientists." For that reason, these diploma-decorated dorks need to be driven out of
Academia by the thousands.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times Science section
today about a new species of birdlike dinosaur recently discovered in
China.
Boobus Americanus 2:Yes. I understand that there is an emerging
consensus now among the scientific community that dinosaurs and birds
shared a common ancestor.

Sugar: You frickin' birdbrain! "Consenssus" ain't science! Obsservation
iss!
Editor: You tell em' sabre-toothed Sugar!
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Rudolph W. Giuliani speaking at the United Nations in 2001.

New York Times: Rudolph Giuliani’s Worldview Still
Shaped by 9/11 Attacks
By ALAN FEUER and MARC SANTORA

REBUTTAL BY

The scuttlebutt among the talking heads of the Piranha Press is that former New
York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani may be nominated to serve as Secretary of State.
If that should turn out to be the case, it will be a clear indication that Trump's
orthodox Jew son-in-law, Jared Kushner, (Ivanka's husband) is wielding waaaay
too much power behind the throne, after all. You'll not find a more hard-core
Zionist stooge than Rudy. Say it ain't so, Orange Man!
Just how slavish is Rudy's disgusting devotion to the terrorist state of Israel? From
the article:
"In October 1995, the Palestinian leader Yasir Arafat settled into a seat at Lincoln
Center in Manhattan for a gala performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. But
before the third movement started, Mr. Arafat was told to leave.
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The order had come from the top: Rudolph W. Giuliani, the mayor of New York at
the time. And though the Clinton administration referred to the ejection as “an
embarrassment to everyone associated with diplomacy,” Mayor Giuliani was
unmoved. Calling Mr. Arafat a terrorist and a murderer, he said the next day: “I
would not invite Yasir Arafat to anything, anytime, anyplace. I don’t forget.”
No class, Rudy!

Obedient Rudy is a 100% certified kosherized butt-boy of the Likudnik wing
of the terrible Tribe.
If Ghouliani's Zionist butt-kissing was merely just a case of politicking for votes in
the Jew capital of the world, we could dismiss it as a necessary job requirement.
Heck, even our boy Vladimir Putin has been known to light a "keep-em'-off-myback" menorah candle or two for the cameras. But in Rudy's case, it's more than
than just public relations, much more. You see, this double-dealing dago (your 3/4
Italian reporter here is allowed to use that derogatory term) was a conscious agent
of the conspiracy to blow up the Twin Towers on 9/11/2001 -- particularly in the
essential role of cover-up operative after the fact.
A stunning excerpt from Dr. Albert D Pastore's "Stranger Than Fiction: An
Independent Investigation of the True Culprits Behind 9/11":
*******************
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"Now this whole controversy between the "melted steel" scenario and the
detonation scenario is one that could be very easily resolved. All we have to do is
dig up the steel beams and examine each and everyone of them. If an explosive
device caused the steel to fail, there will be tell-tale indications for the engineers to
see. But if it was intense heat that caused the steel to "melt" or “buckle“, there will
be tell-tale signs of that as well. All we have to do to put an end to this
controversy is to closely examine the steel. Right?
Well, don't hold your breath. That's never going to happen. Thanks in large part to
Time Magazine's "Person of the Year 2001", New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani, the
steel beams were quickly recycled before investigators even had the chance to look
at them! A media darling and lifelong supporter of Israel, Saint Rudy Giuliani
made sure that all of the "smoking gun" evidence was destroyed and right quick
too. Much of the steel was recycled in America, but an additional seventy thousand
tons of WTC steel was sold to Metals Management - a New York company with a
jewish president named Alan Ratner. Ratner then turned around and shipped the
unexamined steel to China and India for recycling!
China Radio International’s English Edition also reported:
“New York's Metals Management is among the firms taking steel from the huge
project to clear Ground Zero. The company says it has bought 70,000 tons of scrap
from the ruined twin towers. Some of the scrap has been shipped across the Pacific
to Asian, including China and India. Among the consignments of scrap are the
"very dense" steel girders from Ground Zero, which could finally yield 250,000 to
400,000 tons of scrap for recycling.”
Imagine that! The largest criminal investigation in history and the investigators
weren't even permitted to see the most important evidence of all - the steel! During
the whole time that Saint Rudy the Recycler and Ratner the Rat were destroying
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evidence, many of the most respected engineers in the country openly complained
not only about the recycling, but also about the Federal government's suffocating
control of their investigation. On December 25, 2001, the New York Times ran a
story about the frustrations of some of the engineers who were called in to study
the cause of the collapse:
“Interviews with a handful of members of the team, which includes some of the
nation's most respected engineers, also uncovered complaints that they had at
various times been shackled with bureaucratic restrictions that prevented them
from interviewing witnesses, examining the disaster site and requesting crucial
information like recorded distress calls to the police and fire departments..."
They made their concerns known publicly. Bill Manning, editor of the 125 year old
Fire Engineering magazine, noticed a strange difference between the WTC
investigation and other major fire investigations in New York City’s past. Manning
wrote:
Did they throw away the locked doors from the Triangle Shirtwaist fire? Did they
throw away the gas can used at the happy land social club fire?...That's what
they're doing at the World Trade Center. The destruction and removal of evidence
must stop immediately."
One investigator told the New York Times:
This is almost the dream team of engineers in the country working on this, and our
hands are tied," said one team member who asked not to be identified. Members
have been threatened with dismissal for speaking to the press. "FEMA is
controlling everything," the team member said. “
Dr. Frederick W. Mowrer from the Fire Engineering department at the University
of Maryland told the New York Times:
"I find the speed with which important evidence has been removed and recycled to
be appalling."
Finally, the Times story made this interesting little revelation Recycling Rudy.
Officials in the mayor's office declined to reply to written and oral requests for
comment over a three- day period about who decided to recycle the steel and the
concern that the decision might be handicapping the investigation."
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Wow -- just wow. Thank you, Dr. Pastore!

1- Ghouliani was seen running away from the area BEFORE the first tower collapsed.
He later admitted:
"We were operating out of there (local fire station), when we were told the World
Trade Center was going to collapse."
2- For his role in the treasonous false-flag attack, Recycling Rudy was puffed-up to
Super Star status.
3- Bill Manning of "Fire Engineering Magazine" was livid over Mayor Ghouliani's rapid
recycling orders:
"The destruction and removal of evidence must stop immediately."

Not only did the lisping cross-dressing traitor know about the looming collapse of
the towers in advance -- a fact which he carelessly admitted on camera -- and not
only did he destroy the forensic evidence of the event soon afterwards -- he even
went so far as to unleash his police department on the New York City firefighters
to physically force them stop digging for the remains of their fallen comrades! For
his service to this horrific crime against his own people, Rudy "Julie-Annie" was
dubbed "America's Mayor" and exalted to "rock star" status for his "handling of
9/11."
This greasy ghoul is an ambitious scoundrel of the lowest rank -- just the type that
the bosses of Zion love. Heck! We might as well bring back Dickhead Cheney
and name him as Secretary of State! As we have already pleaded -- say it ain't so,
Orange Man -- say it ain't so!
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Rudy Julie-Annie, who once moved in with a pair of homosexuals after his wife had
kicked him out of the Mayor's mansion for cheating, has publicly cross-dressed on
multiple occasions. Image #1 shows Orange Man pretending to kiss "America's Mayor"
in drag-- his long time friend.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Trump is considering
Rudy Giuliani for Secretary of State.
Boobus Americanus 2: Giuliani's moral leadership during the aftermath of 9/11 should
never be forgotten.

Sugar: Wrong again, Boobuss! What musst never be forgotten is how that half-afaggot Rudy the Recycler deliberately removed the forenssic evidence at the crime
sscene.
Editor: Exactly! The 9/11 false-flag would not have been possible without the Mayor of
New York City being "in on it."
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Neel Kashkari, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, at the Economic Club
of New York.

New York Times: Minneapolis Fed Chief Proposes
Eliminating ‘Too Big to Fail’ Banks
By: MICHAEL CORKERY

REBUTTAL BY

As we passed over the usual dirty dozen anti-Trump headlines to again find
something different to write about, a headline about one of the "sub-capos" at the
Federal Reserve System warning about banks that are "too big" stood out for its
comical irony. You see, there is no bank on earth that is as big and as dangerous as
this criminal counterfeiting, loan sharking and market rigging syndicate we prefer
to refer to as the HNB (Hebrew National Bank).
From the article:
"Wall Street banks are still too big to fail, and the hundreds of thousands of pages
of regulations created in the eight years since the crisis are not adequate
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protection against another financial shock, says Neel Kashkari of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.
Mr. Kashkari, a Republican who has run the Minneapolis Fed for about a year,
delivered an unusually blunt and sweeping indictment of financial regulation in a
speech before the Economic Club of New York on Wednesday."
Is sub-capo Kashkari hinting at a coming crash? Should such a crisis come to pass,
be assured that it would surely be blamed on Orange Man.

What "anti-Semitic" TM Congressman Charles Lindbergh Sr. (father of the
great aviator) predicted in 1913, came to pass in 1919 and again in 1929
(Great Depression) when the HNB tightened the money supply following a
period of easy money bubble-blowing.
Actually, the non-Jew Kashkari (parents came from India), as Director of the
Minneapolis "branch" can't even be considered a "sub-capo" (Mafia lingo foe subhead) because the various "branches" outside of New York City hold no real power
when it comes to the HNB's day-to-day operations. Decisions such as the interest
rates charged to the nation's banks, bond purchases, reserve requirements etc. are
made mainly by the the triumvirate of Chairman, Vice-Chairman and the Director
of the New York City branch. The others are just there to camouflage New York's
central domination of the DC-housed HNB.
The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) is the branch of the HNB that
determines the direction of "monetary policy" (counterfeiting & loan sharking).
The FOMC is composed of the "Board of Governors," which has seven members,
and five Reserve Bank presidents. The president of HNB / New York serves
continuously, while the presidents of the other "branches" (Boston, Philadelphia,
Richmond, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta, Dallas, San Francisco, Kansas
City and Minneapolis) rotate one-year terms.
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The "branches" were originally set up as "window dressing" to create the illusion
that all geographic regions of the United States were fairly represented in a
decentralized system. You see, back in the day (1913), Americans were very
skeptical of a "central" anything -- especially a New York Central Bank. That is
why the scam was given the word "system" as part of its name. In reality, the HNB
is not "Federal" (it's private) -- it has no real "reserves" (it prints money out of thin
air) -- and it is indeed "central" (not a decentralized "system").

1- Pre-Fed cartoon shows that early opponents of the coming Central Bank "Octopus"
were not at all fooled by the false claims of "decentralization."
2- Woodrow Wilson signs the criminal Central Bank into law in 1913. With the funding
mechanism for big government now in place, World War I was kicked off in 1914 -- U.S.
entry followed in 1917.
3- The "decentralized" FOMC convenes. It's all fake because the policy decisions come
down from Rothschild London to the Fed Chair, Vice Chair and New York boss.

Any talk about "reining in the Fed" misses the higher point of the institutional
criminal usury of a Central Bank which, along with its member banks (all the
nation's banks) injects every dollar of currency into the economy at interest. By
design, public, corporate and personal debt can never be paid off because, like
some game of monetary musical chairs, there will always be more (many
times more!) outstanding debt than there is available currency to pay it off.
Not only must the HNB be "killed," -- as Andrew the Great (Andrew Jackson)
proudly boasted of having done in 1836 -- institutional money lending at interest
should, in most cases, be abolished. Exceptions might include zero-interest state
bank lending to municipalities for useful public works projects, or low interest
investment loans for commercial / business development. Anything less than such
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radical reform amounts only to a less severe form of the debt & inflation
slavery which the HNB has us under.

Fed Chairman Greenspan (cough cough), followed by Bernanke (cough cough),
followed by Yellen (cough cough),

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that one of Fed's regional
presidents warned that many banks are too big.
Boobus Americanus 2: At least it is reassuring to know that the Fed is monitoring the
situation.

Sugar: Boobuss! You dumb-asss!!! That'ss like ssaying it iss reassuring to know that
the fox is monitoring the chickenss. Read my book, "BANCAROTTA" and learn.
Editor: Your book?! (shaking head, sigh)
But "your book" is exactly right (and funny too), Sugar. Prior to the establishment of the
HNB, the national "panics" caused by money-lenders were limited in scope and brief in
duration. The very same crooks who engineered these episodes then proposed setting
up "The Federal Reserve System" as a means of preventing them in the future!
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Images posted on Twitter by a marketer in Austin, Tex., the day after the
presidential election.

New York Times: How Fake News Goes Viral: A Case Study
By SAPNA MAHESWARI

REBUTTAL BY

The latest buzz-term that's been humming throughout the Piranha Press these past
few days is "fake news" (TM pending). Google that term and see for yourself!
You see, due to the fact that a fast-growing percentage of Boobus Americanus is
growing wise to the Marxist manipulation of the news, the panic-stricken
purveyors of pinko propaganda have taken to counter-attacking in the classic
manner that psychopaths are notorious for -- by projecting their evil behavior onto
innocent others!
From the article:
"Eric Tucker, a 35-year-old co-founder of a marketing company in Austin, Tex.,
had just about 40 Twitter followers. But his recent tweet about paid protesters
being bused to demonstrations against President-elect Donald J. Trump fueled a
nationwide conspiracy theory — one that Mr. Trump joined in promoting.
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Mr. Tucker's post was shared at least 16,000 times on Twitter and more than
350,000 times on Facebook. The problem is that Mr. Tucker got it wrong. There
were no such buses packed with paid protesters."

It is ridiculous and illogical to suggest that one bit of sloppy reporting from
an unknown "tweeter" -- about the protester buses -- somehow discredits
every other story from the entire "alternative" media. Actually, it
HAS actually been confirmed that anti-Trump protesters are indeed being
hired via Craigslist ads.
Just because the Slimes was able to cherry-pick an erroneous "tweet" about buses - a tweet which caught on in parts of the "alternative media" (now known as "the
fake news"); it does not therefore follow that all stories reported on in the
"alternative media" are also "fake." In the field of Logic, such illogic represents a
variation of 'The Fallacy of Composition." It would be like saying: "The
weatherman had forecast rain for today but it turned out to be sunny. Therefore,
meteorologists are never to be trusted."
But the reasonable man understands that every story should be analyzed on its own
merits, even if the source gets things wrong from time to time. Heck, even
Sulzberger's Slimes, as evil and deceitful its roster of writing red rascals are, will
occasionally let an interesting and honest story slip through every once and a
while.
Apart from the stupid 8th grade illogic, there is the supreme irony, no, hypocrisy of
the Jew York Slimes accusing any website of disseminating "fake news". Regular
readers of The Anti-New York Times already know about the astonishing
criminal mischief Sulzberger's seditious slanderers and loony libelers have been
making day in and day out for the past 120 years. Following are but a few of its
famous fakest headlines from recent history.
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1- FAKE NEWS! -- 2003: The "Weapons of Mass Destruction" lie started the Iraq War.
2- FAKE NEWS! -- 2011: The "Killing of Bin Laden" lie enabled Obongo to divert
attention away from Donald Trump's relentless "birther campaign." Bin Laden, who was
under Fake accusation for 9/11, had already been dead for 10 years!
3- FAKE NEWS! -- 2014: The "Invasion of Crimea" lie kicked off the new Cold War
between NATO and Russia. In reality, there was no "invasion" -- at all! Pro-Russian
Crimea declared its independence from the puppet gangsters that had just been
installed in Ukraine and its very own National Guard dispersed the Soros rent-a-mobs.

Obongo himself, the biggest beneficiary of "fake news" has now joined the assault
on the "alt right" -- telling reporters in Berlin:
“In an age where there’s so much active misinformation, and it’s packaged very
well, and it looks the same when you see it on a Facebook page or you turn on
your television, where some overzealousness on the part of a US official is equated
with constant and severe repression elsewhere, if everything seems to be the same
and no distinctions are made, then we won’t know what to protect. If we can’t
discriminate between serious arguments and propaganda, then we have
problems.”
Echoes of former Secretary of State Killary Clinton who, in 2011, whined:
"We are losing the information war."
And Secretary of State John Kerry, from 2013:
"This little thing called the Internet makes it much harder to govern."
And Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-WV), from 2009:
“It really almost makes you ask the question would it have been better if we had
never invented the Internet.”
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And the since-disgraced and replaced anchor Lyin' Brian Williams, who made
this incredibly condescending remark in 2007"
"You're going to be up against people who have an opinion, a modem, and a
bathrobe. All of my life, developing credentials to cover my field of work, and now
I'm up against a guy named Vinny in an efficiency apartment in the Bronx who
hasn't left the efficiency apartment in two years."
What an arrogant and pompous prick! By the way, Mr. Williams, "Vinnie" left the
Bronx for the suburbs of Long Island and New Jersey a loooong time ago.
There is no doubt about it. The PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) has had about all it
can take from "this little thing called the Internet." You can be sure that if the
Hildebeast had been elected, aggressive measures to "regulate" the "fake news"
would have been forthcoming, and soon. As it stands, we do not foresee Orange
Man threatening the truther blogosphere which benefited him so much. But in the
long run, we must remain vigilant because evil never sleeps.

All hail "Vinnie from the Bronx!" The bathrobe-clad scourge of elitist scum
like Brian Williams (Image #2) and Jay Rockefeller (Image 3)
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that fake
news is becoming a real problem for policy makers.
Boobus Americanus 2: Indeed. You can't trust anything on the Internet. I'll
stick with the Times.

Sugar: Sso ssays the ssame genius who still complainss about how we
were lied into the Iraq War.
Editor: Yep! Libtards love to focus on the warmongering lies of the BushCheney gang while ignoring the fact that Sulzberger's Slimes ran
hundreds of non-questioning "WMD" articles and editorials during the runup to the war.
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A jungle gym in Adam Yauch Park in Brooklyn that was defaced with swastikas an

New York Times: Rally in Brooklyn Park Condemns
Swastikas and ‘Go Trump’ Graffiti
By SARAH MASLIN NIR and ASHLEY SOUTHALL

REBUTTAL BY

It is one of the most transparent tricks in the Jewish play-book. Draw or paint a
swastika, whip-up a media storm, shed a few crocodile tears -- and then lecture us
all about the big bad "anti-Semitic" TM bogeyman -- in this case, Trump
supporters.
From the article:
"On Friday, swastikas and the words “Go Trump” were discovered in graffiti on a
jungle gym in Brooklyn Heights. By Sunday, the scrawl had been erased and in its
place was a pile of marigolds, chrysanthemums and tiny paper hearts as a rally
echoed across the playground, condemning the failure of President-elect Donald J.
Trump to address a rash of hate crimes linked to his name."
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1- Adam Horovitz (cough cough) of the Beastie Boys spoke at a rally at the
park on Sunday, condemning the graffiti and other acts of hate.
2- Hundreds of communists and libtarded chumps gathered at the park,
some holding signs.
The park where the graffiti was found is named after the rapper Adam Yauch
(cough cough), better known as MCA of the Beastie Boys, who died in 2012. At
the rally, his longtime bandmate, Adam Horovitz (cough cough), called on New
Yorkers to reject the recent "hate crimes" TM against Muslims, blacks and other
minority groups.
“This is homegrown terrorism for real,” Horovitz said. Speakers at the rally,
including local New York politicians, blamed Mr. Trump, “If hate is carried out in
his name and he says nothing, it becomes his hate," shouted one speaker through a
megaphone.
There are so many precedents, many of them actually confirmed by "mainstream
media" and/or Jewish publications after the perps were caught on camera, of Jews
carrying out these sorts of "false flag" swastikings.
JTA (Jewish Telegraph Agency): Five Jews Arrested for Painting Swastikas
on Israel Consulate
Five Jews were arrested early this morning by police who charged that they caught
the persons painting swastikas on the front of the Israeli Consulate-General
building at 11 East 70th Street. The building also houses the Israel mission to the
United Nations.
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JTA (Jewish Telegraph Agency): Jewish Student Behind Dorm Swastikas
"Sarah Marshak, a George Washington University freshman, was caught on tape
by a hidden video camera in the sixth incident of swastika drawing on her
dormitory door."
The Telegraph (London): Jewish Man Arrested After Posting Swastikas On
Doors
"A Jewish man was arrested on hate crime charges after making anti-Semitic
telephone calls to his mother and other elderly women and putting swastikas on
apartment doors, police said."
Northwestern University Freshmen Allegedly Spray Paint Slurs, Swastika and
"Trump" In Campus Chapel
"Northwestern University Freshmen Anthony Morales (hispanic) and Matthew
Kafker (Jew) allegedly vandalized the school's chapel."

1- The poor "distraught" Sarah Marshak, a journalism major, caused a
firestorm at George Washington University. She was finally caught as the
mystery "swastiker" herself.
2- Kafker and Morales, recently busted at Northwestern
There are many more such cases, and many more will occur in the coming months.
Just Google around for "Jewish students swastika" and "Jews draw / paint
swastikas" and see for yourself. But don't dare suggest that this latest graffiti attack
is also fake. That would be "anti-Semitic" TM -- even though there are as many
"Nazis" in Brooklyn as there are penguins in Texas.
As humorous and seemingly harmless as this recent rash of pathetic Trumpswastika stunts may be, what they portend for the near future may turn out to be
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something far more serious. False flag spray paintings are one thing. False flag
terror attacks, carried out by much more capable members of the Terrible Tribe, is
a different story.

The sinking of the USS Liberty and 9/11 --- Same trick as the spray
paintings, but with much higher stakes.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read a most disturbing story in The New York
Times today about a swastika being spray-painted in a Brooklyn Park.
Boobus Americanus 2: That was a disgusting hate crime committed
against all of us who cherish freedom and democracy. There seems to be a
resurgence of neo-Nazi and racist hate crimes in the wake of Trump's
election.

Sugar: Neo-Naziss my asss! It was the ^@&%$#@ *&^%!!!
Editor: Notwithstanding the incorrigible kitty-litter-mouth, Sugar's feline
instincts are pretty darn accurate when it comes to these things.
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Green Party presidential candidate Jill Stein has raised over $3 million to fund a
recount effort.

New York Times: Experts Ask Clinton to Seek Recount in 3
Battleground States
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

REBUTTAL BY

Within a matter of just several days, a dangerous thought turned into a whisper that
turned into a murmur that has now officially turned into "news that's fit to print" --fit to manufacture to be more precise. Because this particular "conspiracy theory"
TM of a hacked election has been printed up by Sulzberger's Slimes, there is
actually a chance that a phony recount of the recent election might indeed take
place.
Is the goal here to flip votes and their corresponding electoral votes away from
Trump and to Killary's column instead? Or perhaps to suddenly "discover" a
boatload of previously uncounted early-voting or absentee ballots? Or are the
Globalists merely seeking to create enough doubt about "Russian hackers" to
provide some of the electors with the protective cover they need in order to reverse
their mandated commitments when the Electoral College actually convenes on
December 19th?
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1- Killary's large margins of victory in the huge Democrat states of
Mexifornia and Jew York may have given her the majority of the nation's
popular vote, but the goal is to win enough states to get the necessary
number of electoral votes.
2- Will they still try and sell the Putin-hacked-the-election "conspiracy
theory?"
It is hard to imagine that such a bold plan could actually be successful -- but it is
not impossible, especially if the "controversy" links Trump to Putin right at a time
when controlled events in Eastern Europe and/or Syria really start to get
interesting. One breathless headline / sub-headline from NBC recently declared:
Trump's Son Reportedly Talked Syria with Russia Supporters
Donald Trump Jr. had private talks in Paris last month that partly related to
working with Russia to end the ongoing war in Syria, The Wall Street Journal
reported Wednesday.
The Trump-Putin "bromance" is going to happen, and it poses huge problems for
the Rothschild (cough cough) Soros (cough cough) Globalists. And if Syria is
pacified with Assad remaining in power, the anti-Globalist Zionists who leaned
toward the Trump/Kushner ticket ain't gonna like it either -- though they might
swallow it in exchange for Orange Man "looking the other way" as the Israeli
Likudniks build more settlements on Palestinian territory and abandon even the
pretense of talking about a "two-state solution" TM.
Running parallel to this bold effort to recount votes in certain key states are the
news reports, now increasing in frequency, of Killary's ever-expanding margin of
victory in the popular vote -- alleged to be up to 2 million as of today. Of course,
the fact that millions of illegal invader and cemetery votes are what accounts for
this "victory" does not trouble Sulzberger's Slimes or their myriad other coconspirators of the Piranha Press.
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Actual and easily provable Democrat voter fraud doesn't concern scum
such as Stein and Sulzberger, at all!
A final interesting element to this recount nonsense is the point-person who is
instigating and leading the effort, namely, Jill Stein (cough cough) -- the
presidential candidate of the Red, er, Green Party. Yapping yenta Stein, who
posed as "anti-Establishment" in order to make Killary seem "moderate," is clearly
"in cahoots" with the very same commie-pinko Wall Street Establishment that she
cynically railed against. In this respect, she played the same role as Bolshevik
Bernie Sanders (cough cough).
Stein's seditious scheme enables Killary to avoid looking like a sore loser as Stein
does the dirty work on her behalf. Clever Yenta! It truly seems as though these
kosher characters are lurking under every rock, doesn't it?

(Sanders, Stein, Soros)
"On putting the probing knife carefully to that kind of abscess one
immediately discovered, like a maggot in a putrescent body, a little
Jew who was often blinded by the sudden light."
-- The Great One, Mein Kampf
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that there
may have been discrepancies in certain key swing states. Jill Stein of the
Green Party is organizing an effort to fund a recount.
Boobus Americanus 2: I wonder if Putin hacked the computer systems.

Sugar: No Boobusss. But the Slimess did hack into your frickin' poopfilled brain!
Editor: And the damage is beyond repair.
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New York Times: Miami’s Cuban Exiles Celebrate Castro’s
Death
REBUTTAL BY

Most decent Americans over the age of 40, and certainly all readers of The AntiNew York Times, already know that Fidel Castro was a brutal communist
dictator who ruined the once-developing island nation of Cuba -- driving its mostly
White upper and middle classes to flee to Florida while the communist state and its
rabble hordes dispossessed any productive Cubans who stayed. All we care to say
about the unrepentant old bastard is "good riddance" and "rot in Hell."
Of more interest and value to our beloved students of real history is the long-since
forgotten story of the mighty media organization that dusted off the badly defeated
rebel, put him back on his feet, and helped to install him as dictator. That's right,
boys and girls. Without the maneuvering of Sulzberger's Slimes -- namely the procommunist correspondent Herbert Matthews (cough cough) -- and the Evil
Eisenhower State Department, Fidel Castro's Marxist revolution of 1959 would
never have succeeded.
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Herb & Fidel: a true love-story!
In February 1957, the fugitive Castro invited Matthews down to Cuba for a oneon-one interview. Ruby Phillips, the Slimes' correspondent in Cuba, was told
through a communist contact that Castro wanted to meet with a big name reporter.
An interview with Matthews was arranged and held in secret so that Cuban
President Fulgencio Batista would not find out about their meeting place and thus
capture Castro.
Matthews’ interview confirmed that Castro, contrary to what the Cuban
government had been claiming for strategic purposes, was indeed still alive. This
news gave the demoralized communists of Cuba hope that the revolution could
continue. Matthews also claimed that Castro's force was much bigger and more
powerful than previously thought. Because Castro and Matthews understood how
surprising the news of his survival would be, they took a picture together. Batista,
still trying to crush the communist revolution, claimed the photo was a fake and
that Castro really was dead.

The secret interview with Matthews saved and resurrected the "rebel" Castro's dying
communist revolution -- a fact which Castro and his Argentinian sidekick Che Guevara
(with Castro in image 3) openly admitted later on.
"When the world had given us up for dead, the interview with Matthews put the lie
to our disappearance."
— Che Guevara, January 1958
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Keep in mind that the interview, later published in a 3-part part series, took place
during the era of the Cold War. Therefore, any hint of Castro being an actual
communist had to be suppressed by the Red rascals at Sulzberger's Slimes.
Referring to Castro only as a "rebel" and his gang of thugs as a "revolutionary
force," Matthews wrote in the article published February 24, 1957, that:
“[Castro's] program is vague and couched in generalities, but it amounts to a new
deal for Cuba, radical, democratic, and therefore anti-Communist. The real core
of its strength is that it is fighting against the military dictatorship of President
Batista.”
More of Matthews' lies romanticizing Castro followed:
“Fidel Castro has strong ideas of liberty, democracy, social justice, the need to
restore the Constitution….but it amounts to a new deal for Cuba, radical,
democratic and therefore anti-Communist.” (February 1957)
After the 1959 overthrow, back when National Review was still somewhat
conservative, the magazine published a caricature of Castro over the caption, “I
got my job through the New York Times,”
A subsequent book by Anthony DePalma referred to Matthews in the title as
“The Man Who Invented Fidel.”

1- "The Man Who Invented Fidel" was about Herbert Matthews of the Slimes.
2- The once-influential Slime Magazine also lionized Fidel Castro while concealing his
communism

Of course, The Slimes' lies, on their own, would not have been sufficient to topple
the pro-American, anti-communist government of Cuba. Newspapers only make
propaganda, not the actual policy. The Slimes' goal was to give the lame duck
communist-loving President Dwight D. "Ike" Eisenhower the protective cover
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that he needed to turn Cuba Marxist -- just as he, as "General Eisenhower" had
done to eastern Europe at the end of World War II. Ike's treason was resented by
the man who would follow him -- the anti-communist John F. Kennedy.
The "Jackie Kennedy tapes" later revealed that JFK agreed with the view of one
of their family friends, Ambassador Earl E.T. Smith, --- that the Slimes and the
State Department were mainly responsible for the fall of Batista and the triumph of
Castro. Smith wrote that the Eisenhower State Department facilitated Batista’s
downfall by withdrawing support for his government. Smith also claimed that,
“Until certain portions of the American press began to write derogatory articles
against the Batista government, the Castro revolution never got off first base.”
He added: “Matthews eulogized Fidel Castro, portrayed him as a political Robin
Hood, and compared him to Abraham Lincoln" and that the Fourth Floor (at the
State Department) had a “close association” with Matthews, “who gave the
impression by his editorial conduct of advocating Batista’s downfall.”
Jackie revealed how her husband thought it was “awful” that Eisenhower had
allowed Castro to visit the U.S. after his seizure of power in Cuba. She went on to
cite Smith’s book, The Fourth Floor, on how the State Department (emboldened
since Eisenhower's destruction and murder of Joe McCarthy just a few years
earlier) had paved the way for Castro’s takeover.

1- 1945: Supreme Allied Commander Eisenhower parties atop Lenin's tomb with Stalin
himself in a parade which featured doomed German prisoners being force-marched
through Red Square.
2- 1959: Just months after Castro's overthrow of Batista, Eisenhower allowed Castro to
visit the US -- he is shown above chatting with Vice President, Richard Nixon.
3- "Ike and McCarthy" details how the Globalist-Leftist Eisenhower destroyed Joe
McCarthy from "behind the scenes." The decline and unexpected sudden death of the
heroic Senator emboldened the communists in the State Department who would later
sell out Cuba.
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Ambassador Smith and the Kennedys knew the truth about the Eisenhower
State Department's betrayal of Cuba.
Smith: “It cannot be maintained that the government of the United
States was unaware that Raul Castro and Che Guevara, the top men
of the 26th of July movement, are Communists, affiliated with
international communism. There was ample evidence to that effect. I
have shown in this book that it was impossible for Assistant
Secretary of State Roy Rubottom, his associate William Wieland, and
the Fourth Floor not to be aware of Fidel Castro’s communist
affiliations.”
Jackie Kennedy: “We knew Earl Smith then, who’d been Eisenhower’s
ambassador at the time. When we were in Florida—that’s all Earl
could talk about. Yeah, then Jack was really sort of sick that the
Eisenhower administration had let him [Castro] come in and then The
New York Times—what was his name, Herbert Matthews?”
Ambassador Smith also wrote:
“To make my point clear, let me say that we helped to overthrow the Batista
dictatorship, which was pro-American and anti-communist, only to install the
Castro dictatorship which was Communist and anti-American.”
Digressing and fast-forwarding for a moment, JFK authorized an invasion of Cuba
at the Bay of Pigs in April 1961. Jackie talks about the failure to follow through
with adequate military force. “I mean, the invasion in the beginning and then no
air strike—half doing it and not doing it all the way…” The result of the CIA's
betrayal of both JFK and the anti-communist Cubans was a slaughter of the
invasion force and a huge propaganda victory for Castro.
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Matthews' Marxist mendacity continued even after the revolution had succeeded in
January, 1959. Addressing claims that the new boss in Cuba was actually a
communist, Matthews wrote:
“In Cuba there are no Communists in positions of control.... Fidel Castro is not
only not a Communist, he’s decidedly anti-Communist.” (July 1959)
For his service to Castro's communism, both before and after the revolution, Fidel
presented his friend at the Slimes with a medal during his 1959 visit to New York.
That's the sad but real history of what happened to Cuba -- and you'll not find it
mentioned in today's Slimes, which is still playing the same game of deadly
deception.

"Thank you Comrade Matthews."
Castro was so grateful for Matthews' help in overthrowing the pro-American Batista
(Image 2) that he awarded him a medal. Cuba has been a backwards communist hellhole ever since.

Boobus Americanus 1: So, Castro finally died.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. It was amazing how he was able to come to
power and then defy the U.S. for so long.
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Sugar: It'ss called "having friendss in high placess" -- Boobuss!
Editor: Indeed! Friends like Matthews, Sulzberger, Eisenhower and
Dulles.
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New York Times: Trump Claims, With No Evidence, That
‘Millions of People’ Voted Illegally
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and MAGGIE HABERMAN
The president-elect made the unsubstantiated claim as part of a storm of Twitter posts
voicing anger about a 3-state recount push.

REBUTTAL BY

When Killary Rotten Clinscum falsely accused Vlad the Bad Putin of plotting to
rig the QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show), nobody at Sulzberger's Slimes or the rest
of the Pink Piranha Press demanded "evidence" or denounced the claim as
"baseless" or "unsubstantiated." Noooooo, anything a commie-pinko Demonrat
politician says is always taken at face value and dutifully repeated without
challenge.
But when anti-Globalist Orange Man claims that millions of corpses and aliens
voted illegally, the rigged referees immediately break into their oh-so-predictable
mantra: "no evidence -- no evidence -- no evidence" and also" "baseless -- baseless
-- baseless" and also "conspiracy theory -- conspiracy theory--conspiracy theory."
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From the article co-authored by Slimes scribblers Michael Schear (probable
cough cough) and Maggie Haberman (definite cough cough), paragraph 1:
"President-elect Donald J. Trump said on Sunday that he had fallen short in the
popular vote in the general election only because millions of people had voted
illegally, leveling the baseless claim as part of a daylong storm of Twitter posts
voicing anger about a three-state recount push."
and then, from paragraph 5:
"Claims of wide-scale voter fraud have been advanced for years by Republicans,
though virtually no evidence of such improprieties has been discovered."
from paragraph 6:
"Late on Sunday, again without providing evidence,"
from paragraph 9:
"Mr. Trump at times promoted other conspiracy theories..."

Michael Shear & Maggie Haberman use word games and mantras to
diffuse Trump's allegations.
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Apart altogether from the outrageous double standard and moronic mantras, there
is an important element to this allegation of voter fraud which Michael and Maggot
are missing -- or rather, omitting, to be more precise. You see, boys and girls, the
question at this point should not be: "Is there any evidence for voter fraud?" -- but
rather: "Is there probable cause for voter fraud?" The answer to that question is a
resounding "yes!" There is probable cause based upon known historical precedent.
There is probable cause based upon California's recent issuance of driver licenses
to illegal aliens -- which then enables unverified "motor-voter" registration. There
is probable cause based upon inner city voters having boasted about voting
multiple times in 2008 and 2012.
After probable cause should come the investigation. Investigation then uncovers
the "evidence" -- if it exists. But investigation never seems to happen when
Demonrats come under the reasonable suspicion of probable cause. So, in answer
to the illogical libtarded argument of "no evidence," we say, there is no evidence at
this time because the Pink Piranha Press and the Obongo Justice Department refuse
to investigate the matter, even though there is ample probable cause!

PRECEDENT = PROBABLE CAUSE
Pennsylvania: Ron Jones -- on camera: "I voted twice (for Obama)"
Virginia: Melowese Richardson -- on camera: "I voted twice for Obama"
Imagine a murder suspect fitting the general physical description provided by an
eye-witnesses. That in and of itself would not suffice to put the killer away behind
bars -- "no evidence," as they say. But it does establish enough probable cause
needed for detectives to execute a search warrant. If they find the murder weapon
in his home, along with personal belongings of the deceased, then you have the
"evidence!"
But don't hold your breath waiting for the likes of Michael and Maggot to explore
the possibility that Orange Man is correct. That's because these sneaky little devils
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know bloody damn well that any real examination of the voter rolls would quickly
transform probable cause into absolute "evidence" of guilt, and right quick too.

Hey Sulzberger! All we are asking for is an investigation, based upon the
clearly established probable cause. Let us then see if the "evidence" turns
up or not.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump is
claiming, without any evidence, that millions of illegal votes were cast for
Hillary.
Boobus Americanus 2: To make baseless accusations without evidence
smacks of modern day McCarthyism.

Sugar: It'ss about probable cause, Boobusss! You stupid #@$^ %&#$ @!
^%$@!!!!
Editor: Two people you don't want to disrespect in Sugar's presence -The Great One and Joe McCarthy.
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New York Times: Latest Fed Discussion Reflects More
Confidence in Raising Rates
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

Janet L. Yellen, in testimony to the Joint Economic Committee last week, said
that an interest rate increase “could well become appropriate relatively soon.”
REBUTTAL BY

So, after the 8 long Obongo years of keeping the "Prime Rate" -- the rate which the
HNB (Hebrew National Bank) charges to the nation's banks -- at near 0%, Yenta
Yellen and friends will soon be removing the artificial bubble-blowing life support
by finally raising the rates. And just in time for the swearing in of Orange Man.
Tell it, Conspiracy Cat -- and tell it, Church Lady from old Saturday Night Live
fame, tell it!
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Sugar: "It's a frickin' conspiracy!"
Trump, 2016: “We are in a big, fat, ugly bubble.... And we have a Fed
that's doing political things.... The Fed is being more political than
Secretary Clinton.”
Without intending to, the article actually reveals the game being played here:
"When Federal Reserve officials convened just before the presidential election,
they talked like people who were ready to raise interest rates, although they
decided to wait a little longer.
They fretted about the growing risks of keeping borrowing costs at a historically
low level, according to an account of the meeting that the Fed published on
Wednesday. They also expressed confidence, albeit with some reservations, that
the economy was ready for higher rates.
The early November meeting was something of a placeholder. The Fed was seen
as unlikely to move on the eve of the election."
It's very simple, boys and girls. A pre-election rate hike would have triggered the
inevitable correction in the bloated stock market. The ignorant public would have
held Obongo, not the HNB, accountable for any substantial dip. Because Killary
was running as an extension of Obongo, Yenta Yellen (her Rothschild handlers to
be more precise) delayed the very hikes that they now claim are so essential.
Again,the article reveals the scam by describing the all-of-a-sudden "urgency" that
the HNB has discovered:
"But the latest meeting’s account portrays a sense of growing urgency among the
Fed committee that sets the course of monetary policy.
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Get ready, Orange Man! The HNB and its mouthpiece media are fixin' to pull a
Herbert Hoover on you in early 2017.

The Fed's sudden and prolonged money tightening (preceded by a period of easy
money) crashed the stock market bubble and brought on the Great Depression. The
Piranha Press then put the blame on Republican President Hoover (Image 2, cartoon)--which is how we ended up with Franklin D Roosevelt in 1932.

The big difference between 1929 and what may happen in 2017 is that Orange
Man will have an "alternative media" to battle the HNB with. He has already
prepped the nation for a popping of the artificial bubble and will surely open fire
on the corrupt Central Bank counterfeiters should they try to take him down.
Of course, tweaking how the HNB operates won't address the real problem of
legalized counterfeiting, market rigging and loan sharking. The Central Bank must
be killed altogether, a la Andrew Jackson! On that note, we are heartened by the
fact that Orange Man recently met with former banker and "End-the-Fed"
proponent John Allison in a private meeting that was ignored by the Piranha Press.
Although it remains unclear what the two talked about, it is a damn good sign that
free market anti-Fed thinkers like Allison will have access to the incoming
President.
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Channeling Andrew Jackson? John Allison arrives at Trump Tower.
Allison, in 2012: "I believe that as long as the Fed exists, Congress
can print money. And it doesn’t matter if they are Democrats or
Republicans; they would rather print money than tax people. They
want to spend because that buys votes, [but] they don’t want to tax
people because that loses votes."

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the Fed may finally
raise interest rates.
Boobus Americanus 2: The Prime Rate has been near zero for many years now. I
wonder why they haven't raised it for so long?

Sugar: Frickin' witlesss Boobusss! Thisss issn't that hard to figure out!
They needed to prop up Obongo'ss illussion for ass long ass posssible!
Editor: Trump had better be ready for whatever monetary sabotage that Yellen is going
to throw at him.
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NY Times: Austria’s Far Right Sees a Prize Within Reach:
The Presidency
By ALISON SMALE

Norbert Hofer, 45, above, is running neck and neck with Alexander Van der
Bellen, 72, for Austria’s presidency. The vote will be on Sunday.
REBUTTAL BY

Hide the women and children! The "right" is rising in Austria, and Europe in
general. And not just any plain ol' right --- the "far right." Oooooh. Sounds scary,
doesn't it?
Sulzberger's Slimes would never refer to their Golden Boys and Girls such as
Italy's Renzi, France's Hollande, or The Frumpy Frau of Germany as "far left" -even though they are all as Marxist as Marx himself ever was. But when it comes
to labeling the harmless milk-toast center-righters of the lost continent, out come
the thesaurus of "TM's" -- "Nazi" TM, "fascist" TM, "anti-semitic" TM,
"Auschwitz" TM, etc. etc. ad barfdom.
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Hofer is the new Hitler? -- I know, boss. I know.
And being the good little de-balled European "conservatives" that they are, our "far
right" friends take the bait every time by dutifully and apologetically denying the
smears instead of boldly counter-attacking the treasonous accusers.
From the article:
"In his office in Austria’s grand old Parliament, Norbert Hofer, the man who
would be Austria’s next president, presents himself as anything but a threat.
(Hofer) enters with a pronounced limp as a result of a 2003 paragliding accident.
... He then spends much of the next hour professing that he is not nationalist and
certainly not anti-Semitic, insists that he is too young to have anything to do with
Nazism and says that he is no part of any populist wave."

Hofer, a leader of the "right-wing" Freedom Party, is hoping that Austrians will
make him the head of state in when they vote on Sunday. He is said to be running
neck and neck with Alexander Van der Bellen, a former economics professor and
ex-leader of the Greens party in an election that is actually a rerun of a contested
vote earlier this year in which the Reds, er, "Greens" cheated Hofer out of victory.
Of course, Mr. Hofer is far superior to his communist opponent. Sugar and I, er,
The Editorial Board of The Anti-New York Times are pleased with Hofer's tough
stance on the immigration invasion and his desire to normalize relations with
Russia. In those respects, Hofer, is much like the Orange Man, whom Hofer has
praised for his sensible position on Russia. But please, let's not compare him to the
Great One --- neither the evil Hitler of mythology nor the great Hitler of actual
history.
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The Pinko Professor stole a close election. Will he be booted out in favor
of a centrist Trumpian nationalist?
Hofer’s deceitful opponent is playing the usual dirty tricks that filthy communists
always play. Last week, Van der Bellen posted a video appeal for votes from an
89-year-old Viennese Jewess who "survived" TM Auschwitz TM in which the
yapping yenta said she was horrified by Hofer and his Freedom Party. Identified
only as Gertrude, she recalled seeing Viennese residents "mocking the Jews" who
had been forced to scrub the streets with "toothbrushes" after the "Nazis" TM took
power in Austria.
Digressing for a moment, it's time for a quick bit of historical clarification about
that legendary "toothbrushing" of Vienna:

After Hitler liberated his home state of Austria without firing a shot (1938),
the long-suffering people of Vienna turned on their Jewish-Marxist-Liberal
tormentors and forced them to clean up their leftist political graffiti from the
sidewalk. Note the SCRUB-brushes --- not "toothbrushes."

The article closes on an interesting note that tends to confirm our developing
hypothesis that the hard-core Zionist nationalists of the rotten "State of Israel" TM
and the Trumpian nationalists of America and Europe have formed an uneasy
alliance of convenience against the Soros / Marxist One Worlders. Here it is:
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"Daniel Kapp, a Vienna-based consultant who holds American and German
passports and knows Austrian and Israeli politics, noted that Mr. Hofer and other
Freedom Party leaders had made it part of their strategy to draw closer to
Israel."
A shared apprehension about Muslims is one impetus, Mr. Kapp suggested.
Another is that it blunts eventual criticism of the Freedom Party if it takes power."
Be careful who you crawl into bed with, Mr. Hofer. The real "Nazis" TM
(National Socialists is the correct term) -- in an apparent effort to keep the
Marxist-Globalist Jews off of their own backs -- once tried that tactic as well. And
for a little while, the ultra-Zionists and the "Nazis" TM seemed to be getting along
rather well. But in the end, the Zionists turned out to be fair weathered friends, at
best.

Partly to encourage self-deportation, and partly to blunt Jewish criticism of
Germany from abroad, the National Socialist government originally
facilitated Jewish immigration to British-held Palestine. (see "The Transfer
Agreement," by Jew Edwin Black) -- A Swastika & Star of David coin was
minted by a German newspaper to commemorate this "alliance." In the
end, the Zionists joined their Marxist Jewish brethren in waging war against
Germany anyway.

*The "Nazi-Zionist" medallion was issued by the Berlin daily Der Angriff to
commemorate a joint visit to Zionist Palestine by SS officer Leopold von
Mildenstein and Zionist Federation official Kurt Tuchler. A series of articles on
their tour, appearing under the heading "A Nazi Travels to Palestine," appeared in Der
Angriff in late 1934.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that a far right
politician may soon be Austria's next President.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's scary. You know, Hitler was actually
Austrian, not German.

Sugar: Ausstrians are Germanss, Boobus! They are jusst forbidden by the
Globalissts from ever uniting with their brotherss again.
Editor: Those are some awesome posters depicting the 1938 merger and
the departure of liberal politicians and Jews from Austria. Where do you
sniff those out, Sugar?
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NY Times: Carrier Jobs, Saved by Government
By "THE EDITORIAL BOARD"

REBUTTAL BY

"Saved by government," eh Rosenthal?
For the benefit of readers new to The Anti-New York Times, the word-smith
Andrew Rosenthal (cough cough) is the putrid little maggot who gets away with
posing as the oh so high and mighty "Editorial Board" of the "paper of record."
One would think that after a full year of spewing venom at the Orange Man, the
likes of Rosenthal would at least "lay low" for a few months whilst munching on
some kosher humble pie. But then again, humility and self-introspection aren't
exactly characteristics one generally associates with New York chosenites. Instead,
Rosenvermin continues to crap out anti-Trumpian hate and nastiness from his
mendacious mouth and crooked keyboard.
This particular propaganda poop pie is aimed at smearing the salvation of 800
good-paying jobs at a Carrier Air Conditioning plant in Indiana -- an achievement
made possible by Orange Man's determination and deal-making.
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Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise of the Not-SoHigh and Not-So-Mighty "Editorial Board". It's only a pathetic little wordsmith named Andrew Rosenthal typing out lies from behind the curtain.
Before we commence to rebut some of Rosencrap's mischief, let's give a shout-out
to Willis Carrier -- the forgotten inventor of modern air-conditioning and
refrigeration (1902). The sad fact that a real scientist and inventor (not a
mathematical masturbator like Einstein), whose work so fundamentally improved
life for all of humanity, can remain so unknown and unappreciated says much
about the times we live in.

Thanks for my refrigerator and air-conditioner, Mr. Carrier.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": The holidays came early this year for
workers at a Carrier furnace plant in Indiana, who learned on Tuesday that 800 of
their jobs would not be moving to Mexico after all. Their good fortune is also an
early triumph for the incoming Trump administration.

President-elect Donald Trump had promised during the campaign to stop the
offshoring of American manufacturing jobs, and true to that pledge, he ...cut a deal
with Carrier to keep the jobs in the state.
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For the people whose jobs were at stake, the details of the deal are secondary. If
they had become unemployed, most of them would not have found new jobs that
pay anywhere near the $20 to $25 an hour that veteran line workers earn at the
Carrier plant.
Rebuttal: A fair and accurate opening. Can you smell the "yeah-but" coming?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": For everyone else, however, the details
do matter, both in themselves and for what they say about how a Trump
administration will do business with big business.
Rebuttal: There it is! How well do we know the greasy game of Semitic
semantics, eh?
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": For starters, the populist appeal of the
deal far outweighs its practical effect. ....Over all, factory employment in Indiana is
down by more than 20 percent since 2000; nationwide, it is down by nearly 30
percent. Stopping the outsourcing of jobs is a worthy goal, but it does not address
the underlying trends in technology and public policy that are behind the demise of
blue-collar jobs.
Rebuttal: So, just because those 800 jobs represent only a small fraction of the
jobs that have been lost, the deal should not have been made? That's like telling a
person who just adopted an abused dog, "Big deal. There are still many more dogs
that don't have a home." What an arrogant butthole!

Trump's accomplishment at Carrier is driving seditious scribblers like
Rosefungus mad with hate and envy.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": It would be naïve to believe that United
Technologies — which had estimated it would save $65 million a year by moving
the Carrier jobs to Mexico — would give in to Mr. Trump without an expectation
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of something in return. The State of Indiana has reportedly offered the company $7
million in tax breaks over 10 years to keep the jobs in the state.
Rebuttal: "Something in return?" -- Notice how the little communist speaks of
"tax breaks" as though they are a public handout to the company. It was Carrier's
money to begin with! Now, by keeping more of it, they can keep the plant
operating in Indiana instead of Mexico.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": The most significant benefits could well
come in the form of corporate tax cuts ...which Mr. Trump has promised, without
supplying details. Can there be much doubt that this deal will ultimately save
United Technologies more than it would have saved by moving the Carrier jobs to
Mexico?
Rebuttal: Again, note the communist arrogance. To someone like Rosenscat, who
evidently believes that Carrier's revenues and all of our incomes belong to the
state, a tax cut is a handout!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Mr. Trump campaigned against crony
capitalism, but one-on-one deals like this are at best inefficient and at worst riddled
with just that kind of corruption.
Rebuttal: How is this "crony capitalism?" Carrier isn't receiving any taxpayer
money. Moreover, Orange Man intends to slash (in half!) tax rates for all
busineses -- not just select "cronies".
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": As a result, the Carrier deal on its own
doesn’t offer a template that can be scaled up to protect millions of workers whose
futures are threatened by offshoring or technological change.
Rebuttal: Actually, Rosenscum, the Carrier deal does "offer a template that can be
scaled up." Many other businesses will stay in the USA if the tax rates and
regulatory burdens (like ObongoCare & EPA regs) are slashed. Duh!
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It is not rocket science, folks. High taxes and excessive regulations (which
are both overhead costs) place a heavy burden on economic activity.
Reducing the tax rates and regs alleviates the burden and stimulates
commerce and investment.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": But there may be ways to get closer to
that goal. Senator Bernie Sanders has proposed denying future federal contracts to
businesses that plan to move more than 50 jobs out of the United States.
Rebuttal: Rosenvomit! It is precisely because of tax-crazed, regulation-crazed
communist mad men like your beloved Bernie Sanders that so many businesses
want to escape Soviet America in the first place!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": The Carrier deal stands as an interesting
argument against longstanding Republican economic orthodoxy. In making the
deal, Mr. Trump and Mr. Pence have embraced the idea that the government does
indeed have a role to play in the free market. They intervened, and as a result, 800
people will keep their jobs.
Rebuttal: No, Rosenrectum. Trump and Pence did not "intervene" in the market
place. Exactly the opposite is true. The original "intervention" consisted of the high
corporate taxes, Federal support of labor unions, and all unnecessary regulations.
Another artificial intervention would have involved direct taxpayer subsidies paid
the Carrier. That is not what happened here. A tax cut actually amounts to a
reduction of state intervention, nitwit. Tax cuts are not welfare schemes!
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": If they applied the same interventionist
approach to other labor issues — raising the minimum wage and expanding
overtime pay come to mind — millions of working people might actually stand a
chance.
Rebuttal: Actually, Rosenscum, "millions of working people" would lose their
part-time service sector jobs if the minimum wage were to be jacked up to $15.
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And the manufacturing jobs that Trump intends to save and bring back often pay to
$25 per hour and up.
This just in, from the Wall Street Urinal. Read it and weep, Rosenbarf----- and then
bitch and whine some more over the fact that Orange Man is already running
economic rings around your Golden Faggot Boys Mr. & Mr. Obongo:

Trump Targets Second Indiana Plant Over Plans to Shift to
Mexico
Rexnord is expected to move production of industrial bearings from
Indianapolis to Mexico next year, eliminating about 300 jobs
One gets the impression that if Orange Man were to make the heavens open up
and rain down milk & honey, the nay-saying libtard scum of Sulzberger's Slimes
and the Piranha Press would complain that the milk was a bit too warm and the
honey not quite sweet enough. Such disgusting and heartless little people!

Trump's next job-loss-prevention project is Rexnord. --- The Slimes and
some self-described "free market" purists will surely attack him for that as
well.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
gave away millions of dollars in order to keep Carrier in Indiana.
Boobus Americanus 2: I knew there had to be a catch.

Sugar: You frickin' imbecile! Trump didn't give away @$%^ because tax
breakss are not corporate "ssubsidiess!"
Editor: Libtards would prefer to see these good folks in Indiana work in
McDonald's or go on welfare.
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NY Times: Italy’s Premier, Matteo Renzi, Says He’ll Resign
After Reform Rejected
By JASON HOROWITZ

REBUTTAL BY

Here is all you need to know about this past Sunday's referendum in Italy: The
brash, cocky, silver-tongued Globalist Golden Boy Matteo Renzi asked the Italian
people to allow changes to the constitution which would essentially make him the
Rothschild-installed dictator of Italy. Cocksure of his "popularity," and with the
CIA-commie Italian media fully behind him, the classic narcissist threatened to
resign if the referendum didn't go his way -- and he lost. Ciao ciao Renzi!

The cocky young commie with the cross-dressing "wife" took the "NO" vote
hard.
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Said Renzi in a rambling post-referendum speech riddled with the pronouns "I,"
"my," and "me":
“The ‘no’ won in an incredibly clear way... I assume all the responsibility of the
defeat ... my experience of government ends here.” Good riddance!
Beppe Grillo, the leader of Italy’s anti-establishment Trump-like Five Star
Movement gloated:
“The propaganda of the regime and all its lies are the first losers of this
referendum.”
Matteo Salvini, the leader of the anti-immigration Northern League, who
campaigned vigorously against Mr. Renzi’s proposal, called the result “not just a
defeat for Renzi but also his lackeys, bankers, financiers.”
The main beneficiary of Mr. Renzi’s defeat is Grillo's anti-establishment Five Star
Movement, a party that advocates ditching the Euro and restoring Italy's monetary
sovereignty. Indeed, Renzi once compared Grillo to Trump, “Populism is always
the offspring of fear,” Mr. Renzi said at the time. “And in Italy, the answer to fear
is the courage to not be defensive, to not be like all the others.”

1- Grillo, the comedian-turned-political leader, openly celebrated Trump's
victory.
2 & 3- The by-sea invasion of Italy was primarily the work of Renzi, with a
huge "blessing" from the communist Pope
Chaotic Italy with its numerous political parties, institutionalized corruption,
abysmal native birth rates, libtarded academics and CIA-controlled news media
still faces a bleak future. As is the case with the election of Orange Man in
America, the outcome of Renzi's referendum represents only a hopeful reprieve,
not a salvation.
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Nonetheless, Sugar and I, er, The Editorial Board of the Anti-New York Times
celebrates the imminent departure of this vile CIA charlatan and his beastlylooking big-mouthed "wife".

1 & 2: The fact that Premier Renzi was so shamelessly puffed-up by CFRBildeberger member Charlie Rose on both his CBS & PBS programs
constitutes all the evidence one needs to prove that Renzi is a traitor to
Italy.
3: Renzi's openly professed admiration for and fawning over the Frumpy
Frau of Germany also tells us who he really works for.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that a populist
uprising in Italy will result in Prime Minister Renzi stepping down.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's a shame. I saw Renzi on Charlie Rose a
few years ago. He seemed like a very impressive man.
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Sugar: You frickin' cretin! Renzi is nothing but a ssmooth-talking egomaniacal clown who iss married to a frickin' tranny!"
Editor: The parallels between the Obongos and the Renzis are striking.
Good riddance to them all!
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NY Times: A Warning for Americans From a Member of
Pussy Riot
By JIM RUTENBERG

WARNING -- OBSCENE MATERIAL ASSOCIATED WITH THIS
STORY
REBUTTAL BY

Well, well, well. Look at what Slimes' scribbler Jim Rutenberg (cough cough) has
dredged up from the septic tank. The dirty skanks of the Russian "band" Pussy Riot
have resurfaced to graciously "warn America" about the danger of Trump.
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The cultural vandals of "Pussy Riot" continue to be treated like martyrs by
the Globalist media of America and Europe.
From Rottenberg's article:
".... I went to a little cafe here to meet with Nadya Tolokonnikova of the Russian
punk band and activist art collective Pussy Riot. The group’s 2012 guerrilla
performance at the Cathedral of Christ the Savior in Moscow, which viciously
mocked Vladimir Putin and the Russian Orthodox Church, resulted in a two-year
prison sentence for Ms. Tolokonnikova and another of its members.
Pussy Riot became an international symbol of Mr. Putin’s crackdown on free
speech; of how his regime uses falsehood and deflection to sow confusion and
undermine critics.
Now that the political-media environment that we smugly thought to be “over
there” seems to be arriving over here, Ms. Tolokonnikova has a message: “It’s
important not to say to yourself, ‘Oh, it’s O.K.,’” she told me. “It’s important to
remember that, for example, in Russia, for the first year of when Vladimir Putin
came to power, everybody was thinking that it will be O.K.”

The Pussy Riot girls had friends in high places (with Killary, Image #2 / with
Madonna, Image #3).
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A major anti-Putin media offensive surrounded the 2012 case of the all-girl band
named after the vulgar term for a certain part of the female anatomy, not our furry
little feline friends. The girls, we were told, were arrested merely for entering a
Moscow church and singing a “Punk Prayer” to protest Putin. After being handed a
2 year jail sentence, the “International Community” (bow your head in solemn
reverence as you speak those words) exploded in self righteous indignation.
Singing from the same hymn book, these 10,000 or so eggheads based in New
York, DC, Hollywood, London, Paris, Brussels & Berlin all decreed that Putin was
paranoid ‘tyrant’ who had orchestrated the harsh sentence against the harmless
feminist “artists”. A rallying cry for this phony cause celeb soon emerged, “Free
Pussy Riot!” The affair grew into a real public relations disaster for Russia.
But a few essential details were deliberately omitted, and continue to be omitted
from the popular narrative.
Pussy Riot was not actually a “band”. The girls were just a group of NGO-financed
agitators who would don bright colored ski masks while strumming on electric
guitars which they knew not how to play. Their screaming “songs” consisted of
loud obscenities calling for things like “gay rights”, the downfall of Putin, and for
Russian housewives to stick their vacuum cleaner hoses up their vaginas.
Pussy Riot is an offshoot of an NGO funded Anarchist “ art collective” known as
VOINA, whose members (including Nadezhda Tolokonnikova of Pussy Riot –
whose own parents threw her out!) had previously engaged in such outrageous
“artistic” stunts as having a group sex session in a public museum and painting an
image of a huge penis on a draw bridge (which later “erected”). Another “art
project” involved the filming of a female member shoving a chicken carcass into
her vagina and walking out of the market as the refrigerated creature’s legs dangled
out from her canal like a breech birth.

The sex-crazed little Marxists believe that public indecency and vandalism
are a "civil right."
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The vandals of VOINA have also been known to spray urine filled water guns, and
throw urine filled balloons, at police officers, disrupt court proceedings and smash
up police cars. Upon deliberately provoking their own arrests, VOINA cult
members will scream about “police brutality” and then post online photos & videos
of their “human rights” being violated by “Putin’s thugs”. The Western Yellow
Press will then dutifully show the out-of-context images to their horrified
worshippers (readers/viewers). That’s how the NGO “protester” game is played!
Contrary to the scripted image of a repressive Russia, members of VOINA and
Pussy Riot endured only brief arrests and fines, at worst. In spite of being warned
to stay away from the cathedrals, the Pussy Riot “band” continued to push the
Moscow police. On February 21, 2012, members of the gang invaded Moscow's
Cathedral of Christ the Savior. The advanced student of real history will recall
the story of the Stalin-Kaganovich dynamite destruction of this historic Grand
Cathedral in 1931. During the 1990’s, it was rebuilt to the close specifications of
its original glory. This new Cathedral holds special religious, cultural and historic
meaning for Russian faithful. It was attacked for this very reason.

Destroyed by the Bolsheviks --- rebuilt during the 1990's -- attacked by Pussy Riot in
2012.

As horrified worshippers and priests looked on, a flash mob of as many as a dozen
VOINA radicals stormed the Christ Cathedral. Four of these deranged tools of the
Globalist NGO’s (the Pussy Riot girls) then took to the alter itself. They mocked
the stunned worshippers by kneeling and crossing themselves. As supporting
members blasted their music from the side, the “singers” then belted out an
obscene “protest prayer” aimed at Putin and Church Patriarch Kirill (the Russian
Church’s version of the Pope). They screamed that Putin is "Shit! Shit! The
Lord's shit". Patriarch Kirill was denounced as a "bitch" and Mother Mary was
urged to "become a feminist."
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Now the patient Russians had tolerated enough! The lead “singers” were finally
arrested and charged by the local authorities (not by Putin!), with "hooliganism
motivated by religious hatred” The arrest and subsequent trial drew international
attention and massive criticism. Not only did the feminist radicals not show an
ounce of remorse, but they laughed and mocked the court itself throughout the
entire trial. The deranged and defiant “activists” continued laughing as Judge
Marina Syrova handed down her sentence! It was evident that the girls (and their
handlers), actually wanted a prison sentence. It would be great anti-Putin
propaganda for the Globalists; and certain fame and fortune for the celebrity
“heroines” when they get out (in December 2013).
Indeed, only 3 months after Pussy Riot’s release, one of America’s most artificially
puffed-up pseudo “journalists” - the oh-so-serious and ever so “thought provoking”
Charlie Rose of PBS fame - debased himself by interviewing two of the deranged
subversives at a public forum held in New York in April of 2014. On bended knee
and with bated breath, the duplicitous charlatan lobbed one sugar-coated soft ball
after another to the “courageous” degenerates who dared to defy the “tyrant”
Putin. Not once did the pious fawning sophist think to ask the “ladies” about any of
the key data points we have just reviewed.
And now you know "the rest of the story" of the NGO terrorists who have been
protesting Putin, and are now "warning America" about Orange Man.

Millions have heard the official story of the poor persecuted little girls of
Pussy Riot -- but very few know the whole story.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
activists from Pussy Riot are warning of the similarities between the Trump
movement and the Putin phenomenon.
Boobus Americanus 2: Those are some very brave young women. We
should heed their warnings.

Sugar: Hey Boobuss,you credulouss clod! Read my book "The War
Againsst Putin" and ssee how badly fooled you have been."
Editor: Your book?
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NY Times: Shinzo Abe to Become First Japanese Leader to
Visit Pearl Harbor
By JONATHAN SOBLE and DAVID E. SANGER

REBUTTAL BY

It's that annoying time of year again when malignantly self-worshiping America
solemnly commemorates the "Day of Infamy" TM which forced a "reluctant"
President Roosevelt to ask for, and receive, a declaration of war against Japan from
the U.S. Congress. -- a declaration which necessarily and deliberately entailed war
against Germany and Italy.
What's surprising this year is that a few weeks after our sick national ritual of
remembrance, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe will be paying a visit to Pearl
Harbor as he meets with the soon-to-be-departing (we hope) U.S. President during
Mr. & Mr. Obongo's annual end-of-year, taxpayer-funded extravaganza in Hawaii.
A rebutting refresher course of the history-altering event is in order here.
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HARRY STIMSON'S CONFESSION!
"We face the delicate question of the diplomatic fencing to be done so as to
be sure Japan is put into the wrong and makes the first bad move. … The
question was how we should maneuver them into the position of firing the
first shot."
***
"When the news first came that Japan had attacked us my first feeling
was of relief that … a crisis had come in a way which would unite all our
people. This continued to be my dominant feeling in spite of the news of
catastrophes which quickly developed."
.
From the diary of Henry Stimson, FDR's Secretary of War
Slimes: Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said on Monday that he would visit Pearl
Harbor, becoming the first sitting Japanese leader to go to the site of Japan’s attack
75 years ago that pulled a stunned United States into World War II.
Rebuttal: The people of the United States were indeed "stunned," but FDR and his
gang of communist ghouls knew it was coming because they deliberately provoked
it in order to drag America into World War II.
Slimes: By visiting Pearl Harbor, Mr. Abe will in effect be reciprocating a historic
trip Mr. Obama made in May to Hiroshima, where the United States dropped a
nuclear bomb at the end of the war with Japan in 1945.
Rebuttal: Shame on you puppet boy Abe! There is no moral equivalence between
the strategic self-defense (preemptive) bombing of a military installation and the
incineration of women, children, elderly and other non-combatants.
Slimes: Mr. Abe’s visit will be one of a series of efforts by Japan to come to terms
with its wartime history, without engaging in direct apologies.
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Rebuttal: Japan doesn’t need to “come to terms” with anything. Like its wartime
ally, Germany, Japan’s only “crime” was to resist the New World Order and its
minions in the far east.
Slimes: “We must never repeat the horror of war,” Mr. Abe said on Monday. “I
want to express that determination as we look to the future, and at the same time
send a message about the value of U.S.-Japanese reconciliation.”
Rebuttal: Abe is not apologizing, but even the perception of some type of
Japanese regret offends truth and reason.
Slimes: Mr. Abe’s visit will come just a few weeks after the 75th anniversary of
the attack, which occurred on Dec. 7, 1941. ……
Just as the decision to drop the bomb on Japan to end the war has long been the
subject of a fraught moral and political debate in the United States,
Rebuttal: There is no moral comparison between a justified preemptive attack on
a military base and the incineration / radiation of hundreds of thousands of women,
children, elderly and other non-combatants.
Slimes: .. the decision to attack Pearl Harbor has been enormously delicate in
Japan.
Rebuttal: The question is “enormously delicate” because there is a debate between
the traitor academics of Japan and the honest ones. Because the Japanese was not
mind-raped to the extent that the big bad Germans were after the war and ever
since, such debate is actually permissible in otherwise de-balled Japan.

Comparing Pearl Harbor to the atomic bomb and firebombing attacks upon
Japan is as dishonest as it is disgusting.
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Slimes: For decades, politicians have been reluctant to make any statement
resembling an apology for the attack, which many in Japan argue was the natural
outgrowth of an American-led oil embargo that would have starved the Japanese
empire.
Rebuttal: The prefacing term, “Many in Japan argue” implies that this is an
opinion. But it is not an arguable opinion. It is a fact! Japan was being choked to
death and threatened with war if it sought to obtain oil elsewhere in southeast Asia.
Slimes: “Indeed, the oil embargo cornered Japan,” Hirohito said, referring to the
American-led blockade. “Once the situation had come to this point, it was natural
that advocacy for going to war became predominant,” he said. “If, at that time, I
suppressed opinions in favor of war, public opinion would have certainly surged,
with people asking questions about why Japan should surrender so easily when it
had a highly efficient army and navy, well trained over the years.”
Rebuttal: Ah, the obligatory truth nugget buried in the pile of Sulzbergian shit.
We’ll take it though. It's real gem of a quote from the Emperor --- as is the
following from 1941.

Emperor Hirohito / Charred remains of the firebombing of Tokyo
"It has truly been unavoidable and far from our wishes that our
Empire has been brought to cross swords with America and Britain....
Eager for the realization of their inordinate ambition to dominate the
Orient, both America and Britain, giving support to the Chungking
regime, have aggravated the disturbances in East Asia. Moreover
these two powers, inducing other countries to follow suit, increased
military preparations on all sides of our Empire to challenge us. They
have obstructed by every means our peaceful commerce and finally
resorted to a direct severance of economic relations, menacing
greatly the existence of our Empire.
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Patiently have we waited and long have we endured, in the hope that
our Government might retrieve the situation in peace. But our
adversaries, showing not the least spirit of conciliation, have unduly
delayed a settlement; and in the meantime they have intensified the
economic and political pressure to compel our Empire to
submission."
Emperor Hirohito -- December 8, 1941
Slimes: In August, Mr. Abe’s wife, Akie, paid a quiet visit to Pearl Harbor and the
Arizona memorial, fueling speculation that her husband would follow.
Rebuttal: That's just wonderful! Now even the traditionally soft-spoken sweet
women of Japan, like their western counterparts, are starting to get mouthy and
political. (They aren't having babies anymore either!)
Slimes: Mr. Abe did not elaborate on Monday on his plans for the Pearl Harbor
visit, which will be carefully choreographed with American officials. He said he
hoped to “comfort the souls of the victims.”
Rebuttal: Again, though the words are measured, the optics are horrible. Abe is
apologizing without literally apologizing.
Slimes: Several American veterans groups said they welcomed Mr. Abe’s visit,
regardless of whether he apologizes or not.
Rebuttal: How sad that after all these years, Pearl Harbor survivors and their
families still haven’t learned about FDR’s treachery in both provoking the attack
and then denying advance warming to the commanders at the base who were later
shamelessly scapegoated (Admiral Kimmel & General Short).
Slimes: The two leaders’ visit will showcase the power of reconciliation that has
turned former adversaries into the closest of allies, united by common interests and
shared values.
Correction: The two leaders’ visit will showcase the power of reconciliation
domination that has turned former adversaries into the closest of allies a mastervassal complex united by common interests and shared values force and the
ongoing occupation of Japan. (There, fixed it!)
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Japan's genocide-induced surrender of 1945 remains in effect. Unlike their
brainwashed German counterparts, many Japanese know it and resent it.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
President of Japan intends to visit Pearl Harbor.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's about time Japan confronted its fascist past
and apologizes for attacking us at Pearl Harbor.

Sugar: Hey Boobuss. Read "Day of Deceit" by Robert Sstinnett
Editor: A classic!
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NY Times: Trump Picks Scott Pruitt, Climate Change Denialist, to
Lead E.P.A
By CORAL DAVENPORT and ERIC LIPTON

NY Times: Trump and Pruitt Will Make America Gasp Again
By PAUL KRUGAN

REBUTTAL BY

Even by the Slimes' low standards, bold headlines tagging the nominee for EPA
chief as a "denialist" who will "make America gasp again" are surprising to behold.
Why not just label him as a "jerk," or some other childish term?
The funny thing is that Scott Pruitt, the Oklahoma Attorney General, doesn't even
deny the Global Warming TM / Climate Change TM hoax -- at least not publicly.
Pruitt wrote earlier this year:
“Scientists continue to disagree about the degree and extent of global warming
and its connection to the actions of mankind. That debate should be encouraged —
in classrooms, public forums, and the halls of Congress. It should not be silenced
with threats of prosecution. Dissent is not a crime.”
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What worries the Slimes' communist Demonrats like Paul Krugman (cough
cough) is not that Pruitt's de-regulatory agenda will make sea-levels rise (nobody
actually believes such nonsense) -- but that such policies would make employment
and income levels rise. The aims of the Left are to suppress living standards,
restrict freedom, diminish national sovereignty and keep the masses dependent
upon government. Because a rollback of senseless environmental regulations will
surely unleash positive economic forces, the Demonrats fear that the people
coming off of the public welfare roles may credit Orange Man for their new jobs
and/or rising incomes.
The known communist Bernie Sanders (cough cough) has already announced his
intention to throw a Marxist monkey-wrench into Pruitt's confirmation process"
“At a time when climate change is the great environmental threat to the entire
planet, it is sad and dangerous that Mr. Trump has nominated Scott Pruitt to lead
the E.P.A....The American people must demand leaders who are willing to
transform our energy system away from fossil fuels. I will vigorously oppose this
nomination.”

Krugman the child wear a T-shirt mocking Trump's hair. Communists like
him and Sanders (Image 2) promote phony "environmentalism" as a backdoor towards a more communistic planet.
Let's us complete this rebuttal with a quick crash-course-bullet-point debunking the
New World Order's cherished sovereignty-busting, tax-raising, power-grabbing
fairy tale of Global Warming TM, aka Climate Change TM (for when it gets cold
out).


The warmists began making "10-15-years-in-the-future" doom & gloom
forecasts about 35 years ago. None of them have come to pass as the 10-15
year disaster keeps getting moved up.
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Satellite based temperature reading show no warming for 19 consecutive
years. The warmists have been finally forced to acknowledge this fact, but
now claim that the satellite readings were not done properly.



The Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets expand and contract year-to-year. There
has been no observable net shrinkage over past 50 years.



The world's glaciers expand and contract year-to-year. Some are currently
receding and other are currently expanding.



Sea-levels have not risen. All of the world's low islands and tiny atolls are
still here.



In spite of the manipulative images of Polar Bears stranded in pieces of ice,
the Polar Bear population is NOT in decline.



There has been no increase in hurricane or typhoon activity over the past 50
years at least.
o

o

It's all LIES!


All Global Warming research is conducted by scientists who are on the
payroll of either some government entity or a left wing CIA/Soros affiliated
NGO (Non Governmental Organization)



Scientists have been caught red-handed attempting to fudge their research in
favor of "proving" Global Warming TM.



The myth of "95% consensus" has been exposed as a fraud.



Man-caused CO2 account for only 2-3% of total CO2. Termites and geothermal activity account for more than man does.
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The natural annual variance of all atmospheric CO2 is + or - 5%. So, even a
total elimination of man-caused CO2 could easily be erased by a slight
upward trend due to natural causes.



The earth has passed through solar-activity-based numerous ice ages, miniice ages and warming periods long before we became industrialized.



Factors such as water vapor, solar activity, Axis-tilt-variation, unpredictable
ocean currents and wind patterns impact climate far more than CO2
emissions (natural or man-made).



Scientists who dispute Global Warming TM are often subject to vicious
attacks and career damage.

For a more in-depth understanding of just how bad the "junk science" supporting
the Global Warming TM / Climate Change TM hoax really is, we would refer our
readers to Mark Morano's excellent and very comprehensive website
climatedepot.com
On a closing note, the clever manner in which Orange Man made a big show of
meeting with prominent Global Warming TM / Climate Change TM con-men Al
Gore and Leonardo DiCaprio, just as he was nominating Pruitt and also "denier"
Cathy McMorris Rogers for the Department of Interior, is the stuff of marketing
genius. Orange Man "outreach" to Al & Lenny served the purpose of mitigating
the hate from the libtards, soccer moms and millennials who actually believe in
such crap, thus allowing him to more easily pick "deniers" anyway. Genius!

Trump the “Troll” --- generates good liberal publicity for himself by
summoning Global Warmists Trump and DiCaprio to Trump Tower; then
turns around and appoints "deniers" Pruitt and Rogers (Image 3) to his
cabinet. Hahahahahahaha!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
just picked a climate denier for EPA chief.
Boobus Americanus 2: Ridiculous. Doesn't Trump know that 95% of
scientists now believe that the planet is warming?!

Sugar: Hey Boobuss. Don't you know that 95% of what comess out of the
media and academia is communisst bull-@#%&?
Editor: Closer to 99%, I think --- and clean up the kitty-litter mouth, please.
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NY Times: Holocaust Survivors Score Victory in Reclaiming
Stolen Art
By EMMARIE HUETTEMAN

REBUTTAL BY

Both in TomatoBubble articles and in "The Bad War," Sugar and I, er, "The
Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times have thoroughly exposed the scam
that is the "Nazi looted art" routine. What we were not aware of, as this article
reveals, is that the usual suspects appear to have been, and evidently still are,
cashing in on the big lie. Why are we not surprised?
Hazmat suits and goggles on, boys and girls. Join us for a rebutting historical swim
in Sulzberger's cesspool as we examine young Gentile Emmarie Huetteman's
latest journalistic turd sandwich. But first, a bit of historical context.
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29-year-old Slimes scribbler Emmarie Huetteman is probably not a
knowing Marxist conspirator -- and most likely just a dumb millennial libtard
who not-too-long-ago cried her eyes out during mandatory Middle School
Holocaust TM education. Very soon, her lost generation will outnumber the
baby-boomers.

"Looted Art" -- The Historical Context
Under Kaiser Wilhelm II during World War I, the highly cultured Germans go to
great lengths to protect and preserve artworks located in enemy territory or near a
zone of combat. The German word to describe this principal of saving Europe's
cultural and artistic treasures during wartime is "Kunstschutz" (art protection). At
the end of World War I, rescued artworks are returned voluntarily. Unlike World
War II, anti-German propaganda actually fades away following World War I. As a
result, Germany is later praised for "Kunstschutz" / art protection during "The
Great War".

Kaiser Wilhelm tried to avert the war which was forced upon Germany.
Even while winning the war, the Kaiser held out an olive branch to the
Allies, while his soldiers protected artworks belonging to enemy nations.
World War I was very destructive. Thanks to Germany, many works of art
located in Belgium and France were saved.
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A talented painter himself, The Great One had a great appreciation for art and
culture. He sees Churchill and FDR as uncultured barbarians with merciless
disregard for innocent life, architecture, and works of art. As the Germans under
Kaiser Wilhelm II had done during World War I, Hitler also orders the protection
of artworks throughout the combat theatres of Western and Eastern Europe. The
task of protecting the art of Europe is handed over to Air Force Marshal Hermann
Goering.

As men of culture, Hitler and Goring placed high priority on art protection.
As Allied terror bombing ravages Europe, thousands of paintings and sculptures
from Italy, France, Belgium, Russia, Romania, and Poland are gathered and
meticulously inventoried by the Germans. After the war, the American Art
Looting Investigation Unit (ALIU) of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)
issues 13 reports on the German plundering of art. By the way, this is the same
OSS whose other “findings” accuse the Germans of using the bodies of dead Jews
to make “shrunken heads”, “lamp shades” and “bars of soap” - allegations which
are today universally acknowledged to have been false. The OSS is the
forerunner to the CIA.
Now, on to our analysis of the article.
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The "Cloak & Dagger" Logo of the OSS says it all! An Agency whose stated
purpose involves strategic deception and propaganda crafted the "looted
art" lie. The mass murderer Eisenhower (shown examining "looted art")
also helped to sell the post war lie.

Huetteman: A group of Holocaust survivors and their families notched a crucial
victory on Friday,...
Rebuttal: They always "notch crucial victory," don't they?
Huetteman: ... as Congress approved legislation that would make it easier to
reclaim art confiscated during World War II.
Rebuttal: Gimme, Gimme, Gimme ... Mine, Mine, Mine. Amazing. Only years of
life remaining for these nonagenarian money-grubbers and yet the materialistic
avarice remains as strong as ever.
Huetteman: The unanimous vote was the culmination of a bipartisan effort to help
victims whose art was taken by the Nazis and their allies. The House passed the
bill on Wednesday.
Rebuttal: "Unanimous vote," eh? Only one group in America has the clout to
corral a very unusual unanimous vote. (cough cough)
Huetteman: Should President Obama sign it into law, as expected, ...
Rebuttal: "As expected", eh? Gee. Really? Ya actually think Homo-Obongo, who
owes his political success to these characters, would even consider not signing it?
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Huetteman: the measure would loosen, and standardize across the country, the
statute of limitations on claims for the return of looted art. Survivors and their
families would have six years to make a claim after identifying pieces taken from
them and proving their right to them.
Rebuttal: Exactly how, 75 years after the fact, would these "survivors" TM be able
to "prove their right" to any of the artworks called into question? We suspect that a
mere uncontested "that's mine" will suffice. After all, what museum curator who
values his career would dare to call a "Holocaust survivor" TM a liar? That would
be "anti-Semitic" TM -- don't ya know?
Huetteman: The legislation is considered a critical tool as Holocaust survivors and
their heirs have faced a bureaucratic and legal tangle of governments, museums
and collectors to recover art taken from them more than 70 years ago.
Translation: Museums and even private collectors are now at greater risk of being
dispossessed of any piece for which they cannot establish a definitive historical
line of ownership.
Huetteman: Ronald S. Lauder, president of the World Jewish Congress and an
advocate in the fight to recover looted art, said that, under the bill, future claims
would be more likely to be judged on their merits.
Translation: The World Jewish Congress is the same criminal gang that shook
down Switzerland for "stolen gold" back in the 1990's. The Swiss resisted at first,
before a downed airliner in 1998 and a deadly tunnel fire in 2001 "persuaded" them
to pay up!

The current "stolen art" shakedown follows a similar template as the late
1990's "stolen gold" shakedown.
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Huetteman: A treaty signed by 44 countries in 1998, known as the Washington
Conference Principles on Nazi-Confiscated Art, urged an expeditious “just and
fair solution” to what advocates have described as an ongoing injustice to an
already grievously wronged group.
Rebuttal: This is the sad song that never ends: "ongoing injustice to an already
grievously wronged group." --- wa wa wa!
Huetteman: Some legal experts had pointed out that the new legislation has some
deficiencies, particularly that it does not ensure restitution. But supporters cheered
that it would make it easier to make claims in American courts.
Rebuttal: In other words, the new law will make it easier for scoundrels to file a
lawsuit against a museum or private collector -- a critical legal step which is
usually 3/4 of the battle because most defendants would prefer to settle rather than
fight an expensive and uncertain custody battle in front of a Jewish judge or even a
career-minded Gentile judge.
Huetteman: The quest for justice for Holocaust survivors united lawmakers from
both parties in a remarkably combative election year. Senator Chuck Schumer of
New York, the incoming Democratic leader, and Senator Ted Cruz of Texas, a
Republican and former presidential candidate, teamed up on the bill.
Rebuttal: "... united lawmakers from both parties," eh? You see, boys and girls,
when it comes to groveling at the feet of the chosenites, there is only one political
Party.
Huetteman: “Artwork lost during the Holocaust is not just property,” said Senator
John Cornyn of Texas, the Senate’s No. 2 Republican and another backer of the
bill. “To many victims and their families, it is a reminder of the vanished world of
their families.”
Rebuttal: Hey Senator! How about a little sympathy for the "vanished" lives of
millions of Germans and "the vanished world" of 10's of millions of Germans?
Now dead and forgotten, or still alive and emotionally scarred, all because these
very same characters demanded and got their unjust war of genocide upon
Germany. (See images below)

.
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Then and now, they always get their way.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Congress
just passed a bill that will make it easier for Holocaust survivors to reclaim
any art stolen from them by the evil Nazis.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well it's about damn time! It should not have
taken this long to help them recover what was rightfully theirs.

Sugar: The reasson it took sso long is probably becausse the scheming
@#%^&*$ had to wait for true original ownerss to die off.
Editor: A very plausible and astute hypothesis there, my feline friend.
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President Vladimir V. Putin last month at the Kremlin. The C.I.A. believes he
deployed computer hackers with the goal of tipping the election to Donald J.
Trump

NY Times: C.I.A. Judgment on Russia Built on Swell of
Evidence
By MARK MAZZETTI and ERIC LICHTBLAU

The conclusion that Russia intervened in the election to help Donald J. Trump
was based on what many believe is overwhelming circumstantial evidence,
which is often the most intelligence analysts have at their disposal.
REBUTTAL BY

The false accusations being leveled at Vladimir Putin and his phantom "hackers"
are so preposterous that even Boobus Libtardus shouldn't need us to rebut this
piece of "fake news." Nonetheless, this remains a very useful piece for analytical
dissection because, when stripped naked, it features some of the classic tactical
tricks often used by journalistic deceivers -- mainly, the "sell-the-sizzle-but-notthe-steak" marketing trick. By catching and exposing the subtle Sulzbergerian
subterfuge of Messrs. Mark Mazzetti & Eric Lichtbblau (cough cough), we
thereby inoculate the reader against future false stories which utilize the same
mendacious magic.
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Mazzetti & Lichtblau (author of "The Nazis Next Door) -- masters of
journalistic sleight-of-hand.
Sub-Headline: The conclusion that Russia intervened in the election to help
Donald J. Trump was based on what many believe ....
Analysis: "based on what many believe" --- sounds impressive but tells us nothing.
"Many" also believe that the allegation is false, and the word "believe" implies
opinion, not hard evidence.
Sub-Headline: ... is overwhelming circumstantial evidence, ...
Analysis: And yet, this "overwhelming circumstantial evidence" -- (sizzle sizzle) -has still not been released! We are left to blindly trust an unnamed (imaginary?)
CIA source that the "evidence" is indeed "overwhelming."
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: American spy and law enforcement agencies were united
in the belief, in the weeks before the presidential election, that the Russian
government had deployed computer hackers to sow chaos during the campaign.
Analysis: "were united in the belief" --- apart from being an untrue statement, that
claim still does not provide the reader with any evidence of the "Russian hacking."
Oh waiter --- Where is my damn steak, please?
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: Last week, Central Intelligence Agency officials presented
lawmakers with a stunning new judgment that upended the debate.
Analysis: "Stunning," eh? -- "upended the debate," eh? Those are mighty strong
words. But you two ass-clowns still haven't described the nature of this
"overwhelming" and "stunning" evidence that so "upended the debate". How do
"youse guys" know that it is so "stunning" if you aren't actually privy to it? Sizzle
sizzle, but still no steak.
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"Overwhelming" --- "stunning" --- "upended the debate" --- sounds good,
yet still no steak.
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: Russia, they said, had intervened with the primary aim of
helping make Donald J. Trump president.
Analysis: "they said," --- again, tells us nothing. We don't care what "they say." In
fact, we still don't even know who "they" even are! We want to see what the
"overwhelming" and "stunning" evidence says. Stop with the sizzle and bring us
the steak!
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: The C.I.A.’s conclusion ..... was an analysis of what many
believe is overwhelming circumstantial evidence —
Analysis: "many believe." --- There "youse guys" go again! We don't care about
the "many" and nor are we impressed by the word "belief." Tell us what "youse
guys" actually KNOW!
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: ... evidence that others feel does not support firm
judgments
Analysis: "others feel does not support firm judgments" --- Ah! A tiny little truth
gem slipped in to give the appearance of objectivity. So, there are "others" in the
intelligence community who do not buy this tale. Interesting. But didn''t "youse
guys" just say that the intelligence gencies "were united in the belief?" ... Hmmm?
Gotcha!
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: -- that the Russians put a thumb on the scale for Mr.
Trump, and got their desired outcome.
Analysis: Even if the Russians did "put a thumb on the scale for Mr. Trump," --the entirety of the "mainstream media" put their collective bodies on the scale for
Killary! Why is that not considered to be a scandal?
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CNN -- the same network that fed Killary debate questions in advance -uses camera effects to literally made Killary glow like a saint. Meanwhile,
the whole Piranha Press attacked Orange Man 24/7. That was the real
scandal to tilt the election -- not "Russian influence."
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: Mr. Trump’s response has been to dismiss the reports by
citing another famous intelligence assessment — the botched 2002 conclusion that
the Iraqi leader, Saddam Hussein, had weapons of mass destruction —
“I think it’s ridiculous. I think it’s just another excuse. I don’t believe it,” Mr.
Trump said on Sunday in an interview on Fox News.
Analysis: Hard to argue with Trump's logic there.
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: Yet there is a loud chorus of bipartisan voices, including
Senator John McCain, Republican of Arizona, going public to accuse the Russians
of election interference.
Analysis: Ah! A "yeah but" to offset Trump's observation. And of course, the
devious duo cites every libtard's favorite Republican't, John McCain the Insane,
to support their deceitful journalism.
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: Both intelligence and law enforcement officials agree that
there is a mountain of circumstantial evidence suggesting that the Russian hacking
was primarily aimed at helping Mr. Trump and damaging his opponent, Hillary
Clinton.
Analysis: "mountain of circumstantial evidence" and "suggesting" are contadictory
terms. If there is truly a "mountain of circumstantial evidence," then why not use
the word "proving" instead of the weasel word "suggesting." By the way, when are
"youse guys" or your CIA "sources" going to allow us riff-raff to actually see this
mythical "mountain of evidence?" Sizzle, sizzle.
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Mazzetti & Lichtblau: American intelligence officials believe that Russia also
penetrated databases housing Republican National Committee data, but chose to
release documents only on the Democrats. The committee has denied that it was
hacked.
Analysis: If the RNC denies that it was even hacked, then doesn't that discredit
these "American intelligence officials" and their other "beliefs" as well?

Unseen CIA source to Slimes newspaper man:
"Pssst. The 'mountain of evidence' is 'top secret' --- but trust me. It
really does exist, and boy-oh-boy is it 'stunning' and 'overwhelming'
and 'upending.'"
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: Beyond the specific targets of the hacks, American
officials cite broad evidence that Mr. Putin and the Russian government favored
Mr. Trump over Mrs. Clinton.
More generally, the Russian government has blamed Mrs. Clinton, along with the
C.I.A. and other American officials, for encouraging anti-Russian revolts during
the 2003 Rose Revolution in Georgia and the 2004 Orange Revolution in Ukraine.
Analysis: The fact that the Russians preferred Orange Man over Killary speaks
only to possible motive. It does not constitute evidence of anything. Just because I
often enjoy a glass of red wine with my dinner; that doesn't in anyway prove that I
was the one who shoplifted from the local liquor store last week.
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: Russian television, which is tightly controlled by the
government,...
Analysis: Actually, that's totally false. Russian media is a mixed bag consisting of
pro-Putin media and pro-"Atlantacists" who subtly work against Putin.
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Mazzetti & Lichtblau: ... has generally portrayed Mr. Trump as a strong, friendly
potential partner while often airing scathing assessments of Mrs. Clinton.
Analysis: Again, motive does not equate to action --- and God forbid if we should
step back from World War III and become "friendly" with Russia. Oh horrors!
Mazzetti & Lichtblau: And yet, there is skepticism within the American
government, particularly at the F.B.I., that this evidence adds up to proof that
the Russians had the specific objective of getting Mr. Trump elected.
Analysis: Another buried truth gem --- useful to the astute line-by-line reader, yet
lost on the majority of hurried and trusting skim-readers. Evidently, the "mountain
of evidence" against Putin does not appear to be all that "overwhelming" and
"upending" and "stunning" to the F.B.I. This can only mean that the F.B.I. has
been taken over by the K.G.B.
How "stunning" is that? --- sizzle, sizzle.

Make the world peaceful again.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the CIA
has accumulated a mountain of overwhelming evidence proving that
Russian hackers influenced the election.
Boobus Americanus 2: Stunning. Absolutely stunning.

Sugar: You're frickin' sstunned all right, Boobus! As in brain damaged.
Editor: He's also 'overwhelmed.'
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NY Times: A Trump Economic Boom? The Fed May Stand
in the Way
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

REBUTTAL BY

Without intending to do so, (or perhaps intending to send a message to his
comrades-in-crime?) Slimes scribbler Binyamin Appelbaum (cough cough)
performs a great service for some of us more advanced "conspiracy theorists" TM
who have been warning that the HNB (Hebrew National Bank) intends to pull the
rug out from Orange Man before he can turn the economic ship around. It's
actually quite a shocking read -- not so much because it teaches us anything new,
but because of its unusually brazen portrayal of just how powerful and how
subversive the Central Bank of America really is. Let us examine a few excerpts.

Bennie lets a huge "cat out of the bag" for us.
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Appelbaum: Investors in financial markets, and those predicting faster economic
growth in 2017, would do well to remember the famous words of William
McChesney Martin Jr., the former Federal Reserve chairman, uttered way back in
1955: "The Fed’s job is to remove the punch bowl just as the party gets going."
Analysis: A former Fed Chair admits that the bank has the power to kill an
economic expansion (generally done in order to kill the inflation that the Bank
itself has ignited).
Appelbaum: President-elect Donald J. Trump’s promises to cut taxes and
regulation and to increase spending on infrastructure and defense have convinced
many that a sugar high in the near term will goose the economy. But Fed officials
say the economy is already expanding at something close to its maximum
sustainable pace, meaning faster growth would drive inflation toward unwelcome
levels.
Analysis: "Maximum sustainable pace?" -- Do these gangsters at the HNB realize
how many people are out of work or underemployed or earning crap for wages?
Answer: Of course they know what's going on, and they want to keep it that way in
order to ensure that Orange Man fails!
Appelbaum: To avoid overheating, the Fed could respond by raising interest rates
more quickly. The more Mr. Trump stimulates growth, the faster the Fed is likely
to increase rates.
Translation: The more Trump succeeds, the more aggressively the HNB will
move to thwart that success by tightening the money supply with rapidly rising
rates.
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Today's Slimes confirms that "conspiracy theorist" Congressman Lindbergh
Sr. was right when he warned that the new Central Bank (enacted in 1913)
would come to dominate the economy through its issuance and contraction
of debt-based currency:
“The new law will create inflation whenever the trusts want inflation.
From now on depressions will be scientifically created.”
Appelbaum: The rate sits in a range of 0.25 percent to 0.5 percent, a low level
intended to stimulate economic growth by encouraging borrowing and risk-taking.
Analysts predict the Fed will shift the range upward by a quarter of a percentage
point, modestly reducing those incentives.
Analysis: Sooner or later the base rate was going to be increased. It is the fact that
it will happen so soon after the election that is disturbing. Clearly, the HNB
delayed the inevitable rate hike in order to prop up Obongo's sick economy as best
as possible and also to help elect Killary.
Appelbaum: The rate increase is widely regarded as a foregone conclusion. ...The
looming question is how quickly the Fed will continue to raise rates in 2017.
Analysis: We predict that the rate hikes will come however fast and large as
necessary to prevent a Trumpian economic boom.
Appelbaum: Economic forecasts always require large assumptions, but that is
particularly true in the present case because Mr. Trump has provided relatively few
details about his plans.
Analysis: To the contrary, Orange Man's economic plans with regards to
taxation, regulation and trade have been quite specific -- which is why economic
optimism, as confirmed by surveys of businesses large and small, is now soaring.
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Appelbaum: During his campaign, Mr. Trump predicted 4 percent annual growth,
and his actions since Election Day point to a single-minded goal of short-term job
creation. “Our No. 1 priority is going to be the economy, get back to 3 to 4 percent
growth,” Steven Mnuchin, Mr. Trump’s pick to serve as Treasury secretary, said
last month.
Analysis: A return to 3-4% growth rates, for an economy as massive as America's,
would erase the annual deficits (assuming spending is controlled) and lift millions
out of poverty. Of course, our moral, cultural, educational and political problems
won't be solved, but we should at least rejoice at the prospect of such long overdue
economic expansion.
Appelbaum: Many economists regard such growth predictions as fanciful;...
Analysis: What is so bloody damn "fanciful" about achieving 3-4% growth after a
period of massive tax cuts and massive regulatory relief? Privately, Orange Man
is probably expecting 6-7%.

1- History shows that 3-4% growth rates were common up until the age of
Obongo. But now, the Fed won't allow it?
2- Orange Man: “It is so important to audit The Federal Reserve, and
yet Ted Cruz missed the vote on the bill that would allow this to be
done.”
Appelbaum: Some think Mr. Trump is more likely to push the economy into
recession than to catalyze a new boom.
Analysis: And who exactly are these pessimistic "some?" Answer: The very same
Keynesian communists who drove the economy into a ditch by loading it up with
too many taxes, regulations, law suits, money printing and "free trade" schemes.
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Appelbaum: Even if Mr. Trump is right, however, the Fed does not want 4 percent
growth.
Analysis: Wow! Just wow! That one bears repeating, with some bold emphasis!
Appelbaum: Even if Mr. Trump is right, however, the Fed does not want 4
percent growth.
Analysis: Speechless. Just let that admission sink in.
Appelbaum: The central bank’s outlook has become increasingly gloomy.
Officials estimated in September that annual growth of 1.8 percent was the
maximum sustainable pace,
Analysis: A "maximum" growth rate of 1.8%" is actually a negative growth rate
because the inflation numbers, which factor into the GDP formula, are cooked
downwards. This can only mean, as it did during the HNB's Great Depression, that
Yenta Yellen and her gang actually want millions of Americans to continue
struggling in perpetuity.

Sorry my friend. The HNB doesn't want you to have a job. You wouldn't
want the economy to "overheat" now, do ya?
Appelbaum: Fed officials also are increasingly convinced that steady job growth
has substantially eliminated the post-recession backlog of people seeking work.
The unemployment rate fell to 4.6 percent in November, a level the Fed regards as
healthy.
Analysis: Any policy-maker or journalist who knowingly spreads the LIE of a
4.6% unemployment rate ought to have their lying tongues ripped out with a set of
rusty pliers. The actual rate of unemployment / underemployment remains at about
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20%! (long term unemployed + underemployed + phony disability cases --- see
shadowstats.com) Moreover, many of the full-time-employed now work for
service-sector wages so low that they'd be better off on welfare!
Appelbaum: Stanley Fischer, the Fed’s vice chairman, said last month the Fed
might still benefit from fiscal stimulus because it could raise rates more quickly.
That would increase the Fed’s ability to respond to future downturns by reducing
interest rates.
Translation: The HNB creates the booms, and then "corrects" the "overheating"
(inflation) by creating a counter-balancing deflationary bust, which it then
"corrects" by creating a counter-balancing boom, which it then "corrects" by
creating a counter-balancing bust, which it then .... (yeah, it really is that insane!)
Appelbaum: Mr. Trump has promised to press for rapid changes in government
policy, but Congress is not built for speed. .... The impact of new cuts, and any
increase in infrastructure spending that Mr. Trump can persuade dubious
Republicans to embrace, would be felt mostly in future years.
Analysis: We're afraid that Benny is correct about Orange Man's fellow
Republicant's. Some of the same crowd that is already pushing back on the issue of
Putin and Russia (McCain, Graham, Rubio et al) can be expected to drag their feet
on economic policies as well -- particularly if such obstructionism will gain then a
few love letters from the Jew York Slimes or the Washington Compost.
Appelbaum: Mark M. Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s Analytics, predicted
that tax cuts, regulatory rollbacks and deficit-financed spending would fuel faster
growth in the first half of Mr. Trump’s four-year term. But he said that the Fed’s
rate increases,... would gradually begin to take a larger toll. By the end, Mr. Zandi
predicted, the American economy would be “unnervingly close” to recession.
Analysis: The HNB will keep the economy in the toilet as the Piranha Press pins
the blame for undoing the "Obama recovery" on Orange Man.
Appelbaum: “The Fed and markets in general will ultimately wash out any
benefit,” Mr. Zandi said Monday. “The economy under President Trump ultimately
will be diminished.”
Analysis: Again, we say, wow! The sons-of-bitches, via their mouthpieces, are
actually admitting to us what they intend to do. That's another line worth repition
in bold..
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Appelbaum: “The Fed and markets in general will ultimately wash out any
benefit,” ---- “The economy under President Trump ultimately will be
diminished.”
Analysis: If Orange Man is serious about "making America great again," he had
better be prepared to pull an "Andrew Jackson" by battling the Central Bank, and
killing it. Good luck with that!

Like Andrew the Great Jackson, Trump will have to defeat Rothschild's
banker agents if hopes to succeed.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the Fed
won't allow Trump to achieve his target growth rate of 4%. The Fed wants
1-2%.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's the smart play by Yellen. Too much growth
leads to overheating.
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Sugar: Boobuss! The only thing 'overheating' is my temper! Your sstupidity
is gonna give me a frickin' heart attack, you know that, Boobuss!!!!

Editor: Come here sweetie. I have a treat for you that will make you feel
better.
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NY Times: Amid Rain of Shells, Aleppo’s Civilians Offer
‘Final Scream’
NY Times (Editorial): Aleppo’s Destroyers: Assad, Putin,
Iran
NY Times (Op-ed): What Comes After Aleppo Falls?
REBUTTAL BY

The Slimes' empathy for the long-suffering people of the Syrian city of Aleppo is
so touching, isn't it? Of course, there were no such crocodile tears shed when the
city was conquered and then held by the murderous mercenary CIA scum which
the Slimes continues to romantically describe as "rebels" or "the moderate
opposition." No, only now when the Russian-backed / Iranian-backed Syrian Army
has finally liberated the city do we hear such sanctimonious wailing about "the
children."
Now is a good time to briefly review the history of what was done to Syria -- in
that signature distilled style that TomatoBubble / The Anti-New York Times
is known for. Though the drama dates back more than 100 years, we begin our
crash course in that history-altering year of 2001.
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In response to the false-flag terror attacks of "9/11" TM the neo-cons seize
upon the opportunity as an excuse for restructuring the Middle East nearer to
the black heart of expansion-minded Israel's desire. To that end, Iraq, Iran
and Syria (and sometimes their tech supplier North Korea) are labeled as
"The Axis of Evil." Plans to militarily topple these regimes, and others, are
set into motion.

George Bush used the Globo-Zio 9/11 attacks to define and target "the
Axis of Evil" -- which included Assad of Syria.



The Bush/Cheney war on Iraq ultimately achieves its objective of
conquering Iraq, but at a great cost of blood and treasure. The Globalist
faction of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) -- which, unlike the neocons, always prefers internal subversion and proxy wars to open military
assault -- throws its support behind a Globo-Zio scheme that will come to be
known as "The Arab Spring." The "spontaneous" uprisings throughout the
Arab world are triggered by the embarrassing leaks published by
likely Mossad agent Julian Assange of WikLeaks.

Assange boasted of triggering "The Arab Spring" protests which were
hyped up by the international press in order to destabilize the Arab world.
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As foretold by General Wesley Clark about a decade earlier, beloved
Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi is toppled and eventually murdered in
the streets by the CIA mercenaries. A similar uprising (The Green
Revolution) quickly fizzles out in Iran, and a successful CIA coup in Egypt
is overturned by General Sisi.

1- In 2007, General Wesley Clark publicly revealed that he had been told
by a Pentagon official (in 2001):
“This is a memo that describes how we’re going to take out seven
countries in five years, starting with Iraq, and then Syria, Lebanon,
Libya, Somalia, Sudan and, finishing off, Iran.”
2- Killary cackles over the street torture-murder of Libya's Qaddafi: "We
came. We saw. He died."
3- The Egyptian government was toppled, but then a counter revolution
reversed the revolution.


Under the cover of peaceful protests that the CIA launched in Syria, an
armed "rebellion" against the government of President Bashar al Assad
soon breaks out. Though dutifully described as a "civil war" by Sulzberger's
Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press, the entire operation is actually a
CIA-Mossad-Saudi engineered proxy war utilizing mostly foreign
mercenaries recruited from all over the Arab world. Elements of Turkish and
Jordanian Intelligence are also in the mix.



As the bloody proxy war drags out for 5 years, the only thing keeping the
"rebels" afloat is massive logistical, financial and military support mainly
from the CIA. This fact is not widely known to the American public, but nor
is it totally hidden by the "mainstream media" either. Google: "CIA Syria
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rebels" and see the many MSM stories confirming the CIA-"rebel" open
alliance.

McCain the Insane poses with Syrian "rebels." Where do these "rebels" get
their high-powered arms from? Answer: The CIA!


As a ploy to draw the United States into the conflict in a direct manner, the
Mossad invents a sub-rebel faction dubbed "ISIS" (Islamic State in Iraq &
Syria). The viciousness of the group's "beheadings" and its open threats
towards America are intended to pressure Obongo into direct intervention in
Syria under the pretext of "stopping ISIS" -- but with the true intention of
engaging the Syrian army.

From the first small "spontaneous" protests -- to the armed "uprising" -- to
the sudden appearance of an "ISIS" faction among the "rebels"-- the entire
human tragedy in Syria is a CIA-Mossad-New York Slimes operation from
start to finish!



The strong hand played by Russia (and also China and Iran) prevents
Obongo from engaging in direct military involvement. Nonetheless,
American aid and arms to the mercenaries (aka "moderate rebels")
continues to flow.
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Thanks to the military support of Russia and Iran, it appears that Assad's
government has prevailed. And boy-oh-boy are the Globo-Zionists pissedoff at Mr. Putin for saving Assad!

Putin's timely air-support for Assad's Army has made him a big hero in
Syria.
And that, boys and girls, is why the sleazy scribblers at Sulzberger's seditious
Slimes are, all-of-a-sudden, so concerned with the human suffering in Aleppo
and other regions of Syria -- a tragedy which they are now falsely and maliciously
blaming on Putin. The good news is that the Russian-Syrian-Iranian
alliance appears to have finally won the proxy war. The potentially bad news is
that the New World Order gang, in fearful anticipation of the coming TrumpPutin "bromance" -- may trigger something some nasty anti-Russian move in
eastern Europe between now and the January inauguration.
These Sons of Satan never quit!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about the
human suffering that the Russian Air Force and the Syrian military caused
in Aleppo.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's horrible. I understand that the Russians
bombed all the hospitals. And who can forget that iconic photo of the little
Syrian boy sitting in the back of an ambulance while covered in blood and
dust?! Horrible. It's just horrible what these Russians are doing.

Sugar: Fake! Fake! It's a @#%^&* fake! Theatrical blood and dusst!
Editor: Definitely fake! These evil bastards always cite "the children" in
order to pull on Boobus's heart strings.
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NY Times: David Friedman, Choice for Envoy to Israel, Is
Hostile to Two-State Efforts
By ISABEL KERSHNER and SHERYL GAY STOLBERG

REBUTTAL BY

No one gets to become President of the United States without at least a partial
blessing from one of the rival factions that constitute the kosher "powers that be."
Unlike some of our brethren in the "conspiracy theory" TM community, Sugar and
I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times, as much as we have
supported the campaign of Orange Man, have always cautioned that elements of
the ultra-nationalist, anti-Globalist Zionist International have thrown their weight
behind Orange Man. The likes of the thoroughly despicable warmongers Sean
Hannity, Not-So-Brightbart News, Matt Drudge (cough cough) and Julian
Assange work primarily for Bibi Satanyahu, not the American people.
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1- "Conceived in Israel," Breitbart News (Image 1 shows original cast
posing with Bibi) boasts of its Jewish credentials: "Breitbart was
founded by Jews, is largely staffed by Jews, and has an entire section
dedicated to reporting on and defending the Jewish state of Israel.” -Breitbart's Jewish CEO Larry Solov -- responding to an attack from the
Clinton camp after Orange Man had hired Breitbart's executive chairman
Steve Bannon as campaign manager.
2- Orange Man won the endorsement of mega-Zionist Sheldon Adelson
(cough cough) -- the casino mogul and "long-time friend" who once
suggested that the U.S. drop an atomic bomb in the Iranian desert as a
warning shot.

Matt Drudge is a Zionist agent, as are Gentiles Sean Hannity (shown in
image 2 viciously attacking peace candidate Ron Paul for being an
"isolationist") and Hannity's new friend, Julian Assange --- whose latest
"leaks" helped to sink Killary Clinton.
With regard to Orange Man, the question here is not whether or not he will
reward his Zionist-Likud backers; but rather: how far will he go to keep them
happy? Will he limit the payoff merely to the controversial relocation of the U.S.
embassy from Tel Aviv to contested/divided Jerusalem and the killing of any "twostate solution?" Or will Orange Man's Zionist agents, either with or without his
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consent, set us on the path toward war with Iran? --- an event that would turn into a
disaster and certainly derail the expected "bromance" between Putin and Orange
Man.
Only time will tell -- but the appointment of a Zionist fanatic who has already, on
his own, started talking about "tearing up the Iran deal" and "increasing aid to
Israel" -- as Ambassador to Israel is cause for us to tone down our on-again-offagain applause machine for Orange Man. Some excerpts from the article itself,
co-authored by Isabel Kershner (cough, cough) and Sheryl Gay Syolberg
(cough, cough) are very revealing.

Yentas Kershner & Stolberg tell us about how extreme David Friedman is.
You see, only Jews are allowed to write critical articles about other Jews.
Kershner & Stolberg: He is president of the American fund-raising arm for a
yeshiva in a settlement deep in the West Bank headed by a militant rabbi who has
called for Israeli soldiers to refuse orders to evacuate settlers.
Analysis: Friedman is not content with what was already stolen from the
Palestinians. He wants more and more and more.
Kershner & Stolberg: He writes a column for a right-wing Israeli news site in
which he has accused President Obama of “blatant anti-Semitism,” dismissed the
two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, likened a liberal AmericanJewish group to “kapos” who cooperated with the Nazis, and said American Jewish
leaders “failed” Israel on the Iran nuclear deal.
Analysis: Evidently, even these yentas think Friedman is nuts.
Kershner & Stolberg: Now, David M. Friedman, an Orthodox Jewish bankruptcy
lawyer from Long Island, is Donald J. Trump’s pick for ambassador to Israel,..
Analysis: Orthodox, eh? Just like Orange Man's trusted and influential son-inlaw, Jared Kushner.
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Kershner & Stolberg: Their (Trump & Friedman) relationship was cemented in
2005, friends said, when Mr. Trump traveled three hours in a snowstorm to pay a
condolence call on Mr. Friedman after the death of his father, a prominent Long
Island rabbi.
“He was very taken by Trump spending almost all day just to pay the shiva,” said
Yossi Kahana, one of the two friends who described the visit, using the Hebrew
term for the week of mourning. “Barely any people came, and here is Trump,
coming and sitting with him and talking about things that are important to both of
them, their values, their fathers and their legacies.”
Analysis: An admirable gesture on the part of Orange Man, but such personal
closeness is not a good sign for the people of Palestine or Iran.
Kershner & Stolberg: A person close to the Trump transition who spoke on the
condition of anonymity said the ambassadorship had been negotiated directly
between the two men over many months. Mr. Friedman, who donated a total of
$50,000 to the Trump campaign and the Republican National Committee in 2016,
according to federal election records, had been openly saying even before the
election that the job — one of the most sensitive and high profile in the diplomatic
corps — would be his, according to friends.
Analysis: So, "the ambassadorship had been negotiated directly between the two
men?" Since when does the boss "negotiate" with the prospective appointee? And
the talks took place "over many months?" That means that the negotiations
happened during a time when few believed that Orange Man could win. Perhaps
the "two old friends" and other parties unknown (cough cough) knew something in
advance that the rest of us did not?
Kershner & Stolberg: Israel’s conservative settlement supporters and their
American backers rejoiced at the selection,
Analysis: It's true, boys and girls. Orange Man is a hero to the Likudniks of
Israel.
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Trump has a huge fan club in Israhell!
Kershner & Stolberg: He refers to the West Bank by its biblical name, Judea and
Samaria, ...
Analysis: As an "ortho," Friedman literally believes that the Almighty gave him
"Judea and Samaria."
Kershner & Stolberg: something hard to imagine his predecessors doing publicly.
Upon being nominated Thursday night, he said he looked forward to working
“from the U.S. Embassy in Israel’s eternal capital, Jerusalem,” rather than Tel
Aviv, where the American Embassy has been for decades, under the State
Department’s insistence that the holy city’s status be determined as part of a
broader deal between Israel and the Palestinians.
Analysis: Orange Man to the dispossessed Palestinians: "Kiss my New York ass!"
Kershner & Stolberg: Baruch Gordon, the director of development for Bet El
Institutions, told Arutz 7 on Friday that it was “proud to be closely associated with
Mr. Friedman,” calling him “a pioneer philanthropist and builder of Jewish
institutions and housing projects in Judea and Samaria (a.k.a. the ‘West Bank’) and
throughout the country.”
Analysis: a "builder of Jewish institutions and housing projects in Judea and
Samaria," eh? Ya can't get any more "to the right" than this Zionist!
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The ever-interloping ultra-nationalist West Bank "settlers" are the most
vicious little demons to be found in all of Jewry -- and, unlike their Globalist
brethren, they absolutely love Orange Man.

Brave Orthodox Israeli settlers mock and abuse Arab woman.
Drunken Orthodox Israeli settler to British film crew: "Screw you, you Nazi! We killed
your fucking Jesus and we are proud of it. .. This is my land you son of a shit.
God gave it to me. ... I'll kill you and the Palestinians. Fuck you, Nazi.... God gave
it to me and fuck you."

Kershner & Stolberg: Mr. Friedman’s connections to Israel date back to his bar
mitzvah at the Western Wall.
Analysis: Friedman is not really going to be America's Ambasador to Israel, but
rather, Israel's Ambasador to Israel. Talk about "rigged," eh Orange Man?
Kershner & Stolberg: A senior Palestinian cleric, Sheikh Ikrama Sabri, said
during Friday Prayers that if Mr. Friedman managed to move the embassy to
Jerusalem, “the U.S. is declaring a new war on the Palestinians and all Muslim
Arabs.”
Analysis: What does Orange Man care about offending Muslims? Pardon the
liberalese-sounding lingo here; but anti-Muslim bigotry won Orange Man a whole
lot of FOXtard voters.
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Kershner & Stolberg: Daniel C. Kurtzer, who served President George W. Bush
as ambassador to Israel from 2001 to 2005, was alarmed by the appointment.
“He has made clear that he will appeal to a small minority of Israeli — and
American — extremists, ignoring the majority of Israelis who continue to seek
peace,” .... “Friedman’s appointment as ambassador runs directly contrary to Mr.
Trump’s professed desire to make the ‘ultimate deal’ between Israelis and
Palestinians.”
Analysis: Orange Man knows damn well that without the Zio crazies and their
formidable apparatus in his corner, he would never have been able to overcome the
pro-Killary Marxist-Globalist faction of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class). Let us
hope that the political payback will be limited "only" to the sellout of the poor
Palestinians, and not to a new collision course with Iran.
But if Orange Man, on the basis of some future false-flag attack, decides to start
the usual crap with peaceful Iran, count on the The Anti-New York Times to
write some really nasty stuff about him.

And Orange Man, if you're reading, be assured that if and when your
"long-time friend," is faced with a choice between serving your interests
or those of Satanyahu's ghoulish gang, you will be outmaneuvered and
dumped like a red-hot matzah-ball quicker than you say, "Oy vey!" And
the same goes for that snake-in-the-grass Orthodox son-in-law of yours.

Ivanka had to convert to Orthodox Jewry in order to marry fellow billionaire Jared
Kushner. The influence of the young couple on Orange Man is common knowledge, as
is the affection that Bibi "9/11 was good for Israel" Satanyahu and Orange Man have for
each other.
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THIS JUST IN!
HEADS OF MOSSAD COME TO TRUMP TOWER!
December 18, 2016
"The staff of U.S. President-elect Donald Trump has met with the head of Israel’s
international intelligence agency, the Mossad and a high-ranking security
delegation in a visit quietly arranged by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu,
according to Ynet.
Mossad chief Yossi Cohen traveled to New York with Israeli National Security
Council head Yaakov Nagel, where he was joined at Trump Tower by Israeli
Ambassador to the United States Ron Dermer.
Trump’s team was briefed on the Iranian nuclear deal, the situation in Syria,
current terror threats and the situation with the current situation with the
Palestinian Authority."
-- JewishPress.com

Mossad Chief Yossi Cohen visits Orange Man to collect a debt. Though the CIA
(Globalists) and Mossad (Zionists) collaborated on 9/11, the two agencies are now at
war with each other, with the latter backing Orange Man.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
just nominated a hard-liner as Ambassador to Israel.
Boobus Americanus 2: It would be a shame if they undid the Iran nuclear
deal. Trump may lead us to war again, after all.

Sugar: Boobuss. You have just demonsstrated how even a broken clock
can be correct twice-a-day. Congratulationss.
Editor: This is one time I actually hope that Boobus is wrong.
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NY Times: The Climate Refugees of the Arctic
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD

REBUTTAL BY

For readers new to The Anti-New York Times, the word-smith Andrew
Rosenthal (cough cough) is the putrid little maggot who gets away with posing as
the high and mighty "Editorial Board" of Sulzberger's Slimes. This is not to say
that he pens each and every article attributed to "The Editorial Board," but
whatever is not personally written by him is controlled and edited by him.
Hazmat suits and goggles on! Join us for a rebutting dive into Rosenthal's, er, "The
Editorial Board's" latest bit of "Global Warming" TM / "Climate Change" TM
bullshine.
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Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise of the Not-SoHigh and Not-So-Mighty "Editorial Board". It's only a pathetic little wordsmith named Andrew Rosenthal typing out lies from behind the curtain.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": "The polar bear, the largest bear of them
all and a fearsome predator, is the poster animal of climate change, and for good
reason: While most threatened animals, such as the rhinoceros, are victims of
localized threats like poaching or human encroachment, the polar bear is
threatened most gravely by global emissions of greenhouse gases.
A polar bear was the star of Al Gore’s celebrated 2006 film on climate change,
“An Inconvenient Truth,” and it has its own conservation organization, Polar
Bears International, which has designated Feb. 27 as International Polar Bear
Day."

The true purpose of the deceitful propaganda contained in Al Gore's
"Inconvenient Truth" and David de Rothschild's "Global Warming Survival
Handbook" is to promote World Government (in order to "save the planet"
TM)
One of the most enduring and heart-string-pulling component myths of the colossal
fraud that is "Global Warming" TM is the lie about the vanishing Polar Bear.
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According to the felonious fairy tale, the "melting ice cap" TM has diminished the
size of the Polar Bear's habitat and forced him to have to swim further and further
away for his also-diminishing food supply -- mainly seals. The truth of the matter
is that Polar Bear populations, according to several scientific studies, have
increased over the past 12 years.
Rosenvermin is aware of this fact, which is why the tricky little rat-bastard is
compelled to vaguely allude to it before dismissing it. As he summarizes the lies of
a Slimes "science writer" Erica Goode, observe the Marxist magician's
mendacious little rhetorical move of casually mitigating a critical objection:
"Using the bear as an icon to raise consciousness and funds ... does more than
arouse support from conservationists. It also presents a ready target from climate
change deniers who are only too willing to use inevitable uncertainties about the
polar bear’s actual numbers to challenge the facts of climate change."
Rosenfilth! You may be able to pass by your libtarded readers with that splitsecond reference to "inevitable uncertainties" -- but Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial
Board" of The Anti-New York Times catch everything. So, with that in mind, let's
elaborate a bit on these "inevitable uncertainties" --- shall we, Rosenstool?
Daily Express (UK) / 2015
POLAR bear populations are recovering despite the climate change warnings of
environmentalists, a Canadian zoologist claimed yesterday.
Dr Susan Crockford said: “On almost every measure, things are looking good for
polar bears.”
In a report for the climate sceptic Global Warming Policy Foundation, she said:
“Scientists are finding that polar bears are well distributed throughout their range
and adapting well to changes in sea ice.
“Health indicators are good and they are benefiting from abundant prey. It really
is time for the doom and gloom about polar bears to stop.”
Dr Crockford, of the University of Victoria in British Columbia added: “Polar
bears are still a conservation success story. With a global population almost
certainly greater than 25,000, we can say for sure that there are more polar bears
now than 40 years ago.
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“The global estimate is too high to qualify the polar bear as ‘threatened’ with
extinction.”

Dr. Susan Crockford and many other researchers insist that Polar Bears
are doing well. Why are their voices never heard in the Piranha Press that
professes to be free?
From PolarBearScience.com
Survey Results: Svalbard polar bear numbers increased 42% over last
11 years
"Results of this fall’s Barents Sea population survey have been released by the
Norwegian Polar Institute and they are phenomenal: despite several years with
poor ice conditions, there are more bears now (~975) than there were in 2004
(~685) around Svalbard (a 42 % increase) and the bears were in good condition.
Apart altogether from the facts that: 1. There is no observable trend of retreating
ice in the Arctic and 2. Polar Bears are doing just fine --- there is another annoying
little "inconvenient truth" that although seldom mentioned, is as undeniable as it is
ironic. You see, boys and girls, because Polar Bears hunt for seals by breaking
holes in the ice, thickening ice actually poses a serious threat to our furry friends to
the North. Ice and snow that become too thick, due to extremely cold weather,
becomes unbreakable. It's common sense. Again, PolarBearScience.com explains:
"Thick spring ice due to natural causes is currently the single biggest threat to
polar bears. Not declining summer sea ice – thick spring ice. That could change in
the future but right now, the evidence supports that statement.
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marked polar bear population declines have virtually always been associated with
thick spring ice that reduced local ringed seal prey, although in some areas (like
Hudson Bay) thick snow on top of sea ice have produced."
Ha ha ha ha ha --- Extreme cold, not warmth, is killing Polar Bears! Who knew?!
Rosenrectum's propaganda poop-pie also claims that Polar Bears photographed
scavenging whale bones and garbage dumps constitutes clear evidence of a species
in danger. Nice try at "fake news," but not exactly, Rosenfungus. Though certainly
true that Polar Bears are talented hunters, they, like their Grizzly Bear and Black
Bear counterparts, have always been known to scavenge for food as well. Only a
communist propagandist or a raging libtard would use manipulative images of
scavenging Polar Bears as "proof" of Global Warming" TM / Climate Change TM.
If anything, excessive reliance on scavenging is a sign of too much (too thick) ice,
not a shortage of it!
Such illogic is akin to claiming that someone has become a vegetarian because he
was recently photographed while eating a salad. But that's libtard logic for ya--- the
funniest, yet scariest freak-show on earth.

1- "Global Warming my ass! This ice is so damn thick that I can't bust
through it to get my dinner!"
2 & 3 - White or Black, all bears scavenge!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today how
endangered Arctic Polar Bears have turned to scavenging for survival.
Boobus Americanus 2: Al Gore has been warning about this for years.
Polar Bears are doomed if the ice melts.

Sugar: White Power!
Editor: (Palm to face -- shaking head -- sighing)
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NY Times: Russia, Iran and Turkey Meet for Syria Talks,
Excluding U.S.
By BEN HUBBARD and DAVID E. SANGER

REBUTTAL BY

Much to the dismay of Sulzberger's Slimes and Globalists everywhere, the foreign
ministers of Russia, Iran and Turkey met in Moscow on Tuesday to establish the
framework for a political agreement to end the CIA/Mossad proxy war that has
been raging in Syria for nearly six-years. The United States and the European
Union were left out of the process. Not only was Secretary of State John Kerry not
invited, nor was the United Nations consulted. Globo-monster Zbigniew
Brzezinski's worst nightmare has come to pass. From his 1998 book, The Grand
Chessboard:
"To put it in a terminology that hearkens back to the more brutal age of ancient
empires, the three grand imperatives of imperial geostrategy are to prevent
collusion and maintain security dependence among the vassals, to keep
tributaries pliant and protected, and to keep the barbarians from coming
together." (p.40)
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"The most immediate task is to make certain that no state or combination of states
gains the capacity to expel the United States from Eurasia or even to diminish
significantly its decisive arbitration role." (p.98)
By golly-- that's exactly what just happened with regard to the 3-Party Syrian
negotiation in Moscow! Eat that, Z-big!

From Jimmy Carter to Obongo, Brzezinski has been schooling U.S. puppet Presidents
on "foreign policy" TM for 40 years. But now, thanks to Russia, "the barbarians" and
"vassals" are rising up.

The new alignment and the absence of the US / EU complex at the table virtually
guarantees that Syrian President Bashar al-Assad will not meet the same fate as
Saddam Hussein of Iraq and Muammar Qaddafi of Libya. Assad will continue
to rule Syria in spite of Obongo’s declaration more than five years ago that he "has
to go."
As Orange Man prepares to take office, the Globalists are expecting America's
"leadership" (dominance) in the world to continue diminishing. Trump's only
recent statement on Syria came last week, when he declared that the situation in
Syria was “sad” and promised, “We’re going to help people” -- vowing to extract
funds from Persian Gulf nations to build “safe zones” for Syrian refugees.
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Thanks to Putin, the Assad family will NOT meet the same fate as Saddam
and Qaddafi!
The commie-Globalists aren't the only ones upset about the new Russia-TurkeyIran Axis. Though one faction of the Israel Firsters appear to support the neutering
of the United States (because there won't be anymore pressure for a "2-state
solution" TM), the article quotes Andrew J. Tabler (cough cough), a fellow at the
Israel Firster Washington Institute for Near East Policy who studies Syria:
“When the Turks, the Iranians and the Russians all agree on a process without the
U.S. being in the room, you realize there is a problem for us.”
Emboldened by the election of "isolationist" TM Orange Man, Russian officials
are now publicly showing their disdain for American diplomatic efforts under the
reign of Obongo & Kerry. Last week, Foreign Minister Sergey V. Lavrov said that
working with Turkey on the evacuation deal was more productive than “fruitless
get-togethers with the U.S.”
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Out of necessity, Lavrov patiently danced the phony dance with Kerry for
nearly 4 years. Now he can ignore the Globalists as he consults with
regional powers Turkey and Iran.
Of course, the reason why talks with Kerry proved "fruitless," was because the
U.S., as this article actually confirms, was propping up the terrorist rebels for the
purpose of overthrowing Assad. Here's the buried truth-gem:
"But the United States intervened in indirect ways, running covert programs with
its allies to give the rebels arms, money and antitank missiles."
The article also confirms that the rise of Orange Man put the final nail in the
coffin of the mercenary "rebels" -“Said Aaron Stein, a senior fellow at the Atlantic Council who studies Turkey.
“One of his early signals was that he was going to scale back support for the
opposition that the U.S. has supported.'
Mr. Trump has not articulated a comprehensive Syria policy, but he has suggested
he will work alongside Russia to fight extremists including the Islamic State."
The strong hand and brilliant diplomacy of Putin, combined with unmistakable
peace signals sent forth by Orange Man, have brought the terrorist war in Syria to
a close and pulled the world back from the precipice of World War III -- an event
which certainly would have been a real possibility had the hideous hag Killary
Rotten Clinscum been elected and imposed the "no fly zone" TM that she was
threatening. If the committee of one-world commies which hands out the
"prestigious" Nobel Peace Prize had any credibility, Vlad the Bad and Orange
Man would be named co-winners.
From America to Europe to Asia, the One-Worlders appear to be on the defensive.
But like some immortal monster from some corny horror film, they always find a
way to crawl back to life. Unless and until these sons-of-bitches are rounded up
and strung up from the lampposts, the game ain't over -- not by a long shot!
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Winning!

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Russia
teamed up with Iran and Turkey to totally cut America out of the Syrian
peace process.
Boobus Americanus 2: This is a very ominous development. In the wake
of Trump's victory, Russsia is clearly becoming more aggressive and
imperialistic in Syria now.

Sugar: Russsia iss in Ssyria by INVITATION, you frickin' sswine!
Editor: Boobus will never know just how close we actually came to World War III.
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NY Times: Famed Russian Military Choir Among 92 Feared Dead
After Plane Crashes Into Black Sea
By IVAN NECHEPURENKO

REBUTTAL BY

With the beginning of the President Trump-President Putin "bromance" just weeks
away (inauguaration Day is January 20), what appears to be a horrible act-ofterrorism has struck the heart of Christian Russia on Christmas Day. We had
warned of such an 11th hour escalation aimed at driving a wedge between the U.S.
and Russia before Orange Man is inaugurated. As the Church Lady of old
Saturday Night Live fame would say: How conveeenient!

How conveeeenient that just as the Establishment's media campaign to
mock and undermine the Putin-Trump alliance is heating up, the bulk of the
Red Army choir is wiped out in "an accident."
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Because so many well known and recognizable personages were aboard the
doomed airplane, and also because the Russians have been very quick to cite
"technical failure" as the probable cause of the crash, we calculate that this was not
a fake false-flag using fake identifies and crisis actors. No, this was the "real deal"
and we declare, with 99% certainty, that it was a deliberate act-of-war intended to
bait Putin.
The aircraft bound for Syria carried many members of the world-famous military
band known as the Alexandrov Ensemble -- internationally known as the Red
Army Choir. The choir was headed to Syria to entertain Russia’s forces on New
Year's Eve. The plane crashed into the Black Sea, close to the coast of U.S. ruled
Georgia, moments after takeoff. The cause of the crash is under investigation,
although initial Russian news media reports indicated it was a technical failure
rather than terrorism.
Passengers on the flight, which originated in Moscow and stopped in Sochi to
refuel, were traveling to Russia’s Khmeimim Air Base in Syria. The band planned
to serenade Russian personnel in Syria on New Year’s Eve. Three journalists from
Channel One, Russia’s main television station, were on the plane, as were
journalists from the Zvezda and NTV television networks. Dr. Yelizaveta P.
Glinka, a prominent and popular Russian philanthropist, was also on board.
On the loss of key choir members, the article quotes the grandson of a famous
Russian composer:
“The best members of the ensemble died. All the best soloists, the whole choir.
Everything will collapse now. The best ones are gone.”

The Red Army choir and Dr. "Liza" Glinka (Image 2 with Putin) --- huge
names in Russia, lost over the Black Sea.
The heavy moral burden that the New World Order warmongers are placing on
Putin's shoulders parallels the outrageous provocations of Hitler during those
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fateful pre-war years of 1937-1939. In the interest of protecting the greater good
(by avoiding war), The Great One was also compelled to pretend that the
"spontaneous" blowing-up of the Hindenburg Air-Ship in Jersey was due to
"static electricity." And oh how hard it must have been for Him to "look the other
way" as gangs of Polish ultra-nationalists and Jewish Bolsheviks slaughtered
ethnic Germans trapped in Poland's "Danzig Corridor!" The evil-doers kept
pushing and pushing and pushing until Germany could take no more and justifiably
invaded Poland to liberate the captive Germans there.
This type of relentless baiting is exactly what "they" are doing to Vlad the Bad.
"Fortunately" for Russia, they only have to endure one more month of this crap
before Orange Man can arrive and hopefully begin the process of cleaning out the
warmongering rats from the bowels of the CIA and the Pentagon. Let's hope
Putin's patience can hold out that long.
Evil --- just plain evil.

Image 1: (May 6, 1937) The Hindenburg mysteriously explodes just as the
photographers arrived to witness its mooring in New Jersey. For the sake
of peace, Germany quickly went along with the "official explanation."
Image 2 & 3: Now its Russia's turn!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about how the
bulk of the Russian Red Army choir was wiped out in that plane crash over
the Black Sea.
Boobus Americanus 2: I don't think it was a crash. It was probably Islamic
terrorism.

Sugar: You're half-right Boobusss -- which is a huge improvement for you.
It wassn't a crassh, but it wassn't 'Isslamic terrorisssm' either.
Editor: Exactly! NATO and/or the CIA are behind this, maybe Mossad too.
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Harrison Browne, a forward for the Buffalo Beauts in the fledgling
National Women’s Hockey League, came out on Oct. 7 as a transgender
man.

NY Times: Fledgling Women’s Hockey League Becomes a
Trailblazer on Transgender Policy
By MATT HIGGINS

REBUTTAL BY

As we grasp the last straw of hope that the rise of Orange Man could mark the
starting point of a new direction for our cancer-stricken nation, stories such as this
remind us just how far, and how irreversible, the disease of "liberalism" may be
after all. For what does it profit a nation to restore its manufacturing base and even
avoid World War III if it loses its soul?
The death blows that will ultimately finish off whatever is left of Western
civilization are mental and moral, not economic. Putin and his spiritual sidekick,
Patriarch Kirill, both understand this. Orange Man and the "alt-right" of
Breitbart's queer campus superstar speaker, Milo "I love Black dick"
Yiannopoulos, evidently do not.
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Image 1: Pro homo / pro tranny Orange Man poses with religious leader
Jerry Falwell Jr. and wife with his famed Playboy cover on the wall.
Image 2: Putin and Kirill understand that there is more to a healthy national
life than just dollars and cents.
Putin: "Many Euro-Atlantic countries have moved away from their
roots, including Christian values. Policies are being pursued that
place on the same level a multi-child family and a same-sex
partnership, a faith in God and a belief in Satan. This is the path to
degradation."
Kirill: “This is a very dangerous apocalyptic symptom, and we must
do everything in our powers to ensure that sin is never sanctioned in
Russia by state law, because that would mean that the nation has
embarked on a path of self-destruction."
“We can have parades for the sexual minorities - that is supported but a million French Christian protesters defending family values are
broken up by police, ... the “godless civilization is reaching maturity”
This latest bit of "transgender" news is so tragically comical that it actually
caricatures itself. There really isn't any need to rebut such manifest insanity. For
your "entertainment," we will simply present a few excerpts, as is:
"With social change moving quickly across the professional sports landscape, the
National Women’s Hockey League was playing catch-up. For the past three
months, the only professional sports league in North America with an openly
transgender player had no transgender policy in place.
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Now, the architects of new guidelines for such players in the N.W.H.L. say the
fledgling four-team league, in only its second season of existence, is prepared to
take a leading position when it comes to treatment of transgender players.
“This is really a groundbreaking policy in professional sports, and specifically in
women’s professional sports,” said Chris Mosier, vice president for program
development and community relations for You Can Play, an organization that
works to combat discrimination against athletes because of sexual orientation or
gender identity. You Can Play and the National Center for Lesbian Rights were
consultants for the N.W.H.L. guidelines.
“Being a women’s league, they want to make sure their players are protected,”
said Mosier, a professional triathlon and transgender man who competed for the
United States national team at the sprint duathlon world championships in June.
“This is a really unique opportunity for them on taking the lead that others can
look to as one to replicate.”

"The league is unveiling its policy at the end of a year in which the International
Olympic Committee revamped its guidelines to reflect the latest scientific and legal
attitudes on the issue, making it less onerous for transgender athletes to compete at
the Olympic Games. Those I.O.C. guidelines — which no longer require athletes to
undergo sexual reassignment surgery — served as a template for the N.W.H.L.,
Mosier said."
“It’s a unique opportunity to continue to move the conversation forward and
accelerate that social progress and to be that benchmark,” said Dani Rylan, the
N.W.H.L.’s commissioner, “and to remain approachable and available for these
discussions.”
The N.W.H.L. was propelled into the national conversation on transgender issues
on Oct. 7, when Harrison Browne, a 23-year-old forward for the Buffalo Beauts,
came out publicly as a transgender man in an article on ESPN.com that was
published hours before the start of the season. Browne played as Hailey Browne
during the league’s inaugural season, 2015-16."
“It was a nudge in the right direction after Harrison approached us this fall,” said
Rylan, who oversaw the changing of Browne’s player profile name and pronouns
on the N.W.H.L. website."
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"The guidelines are three pages with a stated purpose of supporting “athletes
choosing to express their gender beyond the binary of female and male.”
"The most restrictive conditions relate to those who make a transition from male to
female, circumstances that typically have raised questions about fairness. An
athlete cannot change her gender again for a minimum of four years and must
demonstrate that her testosterone level is “within typical limits of women
athletes,” subject to testing."
Could a satirical comedy writer have penned anything more mocking than that?

Image 1 - Insane Tranny Harrison Browne doesn't fit "the traditional
binary."
Image 2- Dani Rylan, commissioner of the National Women’s Hockey
League: “It’s a unique opportunity to continue to move the conversation
forward and accelerate social progress."
The subversive war on the institutions of marriage and family has been raging for
decades, and with devastating results. But this war on sexual identity strikes even
deeper. You see, normal men are not attracted to butchy manly women; and normal
women are not attracted to girly boys. By tampering with natural roles -transgender confusion being the most extreme manifestation -- the Globalists are
screwing up the minds and spirits of our young people so badly that most of them
will never attract (beyond the momentarily physical, if even that) and get married
in the first place. Loneliness, alienation, depression and state servitude await the
vast majority of millennial and subsequent generations to follow -- and it is all by
design.
The iron laws of Nature and nature's God can only be flaunted for so long. A
society that "tolerates" TM such mental and moral sickness is one that is doomed
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to be washed away down the toilet bowl of history. And no amount of "GDP
growth" TM will save it -- at least not in the long run. So sorry to pee in
everybody's "Make America Great" inaugural punch bowls, but that's the truth and
we all know it.

Dear God --- Make America Straight Again!

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about how
professional women's hockey is accommodating a transgender player.
Boobus Americanus 2: Oh well. As long as the testosterone levels are
kept below a certain level, I don't have a problem with it.
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Sugar: You don't sseem have a problem with anything thesse dayss,
Boobusss. And that, in and of itsself, IS the frickin' problem.
Editor: Some damn profound philosophy there, Sugar! Compliments.
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NY Times: Senators Reassure Wary Baltic Nations That
U.S. Won’t Abandon NATO
By SEWELL CHAN
REBUTTAL BY

That miserable warmongering son-of-a-bitch John McCain and his faithful little
faggot of a sidekick Lindsey Graham are at it again -- this time, stirring up
trouble in the Soros-owned Baltic Sea nation of Estonia. And just to add a bit of
"bipartisan" TM spice to the whole sordid affair, the Rebublican't joined-at-the-hip
duo brought along a Demonrat Senator with them -- some obscure and evidently
ambitious "Yale-educated" feminist douche-bag named Amy Klobuchar of
Minnesota.

.
McCain, Graham and Klobuchar
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Led by McCain the Insane, the trio "reassured" the Estonian Prime Minister of
America's commitment to "the defense of" the tiny puppet state from the big bad
Russian Bear. The wacky old lunatic declared:
“The presence of United States troops here in Estonia is a signal that we believe in
what Ronald Reagan believed, and that is peace through strength, --- the best way
to prevent Russian misbehavior.”
Translation: Pay no mind to President-elect Trump. Your assigned task of
provoking Russia into striking the first blow still stands.
The article informs us that tiny NATO members Latvia and Lithuania, along with
non-NATO puppet states Georgia and Ukraine are also on the itinerary of
"reassurance." -- Wonderful. Just wonderful. But the most distressing piece of data
from this story is found in paragraph nine:
"Spokesmen for the senators and Mr. Trump did not respond to questions about
whether they had informed the president-elect about their trip."
Translation: High-powered Senators within Trump's own "conservative" Party -in league with the Demonrat minority and treasonous elements within the CIA,
State Department and Department of Offense -- are still committed to fighting
Russia.
Will they, with the help of the fake mainstream newsmedia, be able to maneuver
Orange Man into a corner from which he will be forced to fight -- or, at the very
least, be prevented from ever breaking bread with Putin? Let us turn to history to
examine past precedents for just such a situation.
Seat-belts fastened and helmets on, boys and girls. Into the Tomato-Time-Machine
we go. Sugar, set the dial to 1898, please.

McKinley Forced Into Spanish-American War by fellow
Republicans in Congress
Although the intensive propaganda campaign of 1897 and early 1898 had
succeeded in poisoning the public perception of Spain, the reluctance the
conservative Republican President William McKinley to go to war still had to be
overcome. It was time for a false-flag attack.
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President McKinley was not impressed by the anti-Spanish propaganda of
the Piranha Press. Some further "persuading" had to be done.
In 1897, The Globalist "Powers That Be" had arranged for the ambitious controlfreak, New York City Police Commissioner Theodore Roosevelt (John McCain's
favorite President), to be appointed as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. In February
of 1898, TR, on his own initiative, ordered the USS Maine to provocatively sail
into Cuba's Havana Harbor (controlled by Spain). In a remarkable "coincidence",
the Maine "spontaneously" and oh-so-conveniently blew up, killing 251 American
sailors. TR and the Yellow Press wasted no time in blaming Spain for the
"mine attack".

Assistant Naval Secretary Roosevelt murdered 251 sailors and then
blamed Spain for it.
Spain strongly denied the false charges and invited an investigation into the matter.
President McKinley continued to resist the demands and the threats of the
Congressional warmongers and the Yellow Press. But by April, the pressure for
war -- much of it coming from his own Republican Party -- was just too much
for McKinley to resist. On April 25, 1898, America declared war upon Spain -- a
war whose rallying cry was: "Remember the Maine and to hell with Spain."
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Neither the Pope, nor the innocent Spaniards, nor the U.S. President was
able to beat back the insane war mania, press propaganda and
Congressional "warnings to McKinley" which followed the destruction of
the Maine.
Nice work, Sugar. Now fast-forward to 1939, please.

Chamberlain Forced Into World War II by fellow Conservatives in
Parliament
As the tiresome cliched story goes, British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
"appeased" Hitler at the Munich Conference (September 1938) by handing over
Czechoslovakia to his domination. War was thus averted, but Hitler was now
emboldened by Chamberlain's "appeasement." The truth is, Chamberlain knew
that Hitler posed no danger to Europe. He only sought to the second world war that
the Jewish-owned "Conservatives" of his own party -- and the British Press -- were
pushing for. First and foremost among the Conservative Party warmongers was the
drunken cigar-chiming closeted sodomite, former Lord of the Admiralty and MP
Winston Churchill, who bellowed about Chamberlain:
"You were given the choice between war and dishonor. You chose dishonor and
you will have war."
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The bloodthirsty element of Chamberlain's Party was seething in anger
over his "bromance" with Hitler.
So then, what finally led Chamberlain, in September, 1939, to go along with a
Declaration of War against Germany on the basis of Hitler's justified invasion of
aggressor Poland? Well, just like the aforementioned case regarding McKinley,
Chamberlain also faced a revolt from within his own party. The "conservative"
warmongers demanded that Chamberlain form an alliance with the Soviet monster
Joe Stalin, and openly "sniped" at Chamberlain for dragging his feet on the
controversial matter.
Some amazing excerpts from the May 10, 1939 issue of The New York Slimes
confirm what the "house historians" have long since censored.
***********************

Demand for Soviet Pact Rises
By Sir Arthur Willert
Noted British Journalist

LONDON, May 10. - The general British reaction on the feasibility of an
international conference to smooth out the troubles of Europe is somewhat
lukewarm. This applies to reports that the Vatican has put out feelers regarding the
possibility of international action for the settlement of the German-Polish
problems.
The predominant opinion here is that if a conference were held at this juncture, the
Rome-Berlin Axis powers would try to vitiate it by the same intolerable pressure of
fear and menace that Chancellor Adolf Hitler so successfully brought to bear on
the Munich meeting.
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... This view accounts for the constant sniping at Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain, from his own supporters in Parliament, as well as from the
Opposition parties on the ground that he is not pushing ahead effectively with the
Russian negotiations. It is feared that he may be hanging back partly for fear of
giving Herr Hitler another excuse for saying that Germany is being encircled and
partly because he has not properly shaken off that exaggerated distrust of "the
Reds" that made British policy go so disastrously wrong over Spain.
Nothing is more likely to precipitate a dangerous crisis than failure to reach an
adequate agreement with Russia or another spasm of appeasement in high quarters
in London. So strongly does the rank and file of Conservatives feel about this that
there would be a real possibility of a revolt against Mr. Chamberlain if the
Russian negotiations were to fail and if the failure could plausibly be laid at his
door."
***********************
Peace-lovers everywhere breathed a sigh of relief upon hearing news that the
hideous hag had lost the 2016 QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show). But if the
McCain-Graham "rebellion" and the lessons of history are any indication, the
releasing of white doves over the expected Trump-Putin "bromance" may be a bit
premature. Oh, and Orange Man, if you're reading (I wish!) -- McKinley was
assassinated in 1901 and Chamberlain died suddenly just 6 months after Churchill
had taken his place as Prime Minister. Just sayin'.

"Peace in our time?" --- Maybe not!
Putin = Hitler / Trump = Chamberlain / McCain = Churchill
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Senator
McCain is in eastern Europe to reassure our allies that NATO will defend
them against Russian invasion.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's good. The painful lessons of history inform
us that American isolationism only invites war.

Sugar: Boobusss, you stupid %$#@! The history books are full of #$^@ -- jusst like like that numb sskull of yourss!
Editor: Whoah, tiger. Ease up on the spices.
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NY Times: Obama Punishes Russia Over Election Hacking
By DAVID E. SANGER

NY Times: Two Russian Compounds, Caught Up in
History’s Echoes
By MARK MAZZETTI and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT

NY Times: How Russia Recruited Elite Hackers for Its
Cyberwar
By ANDREW E. KRAMER

NY Times: Donald Trump, After Dismissing Hacking,
Agrees to an Intelligence Briefing
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR

NY Times: Editorial: President Obama Punishes Russia, at
Last
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD
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REBUTTAL BY

As expected, the seditious scribblers at Sulzberger's Slimes have gone full-blown
retard -- in ecstasy that is -- over Obongo's 11th hour sabotaging of the feared
Trump-Putin national reconciliation. Notice how the totally unproven (false,
actually) accusation of "Russian hacking" is now presented as a prior
assumption (a classic logical fallacy).
You see, it is no longer a question of whether or not the Russians interfered in QFS
(Quadrennial Freak Show) 2016, but rather, how should America respond. It's
like the slick salesman asking: "How would you like to pay for your new vacuum
cleaner, Mrs. Jones -- by check or by credit card?" --- when Mrs. Jones never even
said she was going to buy the vacuum cleaner in the first place!
(Your marketing pro turned historian-journalist sold vacuum cleaners door-to-door
during one college summer break -- The "assumptive close" worked like a charm!)

The Slimes and the rest of the Piranha Press commonly use "assumptive
selling" to manipulate the public mind.
It would be redundant and insulting to the intelligence of our highly informed
readers to rebut an accusation which even many Boobuses all know is
concocted. The Slime's slime shouldn't even be dignified with a rebuttal. Instead,
let us reiterate what Obongo's dangerous game is really all about.
We believe that the stage is being set for a dangerous escalation of events in
Europe, and perhaps even America, to occur over the course of the next three
weeks. Now that the precedent (phony as it may be) of Russian cyber-warfare has
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been embedded in the public mind, we suspect -- (not to be confused with "we
forecast") -- that a serious cyber false-flag attack against America or the EU is in
the works.
And even though Boobus Americanus and Boobus Europiticus may indeed be
skeptical about the current little lies being told about Russia, the lessons of history
and the laws of human nature inform us that the malleable mobs will never
question the big lies fed to them about false-flag attacks. In exactly the same
manner that the public had been pre-conditioned to fear Osama Bin Laden -the Saudi nobody living in an Afghan cave -- so too has the big bad Putin been preframed. The reactive mind will instantly blame him for any "cyber-Pearl Harbor"
TM. After all, only a crazed "conspiracy theorist" TM would actually believe that
our own government would do such a thing.
* The term "cyber-Pearl Harbor" yields nearly 1 million results on Google Search

Although current allegations of "Russian hacking" are still doubted by
many, a "cyber-Pearl Harbor" TM would be sold to the public and believed
because the lie would be so big.
Hitler (from Mein Kampf): "All this (Jewish press lies) was inspired by the principle—
which is quite true within itself—that in the big lie there is always a certain force of
credibility; because the broad masses of a nation are always more easily corrupted in
the deeper strata of their emotional nature than consciously or voluntarily; and thus in
the primitive simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the big lie than the
small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little matters but would be
ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods. It would never come into their heads to
fabricate colossal untruths, and they would not believe that others could have the
impudence to distort the truth so infamously. Even though the facts which prove this to
be so may be brought clearly to their minds, they will still doubt and waver and will
continue to think that there may be some other explanation. For the grossly impudent lie
always leaves traces behind it, even after it has been nailed down, a fact which is
known to all expert liars in this world and to all who conspire together in the art of lying."
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Again, this is not a forecast of what will happen within the coming weeks, but a
plausible warning about what could happen. The International Crime Syndicate
known as the NWO cannot afford to see nationalists Putin, Trump and even Xi of
China come together to build a "multi-polar world." Like wounded animals pinned
into a corner, the "powers-that-be" are capable of anything. The weeks since the
election of Orange Man have already witnessed an increased U.S. military buildup in Europe; the take-down of a Russian airplane which wiped out much of its
famed Red Army choir; a provocative visit to the puppet Baltic States by McCain
the Insane; and now, this mass expulsion of Russian diplomats.
As it was with FDR's relentless poking and threatening of Japan in 1941; this latest
diplomatic humiliation of Russia sets up the next escalation move. Could the next
play be the "cyber-Pearl Harbor" TM we have been hearing about for years?
Whatever the NWO's next move may be, we are confident that it will happen
before Orange Man's inauguration -- an event which may be further marred by
Soros' rent-a-mobs.

The commie-loving bastard did all that was in his power to force Japan into
making the first overt move. Hawaiian newspapers knew what was coming,
but FDR played the role of the victim masterfully and the public swallowed
it whole. The only difference between Pearl Harbor and the potential
"cyber-Pearl Harbor" TM is that the former was an actual attack from an
outside party; the latter, if it happens, will be an inside-job, blamed on
Russia.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that
Obama gave Russian diplomats 72 hours to leave the country.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's long overdue. These rooskies need to be
taught a lesson.

Sugar: It'ss funny how the frickin' libtardss at the Jew York Sslimes never
had a problem with Russsia back in the day when communisst thugss like
Sstalin and Khrusshchev ran the joint.
Editor: A very astute observation, Sugar.
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